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SUMMARY

Rome Air Development Center Technical Repor t, RADC-TR-76-302,
• dated October 1976, ATEC Digital Adaptation Study , described the

monitoring system requirements for PA/Fl/TA applicable to a
digital data transmission system comprised of microwave radio

• links and PCM/TDM multiplex terminals interfaced with FDM multi-
plexers to the subscribers ’ equipment. The study determined that
certain ATEC hardware adaptations would satisfy the monitoring
requirements. These adaptations would permit the monitoring
of the 3 level partial response rad io baseband signal plus the

• counting and/or latching of transient system and equ ipment events,
e.g., multiplexer frame errors and reframes. Software adapta-

• tions provide for system monitor point scans, operator inter-
action, data analysis, and CRT display generation.

The hardware selected for adaptation were the Converter—Monitor
Group, Baseband, OU—116 (V)/G commonly referred to as the Baseband
Monitor (BBM) which was adapted to measure the 3- level partial
response signal and is referred to as a Easeband Eye Monitor
(BEM); and the Relay Assembly Group, OK-329(V)l/G, commonly called
the Form A Scanner which was converted to a combination of Form A
Scanner and event per unit time (EPUT) monitor , commonly referred
to as the EPUT.

After successful in-plant testing of the adapted hardware and
sof tware , in conjunction with the control hardware , the Digital
ATEC (DATEC ) system was shipped to For t Huachuca , Arizona where
it was interfaced with the digital data transmission test bed
f or field evaluation in a simulated operational environment.
This report describes the hardware and software development , the
results of the field evaluation , and provides recommendations for
improved system operating features.
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EVALUATION

The Digital Automated Tech Control (DATEC) Adaptation Program

• sought to answer the questions: (1) What should be monitored for

performance assessment, fault isolation and trend analysis (PA/Fl/TA )

of typical military digItal transmission systems. (2) What measure-

ments , data collection and analysis should a digital monitor system

perform. (3) Is the present analog Automated Tech Control (ATEC)

system capable of satisfying the measurement and analysis require—

ments , either unmodified or with minor adaptations .

The result is the confidence i.~iat the existinq ATEC system augmented

by mi nor hardware and software adaptations can satisfy all the PA/Ft/TA

requirements for the Digital European Backbone phase one (DEB—l) Trans-

mission System. The hardware adaptations permi t the monitorina of

the 3 level partial response radio baseband signal olus the counting

and/or latching of transient system and equipment events , en., mult inlexer

frame errors and reframes . The software adaptations provide for the

cofiTnunication system monitor point scans , operator interaction ,data

analysis and CRT display generation .

The prob lem addressed in the DATEC program was that of monitoring

a conriunications network composed of unmanned or minimally manned

sites . Based uoon the different communications system strata of the

x i ii



DEB-I system a monitor system hierarchy was developed that provides an

organized , step-by-step, layer-by-layer assessment of the communications

system. The requirement to reduce Operator and Maintenance (OW)

personnel led to the additional concept of “nodal control” , which is

defined to be the coordination , supervision , opera ti on an d maintenance

mana gement of port ions of the DCS from a centra l site. Thus , the total

concept includes two independent monitoring systems: (1) The Sudden

Service Failure System (SSFSS), and (2) The DATEC Monitoring System.

The SSFSS is an equipment alarm scanner system that rapidly renorts

the loss of coniiiunications system service to the nodal site. The

DATEC Monitoring System is a computer-based system which is used

to report communications PA/Fl/TA information via a Cathode Ray

Tube (CR1) display .

The DATEC field test program was performed on the Ft. Huachuca to

Site Sibyl AN/FRC-162 radio transmission test link located at the

U.S. Army Electronic Proving Grounds , Ft. Huachuca , Arizona. The test

program addressed DATEC system and equipment performance, accu racy,

and effectiveness in accomplishing PA/Fl/TA on the transmission test

l ink. The system evaluation phase of the test program addressed DATEC

PA/Fl/TA effectiveness as judged by experienced tech controllers from

Ft. Huachuca and Richards-Gebaur AFB who participated as members of the

field test team. Typical transmission system failure and degradation

scenarios were executed while the tech controllers sought to identify

and isolate system and equipment problems . The DATEC system was

determi ned to be effective and of definite value in providing specific

transmission system information relati ve to PA/Fl/TA . Additional
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testing was conducted using the Avantek DR8A 2 bits/Hz/sec digital

radio (the prototype for the Digital Radio and Multiplexer Acquisition -

DRAMA - Communications System) in place of the AN/FRC-162 radio

commun icat ions system.

As the DATEC system is the only digital tech control system

• capability that has been successfully tested and demonstrated relative

to the PA/FT/TA of 12.6MB/s DEB—I and DRAMA—like line of sight

communications systems, this system and its capabilities are central to

the system control of digital communications systems.

The results of this work , which was done under TPfl R3A , hale been

submitted to the ESD ATEC SPO office in order to assist their efforts

relati ve to the Low Rate Init ial Production (LRIP) ATEC acciuisition

program.

ARN OLD E . ARGENZ I A
Project En gineer
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SectiolL 1

INTRODUCTION

• . This report describes the conceptualizatio’i, design , implemen—
• tation, and ~‘ieid Testing of adaptations of the Automated

Technical Control (ATEC) monitor equipment for application to
digital transmisrion communication systems. The report is
r~omposed of seven sections in addition to this introduction.
Se’~tion 2 describes the background of the trend toward total
diyitization of all forms of communications networks. It also
describes the objectives desired by crt.ation of Digital ATEC

• (DATEC) monitors . Section 3 contains the rationale for
adaptation of the ATEC Baseband Monitor to a Baseband Eye Moni-
tor (BEM) and a detailed discussion of the BEM theory of

• operation. Section 4 deals with the event per unit  time (EMIT)
monitor in a similar manner as used for the BEM. Software de-
velopment and application is described in Section 5. Field test
results are covered in Section 6. Section 7 provides con—
clusions and recommendations.

.8
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Section 2

BACKGROUND OBJECTIVES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The ATEC Digital Adaptation Study consisted of three related
phases; Analysis and Conceptualization (Phase I), Design and
Development (Phase II), and Field Test and Evaluation
(Phase III).

The Phase I analysis and conceptualization objectives were:
(1) analyze the FKV digital transmiss ion system and identify
those system and equipment monitor points which contribute
to Performance Assessment (PA), Fault Isolation (Fl) , and
Trend Analysis (TA) of the digital transmiss ion sys tem, (2) de-
termine the monitor ing sys tem requirements which permit monitor
point data collection and analysis, (3) study and analyze the
ATEC system and equipment applicability in satisfying the
measurement and analysis requirements for PA/Fl/TA, and (4) recom-
mend ATEC hardware and software adaptations , as required, to
permit a demonstration of ATEC ’s digital transmiss ion system
monitoring capability in the FKV system. Phase I was completed
in March 1976, and the results published in the three volume
Final Technical Report (RADC-TR-76-302 , October 1976).

Phase II took the Phase I recommendations and implemented them
in the form of adaptation of ex isting ATEC hardware, along with
the creation of software to enable nodal control monitoring of
a six link digital transmission system (FKV). The nodal control
software package included essential parameter and equipment
status displays , plus parameter trend analysis information pre-
sented in trend analysis displays . Once designed and constructed ,
the Digitally Adapted ATEC equipment and software was in-plant
tested through the use of a digital transmission system site
simulator .

Phase III commenced in April 1977, and deployed the Digital ATEC
(DATEC) equipment to the US Army Communications Command digital
transmission system test bed at Ft. Huachuca , Arizona . There
the DATEC nodal control and remote monitoring equipment was
field evaluated and its capabilities assessed . Phase III field
evaluation was completed in August 1977.

2.2 DIGITIZATION TREND IN THE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

The DCS has gone full circle in the employment of digital time
division multiplex equipment (TDM) . TDM was initially employed
in the early years of the DCS (1955 through 1960) in the form
of Pulse Amplitude (PAM) and pulse position (PPM) modulation

3
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schemes. The PAM and PPM of that era had several shortcomings,
primarily that of channel capability . Most systems were limited
to 24 channels.

In early 1960, the DCS began an upgrade to Frequency Division
Multiplex (FDM) equipment, and by 1965 most of the world was
FDM analog in one form or another. FDM was selected for
seve ral reasons , but primarily for its channel capability and
acceptance by the commercial common carrier world . FDM domi-
nated most DCS system segment upgrades over the next 10 year
period (1965—1975), but not without the identification of some
significant and inherent shortcomings. First, FDM is sensitive
to thermal and intermodulation noise variations of both the
radio path, link and multiplex equipment. Second, the standard
FDM VF channel is information throughput limited by bandwidth .
Increased customer data and data rate requirements necessitated
the creation of various digital to analog modem devices. Still
the most sophisticated of these VF channel devices can only
produce maximum throughput data rates on the order of 9.6K bits.
This falls short of some customers ’ requirements, thu s slowing
down data transfer operation. Finally and possibly most signi-
ficant, FDM multiplex is subject to covert interception sub-
jecting the VF traffic to analysis, interpretation, or other
belligerent power intelligence operations. These and other
considerations have prompted the DCA to look for better, more
secure means of multiplexing mission traffic.

The nonsecure/intercept problem of FDM was addressee by the
Director, Defense Communications Agency in early 1973, when
announcing one of his prime objectives was the eventual bulk
encryption of all DCA communications systems. State of the
art developments in both cipher and TDM pulse code modulation
multiplex equipment allows not only bulk encryption of the
radio link baseband or Di-Group, but it is to some degree
impervious to the thermal noise variations of the radio link
equipment. Further, it is not sensitive to tra f f ic signal
loading and does not suffer from intermodulation distortion
or noise as does FDM equipment.

Current PCM/TDM equipment allows the multiplexing of 8-24
channel Di-Groups, or 192 channels. Digital radio modulation
techniques facilitate the stacking of two 192 channel digital
streams on the same rad io link , thus increasing the total link
channel capacity to 384 channels. Other options of the PCM/
TDM multiplex allows the direct input of lower speed digital
data streams without the need of A/D converters or modems,
and at much higher Baud rates than currently used.

4
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The trend now is to move the greater portion of the DCS from the
FDM environment into PCM/TDM. The Frankfurt-Koenigstuhl-
Vaihingen or FKV digital transmission system currently installed
in West Germany was the pilot program involving the installation
at six locations of state of the art PCII/TDM multiplex and
adapted radio equipment. This is to be followed by the Digital
European Backbone upgrade or DEB, during the 1978-1983 time
period. The phased DEB implementation program will see the
replacement of most of the existing FDM multiplex in Europe with
PCM/TDM. This trend is expected to continue throughput the
world. Transmission media previously considered unsuitable for
PCM transmission such as troposcatter over the horizon radio
links will be adapted to PCM use, either through redesign or use
of a digital applique unit (DAU) or modem.

This is the current trend in digitization of the DCS, and tech-
nical control performance monitoring and assessment, fault isola-
tion and trend analysis must keep pace with the upgrade, and
adapt itself to requirements unique to digital transmission
systems.

2.3 ANALOG-VERSUS-DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE MONITORING

2.3.1 Major Differences Between FDM and PCM

As shown in the Phase I Technical Report, PCM unlike FDM does
not produce corresponding noise increases in the VF channel, for
noise increases in radio equipment performance. This on one
hand makes PCM far superior operationally to FOM, while on the
other hand it complicates the monitoring and assessment of the
link using the old method. Varying RSLs or path fades manifest
themselves as bit error or framing error occurrences in the

8 PCM link. These may or may not have been seen in the throughput
VF channel.

Loading of the baseband or intermodulation noise contribution
related to traffic loading is also not a significant factor
in the PCM system. Increases in FDM VF channel noise perform-
ance as a function of Intermodulation noise-loading is not
present in the PCZI system.

It remains that little system performance information can be
gleaned by monitoring the VF’ side of the PCM link . Thus,
idle channel noise and baseband loading find little applica-
tion in the PCM world .

~
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2.3.2 Parallels Between FDM and PCM

The greatest commonality between FDM and current PCM systems is
that they use the same radio modulation process (FM or PM).
Certain FM RF link performance parameters such as RSL and noise
retain their importance regardless of whether PCM or FDM multiplex
is employed. RSL is critically important to determine what
receiver noise performance and the various “eye ” margins should
be. Noise enables one to confirm that the receiver noise is
performing at the level predicted by the RSL.

2.3.3 Summary

In summary, it should be noted that the ability to assess the
system from the VF channel level is not present in the PCM
world. Lastly, the practice of assessing mul tilink (hop) systems
or routes through the VF channel is also not available in the
PCM system. Performance assessment must be on a link by link
basis and instrumented accordingly .

A discussion of PCM performance monitor points and parameter
follows below.

2.4 MONITOR POINTS

Based on the Phase I analysis of the FKV type digital transmission
system, key performance and alarm parameters were identified for
all major system components or functional areas. These monitor
points are presented in Table 2—1. They are grouped by the
following equipment levels or functions :

Radio
S

Baseband

Tl—4000 Multiplexer

T1WB1 Multiplexer

CY—l04 Multiplexer

Voice Frequency

For each alarm/parameter listed, a def in i t ion, alarm condition
(when applicable) , and use is listed. These monitor points pro-
vide the data which is processed and used by DATEC to perform
PA/Fl/TA on an FRy type digital transmission system.

6
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TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS

AN/FRC—l62 Radio Monitor Points

Tx Problem Definition: Tx Problem is the OR func-
tion of Power, AFC , and Pilot alarms.

TxA
TX B Alarm Condition: Occurs if transmitter

RF power is below a specified threshold ,
if AFC voltage is beyond normal control
range or phaselock reference is lost,
or if pilot level is below a specified
threshold.

Use: To determine whether or not A or
B transmitter is operative or in a de-
graded or inoperative state.

Rx Problem Definition: Rx Problem is the OR func-
tion of Rx Phase lock and Rx Squelch

Rx A alarms .
Rx B

Alarm Condition : Occurs if receiver
local oscillator has lost phaselock
with receiver crystal controlled refer-
ence or if received signal level is
below a preset threshold.

Use : Employed to indicate if received
signal is in a usable or degraded state.
It also can be used for fault isolation
since joint occurrence of a TX Problem
and Rx Problem indicates a Tx failure
while no Tx Problem and an Rx Problem
indicates an RF path or Rx failure .

Rx Squelch Definition : Rx Squelch is the radio
receiver squelch alarm output.

R x A
Rx B Alarm Condition : Indicates that received

signal level is below a preset threshold.

Use : Employed to indicate severe path
loss or a degraded signal level caused
by T. or Rx degradation .

7
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• TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

NOTE

Both Rx Squelch and Rx Problem (which includes Rx
Squelch) are useful alarms. Rx Squelch is monitored
and correlated with the Tl-4000 BER measurement to
indicate a high error rate due to RF fade. Occurrence
of Rx Problem indicates that no signal is present
in the radio receiver or that the signal is below
a usable level. Joint occurrence of both Rx Problem
alarms indicates a failure of both radio channels
and, hence, loss of RF communications.

Maintenance Definition : This alarm or status indi-
cator indicates that maintenance is in

Maintenance A progress on a particular radio equipment.
Maintenance B

Alarm Condition: Controlled by position
of toggle switches located near
equipment.

Use: If maintenance is known to be in
progress on equipment , this knowledge
is used to suppress monitoring system
response to maintenance—related alarms.

RSL Definition : RSL A and B are receiver
— analog output voltages which are mono—

Rx A tonic functions of respective receiver
Rx B received signal levels.

Alarm Condition : Does not apply to
these analog output voltages.

.8 
Use : RSL is processed by monitoring
system to yield value of received

• signal level. RSL provides path loss
information as well as information
related to Tx and Rx performance.

Rx Pilot Definition : Rx Pilot is the radio
receiver pilot alarm output.

Rx A
Rx B Alarm Condition : Indicates loss of

radio pilot carrier in radio receiver.

Use : Loss of pilot monitor means loss
of a usable radio signal . Both A and B
Pilot alarms are ANDed to yield SSFSS
Radio Rx alarm. Occurrence of Radio Rx
alarm indicates loss of both radio
channels.8



TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Tx In—Service Definition : Tx In-Service is a two-
valued status indicator which indicates

(Unit A or B) which of two radio transmitters on a
particular link is in-service.

Alarm Condition: Monitor point employed
to indicate status rather than alarm
condition.

Use: To determine which transmitter
is in operation, mainly for use in
fault isolation.

Rx In—Service Definition : Rx In—Service is a two—
valued status indicator which indicates

(Unit A or B) which of two radio receivers on a
particular link is in-service.

Alarm Condition: Monitor point employed
to indicate status rather than alarm
condition.

Use : To determine which receiver is in
operation. Long term use of one receiver
under conditions of automatic switching
may indicate that the receiver that is
rarely used is degraded when compared
to the high use receiver.

Power Supply Voltages Definitions : These are actual values
1—8 of radio internal voltages.

8 Alarm Condition : This does not apply
to analog parame ters.

Use: For determining power supply
degradation before power supply and
consequential equipment failure.

9
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TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Baseband Monitor Points

Radio Baseband Eye Definition: Noise is the eye pattern
scatter measured on the 3-level partial

Rx A response signal as measured at baseband
Rx B radio output between radio receiver and

(Noise, Amplitude , and Tl—4000 receiver input. Amplitude is
Hits) the signal level of the partial response

before AGC circuit. Hits are a measure
of the burst-like nature of noise in the
3 level eye.

Alarm Condition : This does not apply
to these analog parameters.

Use : Parameters measured here are
derived from the baseband signal at
the radio receiver outputs. These
are analog signals from radio receiver
outputs to the diversity switch to the
Tl—4000 receiver input.

Briefly , the baseband waveform is AGCed
and filtered to produce a 3 level par-
tial response signal. Measures of the
nonAGCed level , composite signal eye
scatter or noise and the burst char-
acter of the noise are converted to
analog voltages which are measured by
a MAC.

Eye scatter noise is related to multi-
plexer performance over a BER range of

to 10-15 and is used to derive
a measure of radio link performance
margin.

Amplitude of the signal from the radio
output is valuable for assessing oper-
ation of the multiplexer transmitter
and radio link and also is useful for

• fault isolating to the level of the
Tl—4000 receiver. Monitoring of base—
band eye pattern at Tl—4000 radio inter-
face allows a comparison of derived
BER performance , at the radio baseband ,
with the calculated BER from Tl—4000
frame error rate. This permits degra-
dation or fault isolation to the analog
signal processing portion of the Tl—4000.
(This includes 3LIPR filter and AGC cir-
cuits prior to the redigitizing process
in the Tl-4000 receiver.)

10



TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Radio Baseband Eye A measure of the burstlike or hit nature
(Cont) of the noise is also made for the pur—

pose of detecting radio frequency inter-
ference of an impulse or burst nature.
Inclusion of the hit measurement in the
baseband monitor effectively removes the
requirement for a radio noise burst
measurement.

Tl—4000 Monitor Points

Switch Major Definition: Major alarm output of the
switch which controls two Tl—4000s.

Alarm Condition: Occurs if a transfer
• - 

from use of one Tl—4000 to other T1—4000
fails, if standby multiplexer loses

• synchronization while transferred , if a
remote alarm is received, or in case of
a switch or multiplexer power failure.

Use: Primarily to indicate a switch
failure or failure of a transfer of
operation from one T1-4000 to other
Tl—4000.

Switch Minor Def inition: This is the minor alarm
output of the switch which controls
two ‘rl—4000s.

Alarm Condition: Occurs if operation
.8 of receiver or transmitter is trans-

ferred, if a receiver or transmitter
automatic transfer is disabled, if a
unit loses power, or if the standby
multiplexer loses synchronization.

Use : Primarily to indicate transfer
of operation of a multiplexer receiver
or transmitter.

Major Alarm Definition : This is the major alarm
output of each of two Tl-4000s which

Unit A are served by a switch.
Unit B

Alarm Condition: Occurs if the 3-level
error density exceeds a l0~~ threshold, - -

if 20 vdc power is lost, if a remote
alarm is received, of if main frame or
control reframe synchronization is lost
in receiver.

11 
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TABLE 2-1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Major Alarm (Cont) Use: To indicate failure of a receiver
or loss of control or main frame syn-
chronization in a receiver.

Maintenance Definition: This alarm or status indi-
cator indicates that maintenance is in

Unit A progress on a particular Tl-4000
Unit B multiplexer.

• Alarm Condition: Controlled by position
of a toggle switch located near re—
spective equipment.

Use: If maintenance is known to be in
progress on an equipment , this knowl-
edge is used to suppress monitoring
system response to maintenance—related
alarms.

Main Frame Bit Error Definition: A pulse is generated when
the receiver detects an incorrect fram—

Unit A ing bit.
Unit B

Alarm Condition: This is a monitored
system parameter rather than an alarm.

Use: Main frame bit error pulses are
counted to yield a bit error rate
value for Tl-4000 Radio path.

Control Reframe Definition: This is an indication
given when the receiver undergoes the

Unit A process of control ref rame.
Unit B

Alarm Condition: This is a monitored
system parameter rather than an alarm .

• Use: Latched to provide a measure of
• multiplexer performance by detecting

the occurrence of a control reframe.

Tx In—Service and Definition: These are two-valued status
Rx In-Service indicators which indicate which of two

mult iplexer transmitters and which of
(Unit A or B) two multiplexer receivers is in oper-

ation at a given time.

Alarm Condition : An alarm condition
does not apply to this status indicator .

12
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TABLE 2—1 . COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Tx In—Service and Use: Knowledge of which unit is typ-
Rx In—Service (Cont) ically in—service is used to locate de-

graded in—service or standby units and to
fault  isolate.

Power Supply Voltage Definition: These are the actual values
1—5 of the multiplexer internal power supply

voltages.

• Alarm Condition: This does not apply
to these analog parameters.

Use : Useful for determining power
supply degradation before power supply
and consequential equipment failure.

T1WB1 Monitor Points

Office Definition: This is an alarm provided
• by T1WB1.

Alarm Condition: An office alarm is
given due to remote alarm, local alarm,
bi—polar errors in the receiver, fuse
alarm, loop alarm, outgoing alarm cut-
off switch or loss of power. A uniform
error rate of 2.6 x l0~~ will trigger
alarm within 100 msec.

Use : Primarily to indicate a loss of
power or an abnormally high hi-polar
error violation.

Reframe Definition : This signal indicates that
the multiplexer is attempting to acquire
frame synchronization.

Alarm Condition and Use: Indicates that
multiplexer does not have frame
synchronization.

Use: Latched to provide a measure of
multiplexer performance by detecting
the occurrence of a reframe.

13 
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TABLE 2—1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Maintenance Definition : This maintenance signal in-
dicates that a maintenance function is
in progress on the T1WB1.

• Alarm Condition: Controlled by position
of a toggle switch near the multiplexer
location.

Use : If maintenance is known to be in
progress on the equipment , this knowl-
edge is used to suppress monitoring

- 
- system response to maintenance-related

alarms.

Frame Bit Error Definition : This is a pulse which in-
dicates the presence of a frame bit
error in the receiver.

Alarm Condition: This is a monitored
system parameter rather than an alarm.

Use : Frame bit errors are counted to
yield a bit error rate value for the
respective T1WB1/Tl—4000/Radio paths
in the FRy.

Power Supply Voltages Definition: These are the actual values
of the T1WB1 multiplexer internal power
supply voltages.

Alarm Condition: This does not apply
to the analog power supply voltages.

Use: To determine power supply degra-
dation before power supply and conse-
quential equipment failure.

CY—l04 Monitor Points

Service Definition : A composite alarm that
indicates when any of the following con-
ditions exist : local alarm , loop alarm,
or remote alarm.

Alarm Condition: Alarm is activated if
any of the above occur.

14
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TABLE 2—1. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MONITOR POINTS (Continued)

Service (Cont) Use: For CY—l04 fault isolation. If no
alarms at the Tl—4000 and radio level in
the system and a service alarm is acti-
vated , failure of a CY—l04 is indicated.

Remote Definition and Alarm Condition: This
alarm is activated if the far end CY-l04
is not passing valid data.

Use: This alarm serves the same use
as the Service Alarm. It also serves
as a redundant backup alarm since it is
available at a different physical loca-
tion than the corresponding CY-l04 Ser-~
vice Alarm.

VF Monitor Points (IQCS Measurements)

Average Power (dBm) Definition: This is the average power
level observed over a 3 second interval
on the VF channel undergoing analysis.

Alarm Condition: Alarm condition does
not apply to this analog measurement.

Use: If no data or voice signal is
present , this measurement yields a
value for residual system or back-
ground noise. If data or voice is
present, the measurement yie lds a value
of the average signal level.

Signal to Noise Definition: This is the noise observed
(2600 Hz) on the VF channel after notching out

the 2600 Hz tone.

Alarm Condition: Alarm condition does
not apply to this analog measurement.

Use : Yields a SNR for the channel by
dividing the total power observed by
the notched noise power.

15/(16 blank) 



Section 3

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF BASEBAND EYE PATTERN MONITOR

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The Phase I ATEC Digital Adaptation Study recommended that a
device be developed for monitoring those properties of a digital
baseband which directly relate to signal quality. It was further
indicated that the existing ATEC Baseband Monitor was a viable
candidate for the adaptation for several reasons. First, it
provides selectable inputs as would be required in a digital
system. Second, the frequency range is correct , except for a

• possible downward extension of the low frequency range. Lastly ,
the output circuitry is suitable for providing a performance
related voltage for measurement by the existing Measurement
Acquisition Controller , of such parameters as eye pattern disper-
sion , eye hits, and eye amplitude.

Typically, the output from the degradation monitor is either an
analog voltage proportional to the degree of eye pattern closure,
or a derived bit error rate which is a gross extension of the
basic error rate. In either case, the applique unit, of which
the degradation monitor is a part, will perform the necessary
signal measurement to achieve compatibility with the MTS option
interface. The analog voltage output from the first mentioned
type should be measured with a resolution on the order of 1 per—
cent , which is possible even with very simple A/D conversion
techniques. The pseudo error output from the second type must
be counted to give events per unit time, and buffered.

The eye pattern monitors, in general, reflect a “smoothed” measure
of system performance . The output of the device itself contains a
significant amount of information. It can be easily trended to
identify deteriorating system operation . In order to maximize the
value of its use , however , the eye pattern data must be correlated
with other monitored parameters such as other estimates of bit
error rate and radio alarms.

In an all digital network , such as the FKV system, the Bit Error
Rate (BER) is to the end user the ultimate measure of communica-
tion quality.

The most powerful indirect technique for BER estimation is the
use of the eye pattern monitor. The output of the baseband
monitor is designed to be compatible with the ATEC MTS option
interface . An important feature of this form of BER measurement
is that it provides a good estimate even in extremely low (<10~~ )
BER environments.

17
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This section provides the study and design rationale and mathe-
matical proofs involved in the conception, design, cons truction
and testing of the Baseband Eye Monitor (BEM) .

3.2 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

3.2.1 Inadequacy of Output Error Counting for Degradation
Measuring

Digital communication links are intentionally designed to have as
large a tolerance to noise and other signal degradations as
practicable. A system can have such a large built—in tolerance
that it will still run error free even with one or more elements
severely degraded. A primary objective of performance monitoring
is to detect such degradations so that they may be corrected
before the digital link begins to make errors. It is obvious
that the desired information for meeting this object ive cannot be
obtained by examining the digital output because the objective
is to detect degradations while this output is still error free.
Presumptive tests which remove digital links from service long
enough to run test sequences through them for measur ing error rate,
as well as error detecting and correcting codes, have valid appli-
cations in performance monitoring ; however, they are not adequate
for measuring performance margin under error free conditions
because they give no indication of degradations until they have
become bad enough to cause errors in the received data. An ideal
degradation monitoring technique should be capable of detecting
degradations before they become large enough to cause errors in
the received data.

The ability to detect signal degradations before they become
large enough to cause errors in the received messages is vitally
important for both analog and digital channels; however , the
channel user ’s ability to detect gradually increasing degrada—

.8 tions and anticipate loss of the channel is far better for analog
voice channels than digital communication links. In analog com-
mun ication links , such as voice channels, the channel induced
noise and distortion are delivered to the user along with the
desired signal; hence , these degradations can be detected by the
user. These degradations are detectable by the user at power
levels several decades lower than the level at which they make
the channel unusable by lowering the intelligibility index of the
voice signal below an acceptable level. Thus, in analog communi—
cation channels there is typically a large margin between the
level at which noise and distortion is detectable and that at
which it becomes intolerable. Furthermore , the user of a voice
channel can readily es timate the degree of channel degradation
by a qualitative estimate of signal intelligibility . The user
of a digital channel is presented with a very different situation
because each digital receiver in the communication chain reshapes
the digital pulses so that the symptoms of channel noise and
distortion are removed before the signal is forwarded.

18
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The primary effect of pulse reshaping between the links of the
digital communication chain is to reduce the message error rate
by stripping of f noise and distortion at each link interface so
that these individual link induced distortions are not allowed to
accumulate as they would in an analog system. Thus, even if the
sum of the noises and distortions for the total number of links
is so large as to produce an intolerable error rate for an end—to—
end digital system using no intermediate pulse reshaping, it is
often possible to reduce the end-to—end error rate to approxi-
mately zero by stripping off the noise and distortion and regen-
erating the digital signal at se lected locations in the chain.
As long as the cumulative degradation in each individual link is
kept below the critical level for that link, each link will run
error free, and hence , the end-to-end channel will run error free.
On the other hand, if the degradation in one , several, or all of
these links is just slightly below the critical level at which it
begins to produce errors , there will be no indication of this
impending problem in the error-free data stream delivered to the
user. Thus, the pulse reshaping in digital systems is advantage-
ous in that it can help reduce the error rate of the system; how-
ever, it removes symptoms of channel degradation from the output

• data signal. Since the digital output signal gives no indication
of degradation until errors actually occur in the output, the
user who has nothing but the receiver digital signal to work with
has no means of estimating how close the channel degradations are
to the critical levels until after one or more of those levels
has been exceeded.

The inability of the user to detect gradual channel degradations
until they are large enough to produce errors in the received
digital data stream would be less objectionable if there were a
greater separation between the degradation level at which the
error rate becomes just barely measurable and that at which it
becomes intolerable. Assuming that the degrading factor is addi—

•8 tive uncorrelated Gaussian noise , then the amplitude of the noise
will be distributed in accordance with the cumulative Normal prob-
ability function plotted in Figure 3-1. Observe that the proba-
bility , P(z<t), of the normally distributed noise amplitude , z,
exceeding an arbitrary threshold , t, decreases so rapidly with
increasing t that even when using a seven decade semilog scale,
the probability function crosses the plot vertically more than
seven times (indicating more than 49 decades) as the ampl itude of
t is changed less than 24 db (1.2 decades) . As a consequence of
this extremely rapid change of P(z>t) with respect to t, the bit
error rate of a digital receiver can change very rapidly with
respect to small changes in the amplitude of the additive Gaussian
noise. For an ordinary PAM (pulse amplitude modulated) signaling ,
it can be shown that the BER (Baud error rate; that is, probability
of receiving one or more bits incorrectly in one Baud) for addi-
tive uncorrelated Gaussian noise can be computed from the following
relations.
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BER~~. 2 ( 1 ~~~~~~) P ( z  > (1)

where

L number of levels per Baud

z normally distributed random variable with mean 0 and
variance = 1.

signal power at decision circuit.

N2 E noise power at decision circuit.

the probability plotted in Figure 3-1.

For the most common types of partial response signaling (Class I
with n=2 and Class IV with n=3 per Reference 9), the BER can be
computed using the similar relationship shown below:

BER* = 2(1 — ~ 

(~~ 

> 

\/2(M
2 _ 1) 

(2)

where

8 M E  L + l  (3)

*The reason that the above equation for BER requires a 0.91210
db higher signal to noise ratio than that given on page 89 of
Reference 10 is that Lucky, Salz & Weldon ’s equation was
derived for measuring SNR at the receiver input with half of
the partial response shaping in the transmitter and half in
the receiver , whereas the above equation is for SNR measured
at the decision circuit x’egardless of how the partial response
filtering is partitioned.

To clearly illustrate how the BER can change from a value essen-
tially equal to zero to a value so large as to be intolerable for
a relatively small change in signal to noise ratio, the BER for  a
three—level 12.5 meg bit/sec partial response signal has been com-
puted and the results are presented in Table 3—1.
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• TABLE 3-1. BER COMPUTATION

Errors/Time BER Signal/Noise) db

10,000 errors/second 8 x l0~~ 13.31

100 errors/second 8 x lO 6 15.89

1 error/second 8 x l0 8 17.52

1 error/minute 1.33 x l0~~ 18.60

1 error/hour 2.22 x l0~~~ 19.46

1 error/day 9 .26  x l0~~~ 2 0 . 0 4

1 error/year 2.54 x l0~~~ 20.94

1 error/century 2 .54 x l0 17 21.53

Table 3—1 shows that the difference in signal to noise ratio (SNR)
for 100 errors per second and for one error per century is only
5.64 db. For a reasonably accurate performance measurement it is
necessary to observe a significant number of errors because the
standard deviation of the number of errors measured per sample is
essentially equal to the square root of the average number of
errors measured per sample. For example , if the average number of
errors per sample is 100, then the standard deviation is computed
as VT5ö = 10, which means that the BER is being measured with
error of about 10 percent, one sigma. For measurement periods of
one hour , the computed error rate will be based on error observa-
tions which on the average are half an hour old at the time the
computation is made . Also , for one hour long measurements, the
percentage error in the measurement will increase rapidly as the
error rate drops below 1 error per minute. The signal to noise
ratio producing one error per minute is only 2.71 db lower than
that producing 100 errors per second which is not considered to
be a very good margin for a performance degradation detector that
is intended to predict rather than confirm system failure. If a
larger error sample is taken to increase the margin (measured in
db) of the monitor, the measurement will take longer causing an
even longer delay in the monitoring process. The conclusion is
that counting errors in the output data stream as a means of
predicting the failure of a digital system suffering gradual
degradation leaves a lot to be desired . Fortunately, more power-
ful degradation detection techniques are available as will be
described in the next section.

3.2.2 Eye Pattern Measurements for Degradation Monitoring

The eye pattern shown in Figure 3-2 was obtained by tak ing a time
exposure of an oscilloscope presentation of the voltage at the
input to the decision circuit of a VICOM Tl—4000 multiplexer. At
the sampling tim~s the vol tage ideally would be exactly at one of
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three distinct levels ; hence , this is called a three-level eye.
Ideally, the decision circuit will sample the eye pattern voltage
at each of the sampling times and decide whether an upper , center ,
or lower level signal was intended to be received at that sampling
time. Additive noise will cause the voltages to deviate from
their ideal values, thus widen ing the lines on the oscilloscope
picture in the vertical direction . As the noise increases, the
images corresponding to the upper , middle, and lower levels widen.
When the images of the levels become so wide that there is no
longer a clear separation between levels , the decision circuit
will begin to misinterpret the intended message which causes
errors. The spaces separating the images of the various levels
at the sampling points are called the “eyes”. When signal degra-
dations become so bad that these spaces shrink to zero , the “eyes ”
are said to “close ”. When the eyes are closed, the receiver will
be making errors.

The size of the eye openings relative to the distances between the
centers of adjacent levels expressed as a “percentage of eye
opening” has long been used as a figure of merit for performance
measurement and it is a good one i-f its limitations are understood.
First, if the decision voltage levels of the decision circuit are
not located in the center of the eye vertically and, second, if
the sampling times are not centered in the eyes horizontally, then
the receiver will begin to make errors before the eye is totally
closed. Third , since the noise typically has a Gaussian amplitude
distribution, the width of the levels ( and hence the percentage of
eye opening) is not sharply def ined because the level width image
on the oscilloscope can be varied from about ±1 sigma depending
upon the intensity setting of the oscilloscope and the length of
the time exposure for averaging time).

These three limitations may be overcome by proper system design as
will be discussed in the following paragraphs. The techniques to
be discussed apply to eye patterns with any number of levels ;
however , the discussions will be concentrated primarily on the
three—level case because the two—level case is too simple to
display generality while examples involving more than three levels
would make the explanation more cumbersome without adding any
significant degree of insight.

Conceptually, what the eye pattern monitor should do is to
measure the probability density function of the signal pertur-
bations from the ideal levels so that the desired error ra tes and
performance margins can be computed. In actual practice , point
by point determination of the probabil ity density function is too
expensive . A practical alternative is to assume that the distri-
bution of the perturbation amplitudes is Gaussian and make some
measurement from which the rms ampli tude of the distribution may
be inferred. Since there are several common conditions such as
additive tones , highly correlated intersymbol interference , and
impulse noise for which the distribution of the perturbati ons
deviates significantly from Gaussian , it is desirable to augment

I
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the first amplitude measurement with a second measuremen t which
can either indicate that the distribution is Gaussian or indicate
the nature of its deviation from Gaussian.

To measure the signal perturbations from the nominal levels , it
is firs t necessary to determine the exact amp litude of the nominal
levels so that when we measure the distances from the nominal
reference levels to the observed signals we will be measuring

• signal perturbations only—— not perturbations plus or minus the
error in measuring the nominals. Automatic gain control systems
based on measurement of signals biased by noise (References 4, 6,
and 8) have been used for this purpose but the nominal level of
the signal which they control will necessarily change as the
amount of noise changes. Another example of how the signal level

• may become dependent upon noise - mplitude is the VICOM Tl-4000
multiplexer which uses a peak clipping circuit for its amplitude
sensing signal so that the larger the noise the smaller the signal
will be. The system cor.cept proposed here for measuring the
nominal levels in the eye pattern degradation monitor is to adjust
the reference level of a comparator with a feedback loop such
that 50 percent of the samples associated with that level fall
above that level and the other 50 percent fall below that level.
The hardware needed to implement this concept is reasonably simple.

Conceptually , it would be possible to subtract the nominal levels
from the observed levels to obtain the perturbation amplitudes,
compute the rms value of these amplitudes, and assume that the
perturbations are normally distributed with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation equal to the measured rms value . In actual
practice it would be difficult to mechanize the above system for
a 12.5 megaBaud/sec receiver. Also, it would be desirable to
make some additional measurement (such as rectified average versus
rms) to test the distribution for deviation from Gaussian. For
building a device which will measure eye quality at 12.5 megaBaud/
sec, a system which uses one or more additional comparators off—
set from the nominal levels to sense the amount of signal pertur—
bation from nominal seems to be a practical compromise between
complexity and performance.

The offset threshold monitors described in References 5 and 6 use
comparators with offset thresholds as described above to measure
signal quality and , therefore , they have been carefully analyzed
to determine their capabilities and limitations. From an opera-
tional viewpoint , one oi the biggest disadvantages of this mechan-
ization is that its quality output signal has no absolute scale
such that a specific output voltage would have a specific meaning.
The calibration of the device is accomplished after it is attached
to the specific multip lexer which it is to monitor. In accordance
with the calibration procedure , all monitors on all multiplexers
are adjusted to indicate a signal quality of 0.10 volt at the end
of calibration regardless of individual variations in the operat-
ing conditions of the various multiplexers at time of calibration.

• To take an absurd example , if a signal quality monitor indicated
a problem with a nultiplexer , the first troubleshooting step
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might be to check the calibration of the degradation monitor by
repeating the calibration procedure ; in which case the symptom of
trouble would automatically disappear regardless of the condition
of the multiplexer. Assuming that a calibration technique could
be developed for circumventing the above problem, the existing
offset  threshold monitor is still not recommended because it uses
a fixed (adjusted by a potentiometer during calibration) of fset
from the nominal re ference level as a re ference voltage for the
comparator used to measure “pseudo error rate”. With the aid of
Figure 3—3 , the measured “pseudo error rate” may be defined as
equal to the number of samples observed between upper data deci—
sion threshold at +d volts and the upper offse t  threshold at
+ (2d—a) volts plus the number of samples observed between corres-
ponding pair of lower thresholds -d, and -(2d-a) divided by the
number of sampling periods over which the count was made . When a
f ixed threshold offset , a, is used, “pseudo error rate” measure-
ments suffer  from the same rapid changes for small changes in
signal to noise ratio as previously described for counting actual
errors . If the offset, voltage , a , is made too large, the pseudo
error rate will be too small to make accurate measurements of low
level degradations. If the offset voltage, a, is made too small
the error rate will change rapidly for small degradations but tend
to remain nearly constant at nearly 25 percent (assuming that the
outer signaling levels are used 50 percent of the time) for large
noise levels in the amplitude range of greatest interest where
the system just begins to make actual errors. In either case, the
error rate variation versus noise level is a highly nonlinear
function which is not readily interpreted.

The recommended solution to the dilemma as to how large to make
the voltage offset, a, for measuring “pseudo error rate” is to
des ign a closed loop system which adjusts the voltage offset, a,
as required to keep the pseudo error rate constant. From Figure
3—3 it may be seen that the thresholds for the upper pair of
pseudo error comparators at 2d-a and d volts are a volts and d

.8 volts, respectively, below the nominal upper signal level. If,
at a point where the signal is supposed to be at its upper level,
it suffers a perturbation in the negative direction larger than
a and less than d, the level of the perturbed signal will fa l l
between the limi ts def ined by the upper pair of pseudo error
comparators and, thus , be counted as a pseudo error. The exact
probability of counting a pseudo error is not determined here,
but for the present discussion an approximate analysis will be
meaningful. Assuming that perturbations larger than d volts are
so rare compared with those larger than a as to be negli gib le,
the probability of counting a pseudo error when the signal is

- , 
nominally at the upper level is equal to the probability that the
•~mplitude perturbation , e, is more negative than a. To maintain
the same pseudo error rate when the rms amplitude of c is doubled,
the amplitude of a must be doubled. Thus, within the limits of
our approximat ion, it is obvious that when a is adjusted to keep
the pseudo error rate constant that a is directly proportional to
the rms amplitude of the perturbations c.
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The results of the exact derivation for constant pseudo error rates
of 10 percent and 1 percent are plotted in Figure 3-4. For the
exact derivation, the voltage offset, a, and the rms voltage, N,
of the perturbations are both divided by d volts, half of the outer
level signal voltage, in order to generalize the results. The
normalized voltage offset a/d is plotted as a function of the nor-
malized rms noise amplitude N/d and both of these quantities are
dimensionless. The ordinates for the two a/d versus N/d curves
were computed for the seven N/d values: 1/3, 1/4 , 1/5, 1/6, 1/7 ,
1/8, and 1/20. Notice that N/d is a measure of noise power rela-
tive to signal power and hence a measure of signal to noise ratio.
The theoretical BER (Baud error rate) for s tandard three level
partial response signals was computed for each of these seven N/d
values and each value is shown on Figure 3—4 above a vertical
arrow pointing to the corresponding N/d ratio for that BER.

As may be seen from an examination of the curves plotted in Figure
3—4, the voltage of fse t, a, is essentially a linear function of
rms noise level for receiver Baud error rates from zero to
2 x l0~~ for pseudo error rates of 10 percent and 1 perc~nt. The
above statement is very significant. We now have a readily
measurable voltage , a, which is linearly proportional to the rms
level of the signal perturbations about the nominal reference
level, 2d, which is also readily measurable. That is, we have a
measure of signal level unbiased by noise , and of noise level
unbiased by signal; assuming, of course , that we measure the
signal level, 2d, by adjusting the nominal reference comparator
to get 50 percent of the samples associated with that level high
and the other 50 percent low as descr ibed earlier rather than
using the noise biased signal measurement technique of the exist-
ing offset threshold monitor described in References 6 and 7.

We now have a measurement of the signal amplitude and the noise
amplitude. Still needed is a test to determine whether or not the
probability density function of the noise fits the Gaussian proba—
bility distribution. This capability can be readily provided to
two pseudo error detectors which are controlled to two different
pseudo error rates such as 1 percent and 10 percent, for example .
If the probability density function is truly Gauss ian , then the
voltage o f f sets a1 and a7 of the two pseudo error detectors
should maintain a constant ratio with respect to each other, which
is 2.441 for the 1 percent and 10 percent example. For noise
probability density functions, such as those caused by single tone
interference which have short tails , the ratio between b1 and b2
will be smaller than 2.441, and for distr ibutions with larger
tails the ratio will be larger than 2.441. By using a larger num—
ber of pseudo error detectors set at a larger number of levels,
the shape of the probability density function could be determined
wi th greater precision; however , a point of diminishing returns
is quickly reached. For the present, it is suggested that the eye
pattern degradation monitor have three analog voltage outputs:
one to indicate the signal , 2d ; one to indicate the amplitude of
the perturbations , a1; and second perturbation measure of a2, made
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at a different pseudo error rate but scaled differently so that a1
is equal to a2 when the probability distribution is Gaussian.

The next question to be addressed is how should we determine the
voltage level and sample timing in the multiplexer relative to
the eye opening. The answers to this depend greatly upon whether

• the degradation monitor is to be built into the multiplexer ,
attached semipermanently outside of one multiplexer , or switched
so as to monitor several multiplexers or several multiplexer input
channels. The answers also depend on what is to be monitored;
multiplexer input signal quality , or multiplexer output signal
quality. In the final analysis , all of the above decisions
should be based on getting maximum usage of the incremental
monitoring capability purchased per incremental dollar spent .
For monitoring a single multiplexer, the most cost effective solu-
tion seems to be to use the timing signals and baseband eye pattern
from the multiplexer such as the existing offset threshold monitor
does with the possible addition of test points for measuring the
decision reference threshold voltages. In this case , certain
failures in the multiplexer will be detectable by the eye pattern
monitor.

On the other hand, if eye pattern monitoring is to be done in
conjunction with several multiplexers, the most cost effective
solution seems to be to buil d a single, stand—alone self—contained
eye pattern monitor which performs all of the automatic gain
control , signal spectrum shaping, and timing recovery functions
which the assoc iated multiplexers perform so that the monitor
can be switched from one multiplexer input to another by a scan-
ning selector. Thus, a single eye pattern monitor can sequen-
tially monitor the input quality of the input signals for an
indefinite number of multiplexers. In this case, failures in
the multiplexers (other than dead shorts at the inputs, etc.)
would not alter the output of the eye pattern monitor.
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3.2.3 Derivation of Voltage Offset Versus Noise for Constant
Pseudo Error Rates

We now derive the relationship shown in Figure 3—4 which indicates
how the voltage offset a (normalized by dividing it by d) must be
adjusted to keep the pseudo error rate constant as the rms noise
level N (normalized by dividing it by a) changes. This relation-
ship is derived for the three level partial response signal shown
in Figure 3—3. It is assumed that noise at the sample points is
normally distributed with a mean equal to zero and a standard de-
viation equal to N.

It is further assumed that two pairs of comparators are used. One
pair measures the number of samples between d and (2d—a) volts;
the other measures the number of samples between -d and -(2d-a)
volts . In actual practice , the pseudo error rate measured by the
upper pair of comparators may differ from that measured by the
lower pair because the signal waveform may be distorted by clipping
or saturation in such a manner that only one side is distorted .
For this reason, it is considered necessary to use two sets of
comparators so as to test both the top and bottom levels of the
signal.

In the idealized case which we are considering here, the upper and
lower comparator sets would both obtain the same average number of
pseudo errors ; hence , in this derivation , we shall derive the aver-
age rate for the top pair alone and then multiply by two to obtain
the total pseudo error rate.

The magnitude of each received voltage sample is equal to its
nominal intended magnitude +2d, 0, or — 2d volts plus the magnitude
of the signal perturbation , e. In accordance with our previous
assumption , c must be a normally distributed random variable with

• r~iean equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to N. The prob—
ability of a particular sampled voltage amplitude falling between

.8 
d and 2d—a volts , assuming that the nominal intended level was
2d , is equal to the probability that e is of the proper size to
cause the sampled voltage to fall within the specified range.

P (upper pair detects pseudo error intended level = 2d)

= P (d < 2d+ e < 2d—a)

P ( — d< c  < -a)

= P [-d/N < c/N < -a/N c/N ~ N(0,l) I

= P [d/N < z < a/N z ‘~~ N(0,l) I

= Q(a/N) — Q (d/N) (4)
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- where

Q (t)  A P [z > t z ‘~~ N(O,l) ]

= P (z > t) given z is normally distributed with mean = 0
and variance = 1.

The conditional probability of the upper pair of comparators detect-
ing a pseudo error given that the intended level was zero may be• i computed simularly.

P (upper pair detects pseudo error intended level = 0)

= P ( d < O+c < 2d—a)

= P [d/N < c/N < (2d-a)/N c/N ~ N(0,l ) ]

= Q (dIN) — Q (2d—a)/r~ (5)

Likewise,

p (upper pair detects pseudo error intended level = —2d )

= P(d  < -2d+c < 2d—a)

= P(3d < c < 4d—a)

= P [ 3d/N < c/N < (4 d — a ) / N  c/N ~ N ( 0 , l ) ]

= Q (3d/N) - Q (4d-a)/N (6)

For the three—level partial response signal considered here, the
probability of level +2d, 0, or —2d being intended is 1/4, 1/2,
or 1/4 , respectively. Therefore, the probability of the upper

.8 pair of comparators detecting a pseudo error is as follows .

P (upper pair detects pseudo error)

= 1/4 {Q(a/ i ~i) - Q(d/N).}

+ 1/ 2 {Q (d/N ) — Q[ (2d— a )/ N} } ( 7 )

+ 1/4 {Q(3d/N ) — Q[ (4d—a/NJ }

= 1/4 {Q(a/N) + Q(d/N) — 2Q[(2d—a)/N] + Q(3d/N) - Q[(4d-a)/N]}

Given that both an upper pair (2d-a and d) and a lower pair (—2d+a
and -d) of pseudo error comparators are to be used , and assuming
that both pairs detect the same average number of errors , the total
pseudo error rate will be twice that derived above.
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P (pseudo error)

= 1/2 {Q(a/N) + Q(d/N) - 2Q(2d-a)/N] + Q(3d/N) - Q[(4d—a)/N]}
(8)

Using the above equation , we may solve explicitly for P (pseudo
error) as a function of the two normalized variables a/N and
d/N (or N/d if preferred). To obtain the points required to plot
a/N as a function of N/d for a cons tant value of pseudo error , as

• shown in Figure 3—4 , it would be convenient to have an equation
expressing a/N as an explicit function of P (pseudo error) and N/d.• Not having such an explicit relationship for a/N, the above equa-
tion was solved iteratively for each fixed value of N/d by adjust-
iz:g a/N successively until the desired value of P (pseudo error)
was obtained to the desired accuracy . The initial value of a/N
for each series of iterations could be solved for explicitly using
the following approximation which neglects the last three terms of
the equation.

P (pseudo error) ~ 1/2 Q(a/N)  + Q(d/N) (9)

Q(a/N) ~ 2 P (pseudo error) — Q(d/N) (10)

a/N ~ [2 P (pseudo error) - Q(d/N)J (11)

For the points shown in Figure 3-4 , the above approximation is
quite accurate.

For example , the approximation is poorest at N/d = 1/3 and P
(pseudo error) = 0.01, at which point the approximation gives

a/N ~ [0.02 — Q( 3) ]  = 2.0829 (12)

After iterative solutions to find an improved value for a/N, we
obtain a/N = 2 .0805. Substituting a/N = 2.0805 and N/d = 1/3

8 into the precise equation for P (pseudo error), we obtain the
following numerical solution.

P (pseudo error)

= 1/2{Q(2.0805 + Q(3) — 2Q(3.9 195 + Q (9 )  — Q(9.9195) }
= l/2 {0.0l87398 + 0.0013500 — 0 .0000888 + 1.15 x ( 10) l9

— 1 . 7 5  (l O )
_ 2 3

}

= 1/2 (0.0200010) = 0.0100005 (13)

Notice that the fourth and fifth terms of the exact expression were
• truly negligible at this point and the effec t of the third term was

small , only changing a/N from 2.0829 to 2.0805; that is, 0.1 percent.
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It is significant to check the accuracy of the one term approxi-
mation for P (pseudo error) because the one term approximation
produces a linear relationship between a and N which is conven-
ient for interpreting the output of the degradation monitor.

P (pseudo error) 1/2 Q(a/N ) (14 )

a/N ~~ Q
1 [2 P (pseudo error)] (15)

for

P (pseudo error) = 0.01 (16)

a ~ N (0.02) = 2.0542 N (17)

a/D 2.0542 N/d (18)

The above equation defines the asymptote which the 0.01 pseudo
error rate curve on Figure 3—4 approaches as N/d approaches zero. —

collecting results where P (pseudo error) = 0.01 and N/d = 1/3 ,

Using all five terms, a/N ~ 2.0805, exact (19)

Using three terms , a/N 2.0805, negligible error ( 20)

Using two terms, a/N 2.0829, 0.1 percent high (21)

Using one term, a/N 2.0542, 1.3 percent low. (22)

Since the P (pseudo error) = 0.01, N/d = 1/ 3 point was selected as
the point farthest away from the one term asymptotic approximation
for all points computed in plotting Figure 3-4, the one term appro-
ximation is adequate for mos t purposes over the range of values
plotted.. Using this approximation , the rms noise level is directly

8 proportional to the measurable voltage with a known scale factor;
hence, we have a means for determining the rms noise level.

The actual (not pseudo) Baud error rate for the transmitted data
may be conveniently computed from the following equations , which
are equivalent to those given earlier except that the rms signal
power parameter , 5 , has been replaced with the closely related
parameter , d , which as defined previously as equal to half of the
voltage difference between adjacent levels.

For ordinary (that is, all levels equally probable) PAM signaling
with L levels ,

i3ER = 2(1 — l/L) P(c > d) .

= 2 (1 — l/L) P[~ /N > d/N I c/N N(0,l)J

= 2 (1 — l/L) Q(d/N) (23)
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Similarly , for the most common types of partial response signaling
(Class I with n=2 and Class IV with n=3),

BER = 2(1 - l/M2) Q(d/N)

where

M + l
— 2 (24)

Note that d and N are both measured by the proposed eye pattern
monitor and that L is simply the number of signaling levels; hence,
the eye pattern monitor output signals are sufficient for corn-
puting the actual error rate assuming that the distribution of
the perturbation is Gaussian.

3.3 BASEBAND EYE PATTERN MONITOR CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

3.3.1 Baseband Eye Monitor Overall View

The circuits presently implemented in the Baseband Eye Monitor
are shown in the “Baseband Eye Pattern Monitor Funct ional Block
Diagram” , Figure 3-5. The BEM evaluates the quality of the base-
band input signal (shown entering at the upper left) in the per-
formance measurement function of the digital ATEC system. In
this application, the “baseband ” input signal is the output of a
radio receiver. The term “øaseband ” (for PCM/TDM) means that the
demodulation processes have been completed to the degree that no
further frequency translations are required. In the presently
developed BEM application , the communication system consists of
VICOM TI-4000 series multiplexers connected through radio links
(AN/FRC—162) . The baseband signal which the BEll analyzes has a
three level , PAM (pulse amplitude modulated) format. When the
received analog voltage is observed with a properly synchronized
oscilloscope, the resulting eye pattern for the three level partial
response signal at the VICOM TI-4000 should look like that shown
in Figure 3-3.

In the VICOM system , the partial response shaping filters are
divided into two approximately equal parts located in the MUX
transmitter and the MUX receiver. The BEM receives the same sig-
nal as the receive multiplexer and must perform the same partial
response filtering in order to obtain the same eye pattern. In
the multiplex receiver the quality of the eye pattern is affected
by the quality of the AGC (automatic gain control) and Baud timing
recovery systems. To produce an eye pattern , the HEM must perform
the same functions as the MUX receiver. If the BEM performs the
partial response filtering , AGC, and timing recovery funct ions
better than the VICON receiver , then the BEM eye pattern will be
better than that of the VICOM. In such a case the BEI1 quality
measurements would not be directly applicable to predicting VICOM
receiver performance. On the other hand , if VICOM TI-4000 circuit
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boards are us~~ for partial response r~~ltering, AGC , and timing
recovery, the BEM would be excessively sensitive to temperature
fluctuations since the temperature sensitivities of the VICOM
boards exceed those allowable for the HEM application .

After careful consideration of these factois~ it was decided thatthe best solution was a compromise bet~,een L...ilding improved fil—ter, AGC, and timing recovery circuits and using the VICOM circuit
boards. It was decided that the BEM quality measurements would be
most useful for predicting VICOM performance if actual VICOM cir-
cuit boards were used. However, narrow bandwidth (slcwly respond-
ing) secondary control loops would be needed to correct for varia-
tions of the control points of the VICOM AGC and Baud timing sys-
tems caused by temperature changes and other influences. The HEM
Functional Block Diagram shows the functions performed by VICOM
circuit boards (enclosed within dashed lines). A secondary , but
significant, advantage of the use of MUX receiver boards is that
this simplifies logistics and makes it easier to configure the BEM
to monitor different types of MUX receivers.

3.3.2 Automatic Gain Control Systems

The incoming baseband signal to the HEM passes through a fixed gain
buffer amplifier to the standard VICOM receiver circuit boards . The
standard partial response shaping filters are used even though the
resulting eye pattern shows degradation from intersymbol inter-
ference; which would not occur if the filter shaping were ideal.
It was discovered that the degree of degradation of the filter
shaping varied as the gain of the variable gain amplifier (VGA)
changed ; as the amplifier gain was increased , amplifier bandwidth
decreased causing amplifier phaseshift to increase.

A new wideband VGA was developed but it was decided that the origi-
nal VGA should be used. That way the variation of the eye pattern
quality versus input signal level for the BEM would more nearly
match that of the VICOI1 receiver. In the VICOM system the signal
for adjusting the VGA gain is obtained by monitoring the positive
peaks of the baseband eye pattern signal with a peak detector.
Whenever the signal exceeds a positive reference level, current

• flows into a low pass filter , dc amplifier circuit. Part of the
reference voltage for the gain control is dependent on diode or
base emitter junction voltages which are temperature sensitive ;
there fore , the signal level of the VICOM AGC system varies with
temperature.

The amplitude of the desired portion of the eye pattern signal
also varies as a function of the noise level. The peak amplitude
detecting controller attempts to adjust the gain so that the peak
amplitude for the composite data and noise signal is equal to that
desired for data alone . The result is that the data signal shrinks
as the noise increases. In order to maintain the same dynamic
response as the VICOM AGC system but eliminate the essentially
steady state errors , an extremely slow secondary AGC system is
built into the BEM which adds a quasi dc signal to the reference
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voltage used in the VICOM AGC. This quasi dc signal from the
secondary AGC sys tem adjusts the control point of the primary
(VICOM circuit board) AGC system to remove steady state gain
errors wi thout alter ing the dynamic response of the primary
system. Except for this one modification, which requires the
addition of one resistor , the portion of the BEM Functional
Block Diagram inside the dashed line rectangle uses the same
circuit boards used in the standard MtJX receiver, for the commu-
nication channel which the HEM is monitoring.

3.3.3 Frequency and Phase Lock Systems

The standard MUX receiver circuit boards used in the BEM have two
output signals. One is the analog eye pattern signal and the other
is the Baud timing clock , used in the MUX receiver to control the
timing of the sampling process which converts the eye pattern ana-
log into a digital signal . Like the signal level from the AGC cir-
cuit, the phase of the Baud timing recovery circuit changes as a
function of temperature and noise level. A secondary phase control
sys tem with an intentionally very slow response is used to correct
for the steady state phase errors in the primary phase lock loop
without significantly altering the dynamic response. The phase
adjustment is accomplished by passing the primary Baud timing clock
signal through a voltage controlled phaseshift device to obtain the
necessary quasi—steady—state phase correction needed to satisfy the
secondary phase control system. The voltage controlled phaseshift
circuit produces a phase shif t directly proportional to the applied
voltage.

3.3.4 Phase Shifting Module

A technique for building a vol tage controlled phase shif t module is
shown in Figure 3-6. The square wave clock signal, A , is passed
through an integrator to form triangular wave signal, B, which is
connected to one input of a comparator. The quasi-steady-state
phase control voltage, C, is applied to the other input. When the
dc component of waveform B crosses the level of phase control volt-
age, C, the comparator output is switched. Assuming both signals ,
B and C, have rio dc bias, the comparator output becomes a 50 per—
cent duty cycle square wave r D. Increasing the phase control volt-
age, as shown by C ’ , causes the switching times of the comparator
to change , changing the comparator output signal from a 50 percent
duty cycle square wave to an unequal duty cycle , rectangular wave ,

• The rising edges of D’ are delayed by a fixed phase relative
to D and the falling edges of D’ are advanced relative to D by the
same amount.

If the circuits using the clock can tolerate an uneve n duty cycle
clock , the output of the comparator can be used directly as the
new clock . If an equal duty cycle clock is required the frequency
of the uneven clock , D’, can be divided by two using a flip— flop
which only clocks on the rising (or falling) edges of D’ so that
output, E’, becomes a 50 percent duty cycle , phase adjustable clock
at half  the frequen cy of the input clock , A. When a clock at double
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the required output frequency is available for an input to the
phase shifter , and a maximum phase adjustment range of 90 degrees
peak—to—peak is sufficient, this technique provides excellent
performance with minimal hardware complexity .

A
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FIGURE 3-6. A VOLTAGE CONTROLLED PHASESHIFT CIRCUIT
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3.3.5 Sample and Hold For Simultaneous Comparator Samples

The Baud timing clock f rom the voltage controlled phase shif t
module controls the timing of the sample and hold module which
samples the analog eye pattern signal. The output of the sample
and hold goes to the noninverting input of each of five compara-
tors (Figure 3—5) . Each of the comparator outputs is sampled
and stored by a flip-flop which is clocked one half a Baud period
later than the sample and hold.

Conceptually, the HEM will function just as well with the compara-
tors connected directly to the analog eye pattern signal without
the sample and hold device , provided that the time delays in each
of the five comparator and flip—flop pairs are essentially identi-
cal or negligible. If the sample and hold device were omitted
and the delays were unequal , the effect would be equivalent to
having the different comparators sampling at different times
even though they are all connected to the same clock. The basic
concept of the BEN requires that all five of the comparator
outputs must represent measurements of the analog eye pattern
signal which are e f fectively taken simultaneously. The use of
a single sample and hold serving all five comparators plus the
allowance of an adequate settling time before clocking the com-
parator outputs into the flip-flops, rigorously satisfies the
severe requirement for simultaneously sampling of the analog eye
signal. This technique might  find application elsewhere, where
sampling of high frequency signals is involved. The function
performed by the five comparators could have been performed by
an A/D converter except that the l2.5M Baud per second rate of the
eye pattern signal does not allow suff icient time for contemporary
A/D converters to converge to one solution before starting on the
next.

The five comparators shown in Figure 3—5 compare the sampled eye
pattern voltage with each of the five reference voltages , +d,.8 zero , —d , —(2d—a) , and -2d , respectively , to deter-
mine whether the eye pattern voltage was above or below each of
these references at the sampling time. The five corresponding
flip—flops clock these comparator decisions, storing each set of
decisions for one Baud period. The voltage -2d is derived from
a constant voltage reference and the voltage -2d is obtained using
a unity gain inverting amplifier. The voltages +d and -d are ob-
tam ed by dividing +2d and -2d, respectively by two. The electri-
cal ground is used for the zero reference voltage . All of the
five reference voltages are constant except for —(2d—a) which is
variable because the dispersion signal, “a” , is adjusted by the
Pseudo Error Rate Control to maintain a constant pseudo error
rate. The time constant for the Pseudo Error Rate Control Loop
is equal to a few mill ion Baud periods ; therefore , for events
taking only a few thousand Baud periods or less the comparator
reference voltage — (2d—a) may be considered to be essentially
constant. The variable reference voltage , — (2d—a) , is equal to
the sum of the fixed re ference voltage , —2d , and the dispersion
voltage , “ a ” . 
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An ordinary summing amplifier combines these two signals to ob—
tam the pseudo steady state —(2d-a) comparator voltage refer-
ence. The outputs of the five comparators contain the needed
information for correcting the dc offset, sampling phase , ampli-
tude, and pseudo error rate of the sampled signal , as will be
explained.

3.3.6 Zero Crossing Detector For Offset and Phase Controls

Errors in th~ eye pattern sampling clock phase can be detected
by observing samples taken at the time the eye pattern voltage
is supposedly passing through the zero volt level as shown in
Figure 3—3. If the voltage is rising at sampling time , (n—i) ,

• sampling late will cause the sampled voltage to exceed zero,
producing a 1, “true” output from the X > 0 comparator and
flip-flop. On the other hand, if F~’e eye pattern voltage werefal ling at the sampling time, sampling a zero crossing late
would produce a false output (zero) from the X > 0 output.
Therefore , to detect the direction of a phase error, it is
necessary to know: f irst , that the eye pattern voltage sample
in question was taken at or close to a zero crossing; and
second, whether the sampled voltage was rising or falling when
the sample was taken. Figure 3-3 shows that both of these con
ditions are met whenever the preceding sample, (n-2) , f its the
upper level and the following sample, (n), fi ts the lower level,
or when , (n-2), fits the lower and, (n-l) fits the upper. In
both cases, the voltage passes through zero at the sampling
time , (n—l), and in the first case the voltage is falling at the
sample time while in the second case it is rising. The logic
circuit shown in Figure 3-7 detects these two patterns to allow
phase corrections only when the zero crossings with maximal
s lopes occur.

Referring to Figure 3—3, the received analog signal , “Y” , cor-
responding to the received three— level eye pattern will be
defined as equal to +1 for an upper level signal , zero for a
center level signal , and -l for a lower level signal . The two
patterns to be detected for sample phase correction as defined
in the preceding paragraphs correspond to 

~n-2’ ~n-l, “rnequal +1, 0, —l or — 1, 0, +1 respectively (Figure 3—7). When
the X~ > +d input in Figure 3—7 is true the received value for

~n 
is equal to +1, so this is called the Y1~ = +1 signal as

shown at the input of flip—flop 2. When the X~ > -d input
signal is false, V is equal to —1 , so the X~ > —d signal is
inverted to produce the Y~ = -l signal. Flip—flops 2 and 6
store the previous values of the 

~n 
= +1 signal so that the

Yn_l +1 signal and 
~n—2 

= +1 signals are available at
their outputs . Flip-flops 3 and 7 provide the 

~n-l 
= 1 and

~n—2 
—1 signals in a like manner. If the value of Y is

neither +1 nor — l then it must be 0; therefore , NOR gate 5 pro—
duces a Yn...1 = 0 signal when the 

~n—1 
= +1 and 

~n— 1 
= — l

signals are connected to the input. Three-input AND gate 8
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detects a zero crossing with rising voltage at sample time n—l
and gives a true output whenever the three inputs , 

~n 2  =

~n-l 
= 0, and 

~n 
= +1 are simultaneously true. Three-input

AND gate 9 detects a zero crossing with falling voltage at
• sample time n—l and gives a ~ue output whenever the three

inputs , 
~n—2 

= ~1, 1n-.l = 0, and Y~ = -l are simultaneously
true. The positive and negative slope zero crossing detection
signals from gates B and 9 respectively are combined by OR
gate 10 so that if either one type zero cross ing or the other
is detected at sample time n-l the output of OR gate 10 will
be true. Therefore , a true output from gate 10 indicates that
-a maximum slope zero crossing has been detected at sample time
n—l .

The phase correction and dc offset correction voltages are
adjusted only when maximum slope zero cross ings are detected,
so the signal from gate 10 is used to enable or prohibit the
updating of these corrections. The true state of the gate 10
output permits the phase and dc offse t corrections to be
updated ; therefore , this signal is called “update enable”.

3.3.7 Offset Control

If the sample timing is correct but there is a positive dc
offse t, then the measured value of X at the time of a zero
crossing will be positive regardless of the direction (in-
creasing or decreas ing) of the voltage change at the zero
crossing; therefore , a true value of the X > 0 signal
(Figure 3—5) measured at the zero crossing time indicates
that the dc offset is positive. At the time that the “update
enable” signal is true , the X sample corresponding to the
detected zero crossing is X~ _ 1; therefore , f l ip-f lop 4
(Figure 3-7) is used to delay the Xn > 0 signal one Baud
period to obtain the Xn...l > 0 signal labeled “offset is
positive ” which is used along with the “update enable” signal

-8 to adjus t the dc o f f se t  correction voltage as shown in Fig-
ure 3—8. The clock input , C, to the digital counters in
Figure 3-8 would cause them to count one increment per Baud
period if it were not f~ r the “update enable” signal which
permits them to count onl y when zero crossings are detected .
The signal labeled “offset is positivet’ controls the direction
of the counting so that the number in the counter is increased - -

one count whenever Xn_l > 0 is true when a zero crossing is
detected, and decreased one count whenever Xn...l > 0 is false
when a zero crossing is detected . The most significant bits
of the counter are connected to the digital to analog converter
which produces the analog “offse t correction voltage ” signal
that is subtracted from the analog eye pattern signal prior
to the sampling process as shown in Figure 3-5. The counter
was designed to handle binary numbers several bits longer than
the D/A converter so that many LSB (least significant bit)
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counts are required into the counter in order to change the A/D
output by one LSB. This difference in the size of the LSBs slows
the rate of response for the closed loop correct ion thereby
decreasing the noise level in the offset correction voltage.

3.3.8 Secondary Phase Control

The phase correction loop uses essentially the same design as
the offset correction loop except for the exclusive OR gate
(modulo two adder), gate 11 of Figure 3—7. If the 

~n 
= -l

signal into gate 11 is true when the “update enable” signal is
true, this indicates that the sampled voltage was decreasing
with respect to time when the zero crossing was detected.
Therefore , when negative going zero crossing is sampiLd late,
the zero crossing sample, X~

_
~ will be negative causing ,

Xn—l > 0 to be false and Y~ = —l to be true. These two
unlike input states into gate 11 make the output signal, called
“sampling phase late”, true. Similarly , if a positive going
zero crossing is sampled late , the 

~n 
= —l signal will be

false and the sample near the zero crossing, Xn...l, will be
positive so that Xn_l > 0 will be true. Once again the states
of the two input signals into gate 11 are unlike causing the
output signal called “ sampling phase late” to be true. Thus,
in both zero crossing cases , samp ling late will produce a true
state for the “sampling phase is late” signal while the “update
enable” signal is true. Similarly , it may be shown that sam-
pling a zero crossing early will cause the “sampling phase is
late ” signal to be false wh~”~ the “update enable” signal is
true . The up down counter and D/A converter portions of the
phase correction system shown in Figure 3-8 work in essentially
the same manner as the equivalent components in the offset
control system and, therefore , require no further explanation.

3.3.9 Secondary Amplitude Control

As explained previously, the secondary amplitude control (Fig-
ure 3-9) changes the size of the voltage reference which the
primary amplitude control uses as the s tandard to which the
signal level should be controlled. If the signal level detected
by the secondary control is too small , the secondary control
obtains the desired increase by increasing the size of the volt-
age reference used by the primary control. For the BEN to
measure dispersion of the baseband eye pattern signal about the
lower level accurately, the lower level of that signal mus t be
accurately centered about the —2d voltage reference level. The
secondary amplitude control adjusts the signal amplitude as
needed to accomplish this centering. The secondary amplitude
control block diagram, Figure 3-9 , shows how the amplitude error
signal is obtained and how the amplitude correction voltage is
adjusted. The X > -d signal is inverted to obtain a signal
which is true only when the received value of X is closer to
the level than any other level; therefore, this inverted signal
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is called the Y = —1. signal. The function of the secondary
amplitude control is to adjust the signal amplitude so that
half of the lower level sample points are below the -2d voltage
reference level and the other half are above that reference ;
therefore , the Y = -l signal is connected to the enable input
of the counter so that only X samples corresponding to lower
level samples are permitted to affect  the counter. The X > —2d
signal is used to control the direction of the counter. When
the baseband eye pattern signal is small the X > -2d signal
will be true more often than false for lower level samples
causing the counter to count up more often than down. The net
surplus of upward counts relative to downward counts causes the
counter digital output to increase thereby increasing the ampli-
tude of the analog voltage out of the D/A converter. As said
before , increasing the amplitude correction voltage out of the
D/A converter causes the eye pattern signal amplitude to increase.
Thus , the secondary amplitude control adjusts the signal ampli-
tude as needed to cause half of the lower level samples to occur
below the -2d level and half above.

The original BEM system plan called for adjusting the center of
the upper level of the eye pattern signal to +2d volts , the
center level to zero volts, and the lower level to -2d volts so
that offset threshold measurements could be made to the upper
level as well as the lower level. However, it was learned during
laboratory testing that it was impossible to center all three
levels simultaneously as intended because the levels were not
equally spaced. The cause of the unequal spacing was traced to
unequal duty cycles for positive and negative output pulses in the
VICOM transmitter. Since improving all of the VICOM transmitters
was an impractical solution, the BEN system plan was changed to
accommodate this unexpected form of signal distortion. One
attractive approach was to center the upper and lower levels
about +2d and —2d respectively so that offset threshold measure-
ments could still be made about both the upper and the lower
levels ; however , the chosen secondary phase adj ustment system
was not designed to tolerate dc offset of the center level. When
the unsymmetrical VICOM signal problem was discovered, it was
too late to add all of the system comp lexity needed to make the
secondary phase adjustment system insensitive to center level
dc offset errors. The most practical remaining option was to
control the center level and either the upper or lower level,
but not both. The lower level was selected for control and
monitoring for reasons involving component layout and noise in
the existing circuit boards. Deleting the AGC and pseudo error
input signals previously supplied by measurements about the
upper level cut the data rates into these control loops in half ,
thereby doubling the time constants for these loops; however,
the loop responses are still fast enough to satisfy all of 4
the requirements of the BEN application.
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3.3.10 Pseudo Error Rate Control

The final module to be explained in the BEM functional diagram
is the constant pseudo error rate controller shown as a single
box in Figure 3—5 and shown in greater detail in Figure 3—10.
The function of this controll er is to adjust the magnitude of
the of fset threshold voltage, a, as the signal quality changes
so that a constant percentage of the X voltage samples distrib-
uted around the lower level are above the adaptive pseudo error
threshold voltage, -(2d—a).

The controller in Figure 3-10 determines how many X samples
belong to the lowest level by inverting the X > -d digital
signal to obtain a Y = -l signal and using this signal to enable
the 2048 counter which is clocked at the Baud rate so that it
increments one count every time an X sample voltage more nega— ‘I
tive than —d volts is obtained. The 2048 counter overflows
when its count reaches 2048 thereby inputting a true signal into
flip—flop 1 which is clocked at the Baud rate. When the over-
flow = true signal is clocked to the output of flip-flop 1, it
resets the 2048 counter to zero and the counter overflow returns -)
to false. Thus, flip—flop 1 outputs a single one Baud wide
true signal every time 2048 lower level X samples are counted.
The reset signal to the counter is not essential if the ratio
(2048) selected for input pulses versus output pulses is an
even power of two because binary counters are available which ,
when clocked one more time after reaching the all l’s state,
will automatically output an overflow signal and return to the
all zero E s state. However, the presence of flip—flop 1 and the
reset signal makes it possible to reset the counter to some
initial state other than all zero’s thereby providing a wider
choice in countdown ratios.

The function of flip—flop 2 is to output a single Baud baud wide
true signal every time the voltage of one of the lower level X

.8 samples is more positive than the offset threshold, - (2d—a) volts.
When X is one of the lower level samples , the Y = —l signal will
be true , and when the samp le value is more positive than the
offset threshold, the X > -(2d-a) signal will also be true;
therefore, using an AND gate to combine these two signal s and
clocking the AND gate output through flip-flop 2 with a Baud
rate clock produces the desired output. This signal is called
the pseudo error signal because it indicates the presence of
unusually large eye pattern deviations in the direction which
would produce errors in the VICOM Tl-4000 receiver if the devi-
ation amplitudes were larger than the true decision margin , d
volts , rather than merely larger than the pseudo dec ision margin,
a volts. Each Baud width true signal clocked out of flip-flop 2
is therefore called one pseudo error.
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The pseudo error feedback voltage, a volts, from the D/A converter
is adjusted automatically by the system shown in Figure 3-10 until
the average rate at which pseudo errors are clocked out of flip—
flop 2 is equal to the rate at which overflow pulses are clocked
out of the 2048 counter. When neither an overflow pulse nor a
pseudo error pulse appear at the input of the exclusive OR gate,
the output of that gate is false , which prevents the output
counter from counting. When a pseudo error occurs without an
overf low, the exclusive OR output is true enabling the counter to
count and the pseudo error true signal at the counter up/down con—
trol is positive so it counts up by one digit per pseudo error.
An overflow pulse without a pseudo error also produces a true out-
put out of the exclusive OR gate which enables the output counter
to count; however , the pseudo error sig~ial at the counter up/down
input is false this time so the counter counts down by one digit
per pseudo error. If an overflow puls~ and pseudo error pulseare present at the exclusive OR gate inputs simultaneously, the
exclusive OR output is low which inhibits the counter so that it
neither counts up nor down. In this case, the end result is the
same as if it had counted both pulses but counted them in opposite
directions as it is supposed to do. When using 2048 as the over—
f low number for the Y = —l counter, it is clear that the count in
the output counter will increase as long as the average rate of
pseudo errors is larger than one per 2048 lower level samples ,
and that the count will decrease if the pseudo error rate is less
than that. The most significant bits of the output counter are
connected to the D/A converter so that an increasing count will
cause the D/A output voltage to increase . As the D/A output in-
creases the pseudo error threshold increases thereby decreasing
the pseudo error rate. If the pseudo error rate is less than
one pseudo error per 204 8 lower level samples, the output counter
will count down thereby decreasing the pseudo error margin , a,
which causes the pseudo error rate to increase. If the deviations
of the sampled values from their nominal levels is normally dis-
tributed with a mean value of zero and a standard deviation equal
to sigma, then the one per 2048 rate for pseudo error versus lower

- 8 level samples will be obtained when the pseudo error margin is
equal to about 3.3 sigma. Thus, for normally distributed errors
the pseudo error margin , a, is a measure of sigma. The number of
sigma which the pseudo error margin, a, represents can be altered
by changing the overflow level of the lower level sample counter
from 2048 to some other number.

3.3.11 “Three—Level Eye Pattern” Found to Have Nine Levels

In the VICOM TI—4000 signals observed during BEM tests , the dis-
persions in the eye pattern were not made up of purely normally
distributed components but also of strongly quantized components
caused by non—ideal partial response filters. The filters pro-
duced so much adjacent symbol interference that the eye pattern
signal appeared to have nine levels rather than three levels. The
six undesired levels occurred slightly above and slightly below
the three ideal levels. Once this departure from the normal
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distribution was identified and in~erted into the math models it
became demonstr~itably possible to pL~~dict VICOM TI-40u0 perform-
ance accurately from BEM pseudo L :ror margin measurements, a;
however, the means for accomplishing t~ is are the subject ofanother subsection (3.4).

3.3.12 Baseband Eye Monitor Adaptability to Other Applications

The BEM uses two circuit boacds from a VICON TI—4000 receiver so
that if improvements are made in these VICOM receiver cards the
BEM can be updated to predict the new improved performance by
replacing the old receiver cards with new ones. If the new boards
are not interchangeable with the old ones, it should still be
possible to accommodate the BEM to them by making appropriate
modifications to the board connectors and associated wiring.
During the BEN design and fabrication processes , the specialized
BEN functions were made as independent from the conventional
receiver boards as was practical so as to make the ~~~ adaptable
for the measurement of other communication eye patterns.

In this report , the BEM mechanizations have been explained as
applied exclusively to -~ r~articuldr three—level eye pattern .Also, only one adaptive thLeshold comparator , —(2d-a) , is used in
the present mechanization .. Using an offset of amplitude , a, six
possible locations for ti’~ . pseudo error threshold were considered
both separately and jointiy for the present three—level , -t-2d ,
zero, —2d , eye application . Use of pseudo error threshclds at
+(2d 4-a) and/or at — (2d +a) was an attractive possibility , both
because it minimizes the sensitivity the sampling phase errors,
and because the nominal data levels are all on one side (or all
on the other side) of each of these pseudo error thresholc~s sothat signal deviations larger than d from one level do not look
like deviations smaller than d from a different nominal level.
Use of these pseudo error thresholds was rejected because ampli-
tude clipping in the signal path could clip off the noise peaks
which the BEN should be measuring while leaving all of the noise
which causes errors in received data. This , coupled with the
higher than average tolerance for phase errors , could cause per-
formance predictions based on +(2d +a) and - (2d +a) pseudo error
threshold measurements to be excessively optimistic. Use of
pseudo error thresholds at +a and/or , at -a was an attractive con—
cept because there are nominal l y tw ice as many data samples at the
zero level as at either of the other levels; however, since non-
linear distortion , signal clipping, and associated transient
ringing could degrade response at the outer levels without in-
creasing dispersion measurements made about the center level , it
was considered uncautious to base performance predictions on cen-
ter leve l dispersion measurements alone . The above arguments
leave onl y two pseudo error threshold levels , ÷ ( 2d -a) and
— ( 2 d  —a ) as being re l iable  for detecting degradat ions  from signal
cl ipping wi th  and wi thout  noise .  These are the tdo pseudo error
thresholds selected for mechan iza t ion  in the BEN.
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As originally built , the BEN used two pseudo error detection
windows: one from +(2d —a) to ~4-d and the other from -(2d -a) to—d; however, the MUX transmitter had unequal duty cycles for
positive and negative pulses so that the distance from the zero
level to the upper level (nominally +2d) was not equal to the
distance from the zero level to the negative level (nominally —2d).
At present, the offset control adjusts the signal so that the
center level is centered with respect to the zero referenced
comparator, and the gain control adjusts the eye pattern so that
the lower level is centered with respect to the -2d referenced
comparator. The constant pseudo error rate adaptive threshold
—(2d —a), measures upward perturbations from the lower level.
Because of the MUX transmitter distortion , the upper eye pattern
level is not centered with respect to the +2d comparator refer-
ence; however, pseudo error measurements could still be taken
around the upper level if an additional adaptive loop were added
to adjust the voltage, 2d’ , (approximately equal to 2d) until half
of the upper level samples were above +2d’ and half were below.
Then the appropriate pseudo error detection window would extend
from +(2d ’ -a) to d’ or from +(2d’ —a ’) to d’, depending on whether
the loop for adjusting the off set threshold a , were the same as
that used for the lower level offset threshold, or separate. The
present implementation saves hardware by measuring pseudo errors
only around the lower level; however, it can be used to measure
dispersion about the upper level instead by the simple expedient
of inverting the signal prior to applying it to the BEM input.

The per sample pseudo error rate (ratio of pseudo errors detected
on one side of level per sample observed at that level) was chosen
to correspond to approximately the three sigma point on the
Gaussian (normally distributed) probability function. The pseudo
error rate, and hence , the measured point on the Normal curve , may
be changed by changing the countdown ratio. Ideally , more than
one pseudo error threshold would be used per level so that more
than one point on the Normal curve could be measured simultaneously.

8 This would be helpful in determining whether the errors are actually
normally distributed or not. Unfortunately , space and power supply
limitations made it impractical to include this dual threshold
feature in the existing BEM. A less desirable but cheaper alter-
native for testing the shape of the error distribution would be to
use a single pseudo error threshold as is presen tly used , but to
make the pseudo error rate adjustable by computer command rather
than f ixed as it  is presently.

The HEM implementation techniques presented here have been ex—
plained solely with respect to the present three—level eye multi-
plexer application ; however, the techniques can clearly be adapted
to apply to two— , four— , five— , six— , ... leve l eyes found in other
communication systems such as the seven—level eye pattern test
point provided by the AN/USC-.26 modem for monitoring purposes.
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To adap t the presen t BEN hardware to aLlow monitoring and BER
dete rmination of a system utj l i z l r iv the  AN/USC-26 modem , certain
circui t changes would be r c H u i i e d .  ryhe GDM D/A diagnostic output
would be the monitor  poin t  to i~ :i~ the BEM woul d be connected.
The clock gene ra ted in the (.U ~ ~.u u 1d be used in p lace of the
B aud timing recovery c i rcui ts  i n  the BEN . Also , the phase cor-
rection loop circui ts in the B M  ~u n l d  ue disabled because the
sampling time is not as c rit i~~~l wi~~~~ the square wave appearing
eye patte rn of the GDI~i. When the CD~-1 is ope r a t in g  in the three
level mode , the pse udo erro r ra te sa mp l i n g  windo w ( + ( 2 d — a )  to +d)
circuits woul d rero in  s ub s t a n t i -i l l y the sar c . iio.-;eve r , when the
GDM ope rates in the seven level r o d e - , th is  sam~~ leg window and
associated circuits would chan~ c. In the seven level eye pattern ,
two levels fall between the zero level and both the upper and

— lower outer levels. One loca tion for the sai.p fing window would
be in a zone defined by +(L1—a) and +Ll/2 . Whete L1 is the first
positive voltage level above zero and Ll/2 is the decision thresh-
old voltage for the first leve1 ,~ “a” as before is the measure of
dispersion . This mechanization would make maxir iem use of the
BEM circuits with minimum change since this dispersion meter
would be treating the first positive level of the seven level
GDM eye as the present BErl dispersion meter uses the upper level
in the three level eke . The circuits in the BEll which now regu-
late the “2d” (upper l eve l)  voltage could also be disabled since
the GDM measures and reeul ates the first level voltage indepen-
den t of noise content -~~~~- ~ii e  BE~-l regulates the “2d ” level.

The software to imp lem en t  such a modif ied  BEM would  be of the
same type , and the data base tables re la t ing the measure d dis-
persion voltage to BER would have to be developed in the same
manner as presently used.
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3.4 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FROM BASEBAND EYE PATTERN MONITOR
MEASURE MENTS

3.4.1 Introduction

3.4.1.1 Need for Sensitive Degradation Detection

The BEM (baseband eye pattern monitor) is a device for measuring
degradation of signal quality in digital communication links.
When gradual degradat ion of signal quality occurs in an analog
communication li nk such as an ordinary telephone voice channel,
this degradation is observable in the quality of the analog out-
put signal when it is still 20 or 30 dB below the level at which
it renders the channel unusable. However, when the same channel
is used for digital data transmission, the channel noise and dis-
tortion components are intentionally stripped of f of the digital
signals before they are outputted from the receiver ; therefore ,
low levels of channel distort ion are not readily detectable by
observing the output signals of digital receivers. Deterioration
in the quality of output digital signals may be unobservable when
the channel deterioration is only a few dB away from the level at
which the quality of the digital output signals becomes unaccept—
ably degraded . Thus, when channel conditions degrade gradually,
the quality of received analog signals also degrades gradually ;
however, the quality of received digital signals continues to
show no apparent degradation for a long time and then changes
rapidly to such a highly degraded condition that the received sig-
nal is unusable. It often appears that analog channels degrade
gradually while digital chanels fail suddenly with little or no
warning. The function of the BEM is to provide warning of im—
pending failure in digital communication links prior to the point
where the deterioration is observable by close scrutiny of the
digital output signal and to continue measuring channel degrada-
tion up to levels at which the digital output becomes unusable.

3.4.1.2 General Principle of BEN Operation

The BEM monitors signal quality by measuring the amount of noise
which is superimposed on top of the desired digital signal. For
the VICOM TI—4000 series multiplexer , a three—level partial res-
ponse PAN (Pulse Mplitude Modulation) signal format is used;
therefore , at the times that the received signal is sampled to
obtain the transmitted digital information , the received signal
should be at one of three specific voltage levels. If the data
transmission system is running perfectly with no noise, the re-
ceived signal will be precisely equal to one of these three
voltage levels at each sampling time. A small amount of distor-
tion or additive noise in the channel will cause the received
voltages to vary slightly from their ideal values. As the ampli-
tude of the noise or distor tion increases , this variation also
increases. The HEM is designed to make precise measurements of
these undesired voltage variations in VICOM TI—4000 multiplexer
links. The hardware mechanizations of the various control loops
employed by the BEM in making these precision measurements have
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been described previously. The following sections explain how
- ; system bit error rate can be preu5cted from BEM measurements.

The word “predicted ” is appropriate be ause error rates of one
— error per minute , hour , day, or year can be predicted using sys-

tems in the BEM which have time constants in the order of one
second . Obviously, it is impossible to measure bit error rates
in the order of one error per hour b~ counting the number oferrors made within a few seconds; therefore, to obtain informa-
tion relating to such low error rates within a few seconds of
time, the error rates must be predicted rather than measured
directly.

3.4.1.3 Preview of Following Sections

The mathematical tools and techniques for predicting digital
system performance from HEM outputs evolved gradually over a
period of about a year and a half. As would be expected , the
initial math model is the simplest one and each time a new factor
is identified and included in the math model to improve the pre-
diction accuracy, the math model becomes more complex. In order
to lead the reader gradually from the simple to complex and to
build a sense of history , the material in this report is arranged
in approximately historical order.

Paragraph 3.4.2 presents analyses assuming that an ideal three—
level partial response eye pactern is used . When samples of the
VICOM TI-4000 series multiplexer boards were received and tested,
it was discovered that the actual eye pattern , instead of having
three precise levels as intended , had three broad levels. On
closer examination it became apparent that each of these three
broad levels con sisted of three smaller levels so that the total
result was a nine—level eye rather than a three—level eye as
intended . The cause of this distortion of three levels into nine
was determined and included in the nine—level eye math model used
in the analyses presented in Paragraph 3.4.3. Paragraph 3.4.4
describes a set of interlocking computer programs which were
written to produce performance prediction tables for the nine—
level eye math model disclosed in Paragraph 3.4.3. As would be
expected , the VICOM TI-4000 multiplexers had other imperfections
in addition to the nine—level eye effect. Paragraph 3.4.5 des-
cribes laboratory experiments performed to isolate and identify
the most significant of these effects. Paragraph 3.4.6 presents
a procedure for identifying the magnitudes of the more significant
multiplexer deficiencies and including them in the math models so
that the performance prediction tables can be adjusted to produce
accurate predicitons based on theoretically sound corrections .
Paragraph 3.4.7 presents the results of actual experience in pre-
paring performance prediction tables in the field using the
theoretical tables and theoretical corrections as a guide. These
field techniques greatly reduce the amount of work required to
produce actual prediction tables from theoretical ones while ob-
taining the same prediction accuracy which the more complicated
correction procedures produced . Design analysis and testing of
the hit counter was per formed concurrently with the work outlined
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above ; however , discussion of this work is presented separately
in consolidated form in Paragraph 3 .4 .8  in Section 8 to make the
explanations easier to locate and follow.

3.4.2 DEN Analyses Assuming a Three—Level Partial Response Eye

3.4.2.1 Definitions

The classical partial response three—level eye pattern is shown
in Figure 3—11. This figure represents the pattern which would
be obtained on the face of an oscilloscope if the analog eye pat-
tern voltage were connected to the vertical inputs and the hori-
zontal time base were synchronized with Baud timing so that each
sweep would start with the same Baud timing phase. If the sweep
time were adjusted to cover several Baud periods , then the proper
sampling times would become apparent as they are in the figure.
At the proper sampling times , the analog voltage is equal to one
of three values: 2d, 0 or —2d volts. These three voltage levels,
and five additional levels, making eight voltage levels in all,
are shown in Figure 3—11. By using eight voltage comparators ,
with these eight voltage levels as references, it is possible to
determ ine whether the voltage was above or below each of these
eight levels at each sampling time . Two of these levels , the
upper and lower of fse t  thresholds, are adjustable by changing the
value of the offset  voltage , a. The level Kd is determined by
selecting the constant K as explained in Paragraph 3 .4 .8 .  For the
purposes of the present discussions, the level Kd can be ignored.
The other five levels are constant.

Several detailed analyses for this eye pattern have been
reported in Appendix A of the ATEC Digital Adaptation Study,
RADC-TR-76-302. For the reader ’s convenience , that appendix has
been revised to make it consistent with the present nomenclature
and is included in the present report in Paragraph 3.2. In this
appendix and in all of the mathematical analyses up to and includ-
ing the writing of the computer programs, it was assumed that two
zones would be used for counting pseudo errors. The upper pseudo
error zone extends from d to (2d-a) volts, and the lower pseudo
error zone extends from -d to -(2d-a) volts. For the math models
used in the mathematical analyses and computer programming , the
pseudo error rates for the upper and lower zones are equal; there—
fore, the total error rate for the two zones is equal to twice
the pseudo error rate for either of the single zones. The VICOM
eye pattern used during laboratory tes ting was found to be so
asymmetrical that it was necessary either to use a single pseudo
error zone on one side of the signal , ignor ing the other side , or
to provide the hardware with additional degrees of freedom and
control loops so that both sides of the signal could be tracked
separately. Because of power , size , and schedule constraints , it
was decided to use only a single pseudo error zone. Most of the
mathematical analyses and computer programs had been finished at
the time that the asymmetry was discovered ; therefore , all pseudo
error rates in these documents are expressed as two zone or “two
sided” pseudo error rates unless otherwise specified . Interpret—
ing results stated in terms of the two-zone pseudo error rate
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definition will cause no hardship as long as it is remembered
that the single—sided pseudo error rate is equal to half of the
two—sided pseudo error rate. In this report the number 1. or 2
will follow the letters PER to designate whether a one—sided or
two—sided pseudo error rate is intended. When old work is repro-
duced, the letters PER may appear without the number 1 or 2 fol-
lowing, in which case , it is the two—sided error rate which is
being referred to. These and some other useful definitions are
listed below:

PER1 the one—sided pseudo error rate.

PER2 E the two-sided pseudo error rate = 2 x PER1.

PER PER2 unless specifically stated to the contrary.

BER E the Baud error rate = the bit error rate for this one-
bit-per-Baud eye pattern.

PEA] the probability that A is true.

PEA B] E conditional probability of A given that B is true.

P[A ,B] joint probability that A and B are both true.

s2 signal power in eye pattern.

N2 E noise power in eye pattern.

c a normally distributed random variable with mean = 0 and
variance = N2.

z a normally distributed random variable with mean = 0 and
variance = 1.

Q(x) P [z>xIz~N(0,l),~ which is to be read as “the probabilityz is greater than x , given that z is a normally dis—
tr ibuted random variable with mean equal to zero and
variance equal to one.”

Q ’(p) E LxEQ (x)=p] which is read as “Q inverse of p is defined
as equal to the value of x for which Q of x equal to
p.tt

Q’ (x) Q(x) which is equal to minus the density function

of the N(0,l) distribution at point where the random
variable is equal to x.

3.4.2.2 Signal-To-Noise Ratio Computation

It was stated near the close of Paragraph 3.2.3 that there is a
specific relationship between the amplitude of d and the signal
power. That relationship will be derived here. The average sig-
nal power is equal to the probability that it is at the upper level
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times the power at that level, plus the probability that it is at
the center level times the power at that level, plus the probabil-
ity that it is at the lower level times the power at that level
as given below.

S2 = P [L=2d] (POWERIL=2d]

+P [L=0] [POWERJL=0] (25)

+P [L=—2d] [POWERIL=-2d ]

— Since the power at any particular level is equal to the voltage at
that level squared and the probabil iti es of the upper, center , and
lower levels are 1/4 , 1/2 , and 1/4 respectively, the above equa-
tion can be rewritten as below.

= 1/4 (2d)2 + 1/2 (0)2 + 1/4 (—2d)2 = 2d2 (26) —

The signal—to—noise ratio, then , is simply equal to the signal
power divided by the noise power as shown below.

52/N2 = 2(d/N) (27)

Using this relationship, the signal—to—noise ratio in decibels,
dB, can be obtained directly from the d/N ratio.

SNR a 10 LOG10 (S
2/N2) dB = [3.0103 + 20 LOG10 (d/NH dB (28)

3.4.2.3 Baud Error Rate Computation

In general, SNR is more convenient for empirical investigations,
and d/N is more convenient for statistical analyses. For in-
stance , the Baud error rate can be readily der ived in terms of
d/N. A Baud error occurs whenever the amplitude of the random
noise fluctuation, epsilon , causes the transmitted signal in-
tended for one level to be misinterpreted as belonging to a
different level. The values of epsilon which will cause errors
are different for the three different levels; therefore, they
will be calculated separately and summed together as was done for —

the power calculations using the following relationship.

BER = P [L=2d] P [ERROR I L=2d]

+P [L=0] P [ERROR I L=0] (29)

+P [L=-2d] P [ERROR J L=-2d]

If an upper level is transmitted and epsilon is more negative than
—d , the received symbol will be interpreted as a center or lower
level; hence, values of epsilon more negative than -d will cause
errors. There is no level above the upper level; therefore, posi—
tive values of epsilon are not harmful. The probability of error,
given that an upper level was transmitted , is equal to the prob-
ability that the value of epsilon will be less than —d.
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P (ERROR IL= 2d] = P(c<—d] = P[c>+d J (30)

The probability of the value of epsilon being less than -d is
equal to the probability of its being more than +d because the
distribution of epsilon is symmetrical about 0. Dividing both
sides of the inequality by the positive definite constant N does
not alter the validity of the inequality.

P[ERROR (L=2d] = PEe/N > d/N] (31)

Since epsilon by definition is normally distributed with a mean
equal to 0 and a variance equal to N2, dividing epsilon by N
produces a random variable which is normally distr ibuted with a
mean of 0 and a variance of 1.

PLERRORIL=2d] = P[z >d/NIz..N(0,l)] (32)

This probability by definition is equal to Q(d/N).

P [E RR OR I L =2d ]  = Q(d/N) (33)

The probability of error given that a lower level signal is trans-
mitted is equal to the probability that the value of epsilon will
be suff iciently large in the positive direction to cause the
signal to be misinterpreted as a 0 or upper level symbol. This
will happen if the error voltage epsilon is larger than d.

P[ERRORIL~~’2dJ P [c>+d] (34)

Since the right hand side of Equation 34 looks like that of
Equation 30, it is obvious that it is also equal to the right
hand side of Equation 33.

P[ERROR I L=—2d] = Q(d/N) (35)

If a center level signal is transmitted , there are two ways in
which an error can be made in the receiver. If the error voltage,
epsilon, is more positive than d, the received signal will be in-
terpreted as an upper level symbol and if it is more negative than
—d , it will be interpreted as a lower level symbol.

P[ERRORIL O] = P[c>d] + P [e<—d ] (36)

This is obviously equal to the sum of Equations 30 and 34.

P[ERRORIL=0 J = 2Q(d/N) (37) —

Substituting Equations 33, 35 and 37 into Equation 29 and remem-
bering the probabilities of the upper , center , and lower levels
are 1/4 , 1/2 , and 1/4 respectively ,  the following result.

BER = (l/4)Q(d/N)+ (l/2 )2Q(d/N)-s-(l/4)Q(d/N) (38)
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Combining terms , the desired result can now be obtained in an
elegantly simple form.

HER = (3/2) Q (d/N) (39)

An equivalent formula for bit errur r~te was given in Equation 2,Paragraph 3.2.1 of this section, out the derivation was not shown
and it was expressed in terms of signal—to—noise ratio and a
variable number of levels so it ha~ a more complicated appearance.
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3.4.2.4 Pseudo Error Rate Equation

The pseudo error rate for the three—level eye was derived in
Paragraph 3.2.3 with the results for the one-sided and two-sided
solutions being stated in Equations 31 and 32 respectively. The
one—sided solution is presented below for convenience.

PER1 (1/4 ) {Q(a/N) +Q(d/N ) -2Q [ (2 d - a )/N ]
( 40)

+Q(3d/N)-Q[ (4d-a)/N] }

3.4.2.5 Computation of Dispersion Amplitude

Using Equations 39 and 40, it is possible to compute the disper— —

sion, a/d, for a fixed pseudo error rate, PER1, for a given noise
— 

- level , N/d, or a given bit error rate, BER. Examples of these
relationships are shown in Figure 3—4 and 3—12. Equation 40
could not be solved explicitly for dispersion; therefore, it was
solved iteratively by hand calculations at first, and later by
computer. When solving these equations it is convenient to ex-
press Equation 40 in terms of three variables: pseudo error
rate, PER1; dispersion , a/d; and decision level to noise ratio,
d/N.

PERI = (1/4) {Q(-(a/d) (d/Nfl + Q(d/N)-2Qf2 (d/N) — (a/d)(d/N) J
(41)

+Q [3(d/N) - Q [4(d/N) -(a/d) (dIN)])

When solving for dispersion iteratively, either by hand or by
machine, it is convenient to have the partial derivative of the
pseudo error rate with respect to dispersion. This relationship
may be determined by inspection from Equation 41.

~PERl/a(a/d) = (l/4){Q’[(a/d) (d/N)] + 2Q’[2(d/N)-(a/d)(d/N)](42)
+Q ’ [4 (d/ ~4)—(a/d) (d/N)]}(d/N)

The BEM has an automatic gain control system to keep the ampli-
tucie of d constant; therefore, PER1 in Equations 41 and 42 is a
function of only two variables , a and N. Thus, if the pseudo
error rate, PER1, is held constant, the magnitude of a is depen—
dent on only one variable, N. Thus, the amplitude of a can be
used as a measure of the noise amplitude, N.

3.4.2.6 Pseudo Error Rate Loop Analysis

~~ block diagram of the control 1oop for holding the pseudo error
rate constant is shown in Figure 3-13. The three parameters which
affect the loop are shown entering at the left hand side of
Figure 3—13. These three parameters are the Baud rate, B, the rms
noise level , N, and the signal level, d. For the system presently
under s tudy, the Baud rate , B, is equal to 12,552,600 Baud/sec.
The signal level, d, is held constant by an AGC system. Thus, the
only variable entering the pseudo error rate control ioop is the
rms level of the noise , N.
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In order to keep the amplitude of the output , a, dependent upon
only one variable , N, the control loop in Figure 3—13 must keep
the pseudo error rate, PER1, constanL. The summing device is an
up—down counter in which pulses into the lower input cause it to
count up, pulses into the upper input cause it to count down,
and simultaneous pulses into both inputs cause it to do nothing.
The lower input into the summing device is the output of the
pseudo error detector which transmits one pulse for each pseudo
error. The average number of pseudo error pulses transmitted per
second is equal to the Baud rate, B, times the pseudo error pro-
bability per Baud , PER1. The upper input to the summing device
is obtained by dividing the output of a lower level detector by
2048. The reason for using the lower level detector is that the
pseudo error detector in this system looks for pseudo errors only
around the lower level. When the probability of receive bauds
being at the lower level is 1/4 , the lower level detector can be
replaced by a divide by 4 counter. Normal data patterns are suf-
ficiently random that a lower level probability will be 1/4; how—
~ver, the lower level detector is used in preference to a divide
b’ 4 counter in order to keep the ratio of pseudo errors made per
Baud tested constant even in the presence of special test pat—
ter~is. For normal data patterns, the average rate out of the
lower level detector is equal to 1/4 the Baud rate, B/4, so that
the average rate out of the divide by 2048 counter is B/8l92.
The average rate of the error signal , e, out of the summing de-
vice is equal to the di f f erence between the rates of the lower
and upper inputs. -

e = B x PER1 —B/8l92 (43)

Assuming that the control loop drives the error signal, e, to
zero , and that the baud rate, B, is not equal to zero , the pseudo
error rate can be determined from Equation 43.

PER1 = 1/8192 given e=0, B~ 0 (44)

The pseudo error rate can be readily adjusted by changing the
count down ratio in the 2048 counter.

For computation of the dynamics of the pseudo error rate control
loop , the equations will be simplified by defining two new vari-
ables, A and D, to replace the three variables, a, ci, and N.

Define A a/d (45 )

and D d/N (46)

where d a system constant (47 )

An equation for the pseudo error rate lIt terms of these two new
var iables may be obtained by substituting Equations 4 5 and 46
into Equation 41.
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PER1 = (1/4) {Q(AD)+Q(D)—2Q[(2-A)D]
(48)

+Q(3D)-Q[(4—A)DJ }

Given the magnitude of the pseudo error rate, PERI, and the data
to noise r~’tio indicator, D, there is only one value of disper-sion, A , which will satisfy Equation 48. The value of A which
satisfies Equation 48 for a given value of D when PER1 is equal
to 1/8192 will be defined as AD for convenience.

AD 
E [AIPER1 (A,D) = 1/8192] (49)

To determine the value of dispersion, AD, which satisfies Equa-
tion 49 for a given value of D, Equation 48 is solved iteratively,
using the given value for I), and sequential estimates of the value
AD in the place of A until the desired value for the pseudo error
rate PERI is obtained . The rate of convergence of the sequential
estimation process can be improved by using a partial derivative
of the pseudo error rate with respect to dispersion in a Newton
Raphson iterative solution process. The required partial deriva—
tive may be obtained by inspection of Equation 48.

~PER1/~A = (D/4) 
~Q’ (AD)+2Q ’ [(2—A)D] +Q’ [(4—A)D]} (50)

Using the information given above and in the block diagram,
Figure 3—13 , it is also possible to determine the time constant
of the pseudo error rate control 1oop. Since the b/A converter
full scale voltage is equal to d volts, the scale factor for the
12 bit up/down counter and the converter is [2d/(2l2—l)] volts per
count. When t~ e average amplitude of the loop error signal isrepresented by e , the net dif f e rence in counts per second between
the lower and upper inputs to the summing point, then clearly e/4
counts per second are applied to the 12-bit counter so that the
output voltage, a, from the D/A converter changes at an average
rate of (e/3) [d/(2 12—l )] volts per second .

& = e d/{4(212—l)} (51)

Using the relationship in Equation 45, and recalling that ci is a
constant, Equation 51 may be put into a simpler form

A = &/d=e/{4(212—l)) (52)

The gains around the pseudo error rate control loop have now been
computed from the location of the summing point error signal , e,
to the pseudo error detector dispersion input , A. To complete the
expression for the loop gain it is now necessary to determine the
d i m  from the location of A to that of e. The expression for the
-~-,.1itude of e in terms of A is given in Equation 43 in which the
tcrr PER]. is a function of A and D as given in Equation 48. The
~~~k4tionsh1p between e and A is nonlinear in A and is also a

~n 
-
~~ ~on ’  f D.
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It is assumed that the noise level changes so slowly relative
to the pseudo error 1oop time constant that D can be treated as
a constant. To facilitate analysis of the loop response for small
excursions of A about the steady state value AD a new term, t~A , isdefined such that

A = AD+L~
A (53)

Equation 43 can be rewritten explicitly showing the dependency
of PER1 on the values of A and D,

e = B[PER1(A,D) — (1/8192)] (54)

Assuming that ~A is small,

PER1 (A,D) 
~~
PERl (AD,D)+~

A
~h 

[PER1IA=A D,D=CONST]~ 
(55)

From Equation 49,

PER1(AD,D) = 1/8192 (56)

Substituting Equations 56 and 50 into 55 yields the following
result.

PER1 (A,D) (l/8192)+~A(D/4)-[Q’ (AD D) (57)
+2Q’ [2

~
AD)D]+Q ’ [(4_A D)D]}

Substituting Equation 57 into 54 gives

[ 
e = t~A ~~~~ 

{Q’(AD 
D)+2Qt [(2_A

D)DJ (58)

+Qt [(4—A ~)D] }

Recall that D is assumed to be constant so that AD is constant so

A = 
~~~~ 

(AD+L~
A) = (i~A) (59)

Substituting Equation 59 into Equation 52, produces Equation 35

(i~A) = e 
~ 12 1 (60)
L4(2 —l)J
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Finally, substituting Equation 58 into 59 gives the rate of
correction for a dispersion error, ~A.

— (IxA) = (t~A) ~~ 
{Q’(A D D) + 2Q’ [(2—A )DJD (61)

— _ _ _ _ _

4(2 —1)

The above result is recognized as belonging to the class of
differential equations obtainable from the response below.

x x0 e
_ (t/T) (62)

Where T = the system time constant, and x the value of x
when t=O. 0

The relationship between Equations 61 and 62 can be made more
obvious by performing the following operations.

Differentiating both sides of Equation 62 with respect to time,
t, gives Equation 63

= 
4 

x0 ~~~~~~~~ (63)

Next, Equation 62 is substituted into Equation 63.

= (4) x (64)

Note that the factor multiplied by t~A in Equation 61 corresponds
... to (—l/T) in Equation 63. Equating these two factors and solving

for T gives the following expression for the time constant of the
pseudo error rate control loop.

T = —i- {Q’(A D) +2Q’ [(2
~
AD)D]SD D (65)

+Q’ [( 4
~
AD

) D] )
~~ 

4(212_l)

When the noise is not zero; N, a, d, A , and D -are positive defi-
nite; all of the Q( ) ‘s are positive definite; and all of the
Q’ ( ) ‘s are negative definite. The Baud rate, B, is also positive
definite. The negative sign on the right hand sign of Equation 61
cancels the negative signs of the Q’ ( ) ‘s ; therefore , the time
constant of the 1oop is positive definite which guarantees that
the loop will be stable.
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Table 3-2 has been prepared to show the range over which the loop
• time constant varies for a selection of BER values which ade—

quately covers the range over which the BEM is intended to
operate. The results in this table were computed first by hand
and then by computer to check the series of computer programs to
be described later. Each row starts with an assumed value for
the Baud error rate , BER. Substituting Equation 46 into 39 gives

BER = (3/2Q(D) (66)

Rearranging terms ,

Q(D) = (2/3)BER (67)

TABLE 3-2. LOOP TIME CONSTANT VERSUS BER COMPUTED
FOR LOOP CONSTANTS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3-13

BER A T
• (Error/Baud) D D (Eec )

l.0x10 3 3.2087 0.97743 0.248

l.8xl0 4 3.6728 0.90768 0.792

l.0xl0 4 3.d203 0.87108 0.832

5.0xl0 5 3.~~88O 0.83127 0.792

l.Ox1O~~
5 7.9927 0.41253 0.376

1.0xl0 23 10.015 0 .32922  0 .300

Then using the definition of Q~
1 (p)

-~~ 
— D = (2/3 BER) (68)

The magnitude of D can be determined from that of BER using
Equation 68 and a computer program or an appropriate set of
tables for performing the 0 1(p) operation on (2/3) BER.

Then, given the magnitude of D and PER1 (which is 1/8192) the
magnitude of AD may be determined by Newton Raphson iteration
(which can be a tedious process if done by hand). Given the Baud
rate, B, and the values of D and AD, the time constant, T, can be
determined from Equation 65 using a computer program or an appro—
priate set of tables to evaluate the Q’ C x) terms.
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3.4.2.7 Selection of a Pseudo Error Rate

The last subject to be discussed in this section is the selection
of an appropriate value for PER1. An examination of Figure 3—l2~
which shows a/d plotted versus N/d for a PER1 value of 1.5 x
reveals that as the amplitude of a/d decreases , the computed
values of dispersion a/d versus N/d asymptotically approach a
straight line which passes through the origin. If the pseudo
error rate, PER1, is decreased, the asymptote will become more
nearly vertical but it will still pass through the origin as may
be verified by Figure 3—4. The optimal slope for a given appli-
cation is usually close to the slope which causes the asymptote
to cross the a/d = 1.0 level at the maximum BER value which the
BEM is expected to monitor. For convenience this maximum BER will

- - 
- 

be defined as equal to G.

G Max [BERjBER in useful range] (69)

Next , define d/NG as the value of d/N which makes the Baud error
rate equal to G. Then substi tuting G and (d/NG) into Equation
39 gives

G = (3/2)Q(D/N G) (70)

Rearranging factors

Q(d/NG) = (2/ 3 )G  (71)

After solving a few a/d versus N/d curves by hand for constant
PER1 using Equation 41, it becomes obvious that the equation for
the asymptote can be obtained by deleting all but the first Q (
term on the right.

PER1 = (l/4)Q[(a/d)(d/N)], for asymptote (72)

To force a/d to equal one when the bit error rate is equal to G,
substitute Equations 73 and 74 into Equation 72 to obtain 

—

Equation 75.

a/d = 1  (73)

d/N = d/NG (74)

PER1 = (l/4 )Q (d/N G)

Then substitute Equation 71 into 75

PER1 = (1/4) (2/3)G (76)

PER1 = G/6, where G = BER..
~X
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To test this result on Figure 3-12, G is computed from the value
- 

- of PER1 which is 1.5 x l0~~~

G = 6 PER1 = 9 x l0~~~, for Figure 3—12. (78)

From Figure 3—12 , the value of BE?. at which the asymptote crosses
the a/d = 1 level is about 4/5 of the way f rom the 5 x lO~~ line
to the 10 x ~~~~ (that is 1 x 10-3) which is as expected from
Equation 78. When additional factors begin to affect the opera—
tion of the BEM, Equation 77 may not give the exact value for the
optimal PER1, but even then it is a good starting point for an
iterative solution.

From Equation 78, PER1 is equal to 1.5 x 10~~~, which is one errorin every 1667 Bauds received . To simplify hardware design and provide
a relatively close match with the optimal PER1, a sample size of
2048 was chosen. With this sample size one error represents
approximately 0.05% and corresponds to an error margin of 99.95% or
3.3 sigma for normally distributed errors.

- S

F
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3 . 4 . 3  Analyses Including the VICOItI Tl-4000 Nine-Level Eye
Distortion

3.4.3.1 Description of the Nine—Leve l Eye

The VICOM 4000 series multiplexer nominally has a three—level eye
pattern. However, because of intersymbol interference , the eye
pattern accidentally has nine levels. As shown in Figure 3-14,
each of the three nominal levels, 2d, 0, and —2d , has an addi-
tional level above it, 2d+i, i, and —2d+i, respectively, and an
additional level below it, 2d-i, —i , and —2d— i, respectively.
Because of intersymbol interference, the voltage received at any
sampling time, such as n-l, will be dependent not only upon the
symbol intended for the n-l sampling time but also upon the sym-
bols transmitted at the adjacent sampling times n—2, and n.
Since this type of distortion causes the received voltage to be
affected by the voltage of the adjacent symbols , this type of
distortion is called intersymbol interference. If the inter-
symbol interference extends over a suff iciently long time period
that the voltage at the n—l sampling time is affec ted by other
samples in addition to the n-2 and n sample then the intersymbol
interference eye pattern becomes more complex than that shown in
Figure 3—14 and the number of levels obtained will be greater
than nine. When the additional effects become large enough,
adjacent levels such as the +i, 0, and -i levels will become
blurred together and indistinguishable from each other. In the
VICOM TI-4000 eye pattern , the intersymbol interference between
adjacent Bauds is so much larger than all of the other eye pattern
degrading effects that all nine levels are distinct and clearly
separated from each other.

In order to perform mathematical analyses for the nine—level eye
pattern equivalent to those performed in the previous section for
the three-level eye pattern , it is necessary to have the proba—
bilities of each eye pattern level . The values of these proba—
bilities , which have been determined by analysis and conf irmed by
observations, are given below in Equat ions 79 through 87 and
their sum is equal to 1 as shown in Equation 88.

P(L = 2d+i) = 1/16 (79)

P(L = 2d) = 2/16 (80)

P(L = 2d—i) = 1/16 (81)

P(L = O+i) = 2/16 (82)

P(L = 0) = 4/16 (83)

P(L = 0—i) = 2/16 (84)

P(L = — 2d+i) = 1/16 (85)
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P (L  = 2d) = 2/16 (86)
- ç

P(L = —2d—i ) = 1/16 (87)

Sum of the above = 1 (88)

With the use of these probabilities, the mean square signal power
can be determined, as it was in the previous section for the
three—level eye, by squaring the amplitude of each of the levels,
multiplying each squared amplitude by the probability for that
level, and adding all of these terms as shown in Equation 89.

= (2d+i) 2 (l/l 6) + (2d ) 2(2/16) + (2d—i) 2(l/l6)

+ (0+i)2(2/l6) + (0)
2(4/16) + (0—i)2(2/l6)

2 2 2 ( 89)
+ (—2d+i) (1/16) + (—2d )  (2/ 16) + (—2d—i) (1/16)

= 4d 2 ( 1+2+1+1+2+1) / 16+i2 (1+1+2+2+1+1) /16

Collecting terms in the above equation gives the following result
for the mean squared signal power.

= 2d 2+i 2/2 (90)

When the amplitude of i is equal to 0, the above equation gives
the identical result as that derived in the previous section for
the three-level eye. As the amplitude of the intersymbol inter-
ference , i, increases , the signal power, S2, must be increased
if the same useful data power, 2d2, is to be maintained.

3.4.3.2 Computation of BER

The Bit Error Rate probability may be calculated by using the
same technique which was used for the three-level eye which is
to multiply the probability of occurrence for each level by the
probability of baud error given that that level was transmitted ,
and sum these individual probability terms to determine the total
bit error rate. This operation is shown in Equation 91 in which
the contributions of the nine separate levels are shown on nine
separate lines .

BER = (1/16) ( Q[(d+i)/N]
+2Q[ ci /N]
+ Q((d—i)/N]
+2Q [(d—i)/N] + 2Q[(d+i)/N]
+4Q[ d iN] + 4Q[ d /N] (91)
+2Q[(d+i)/N] + 2Q [(d-i)/N]
+ Q[(d-i)/N]
1-2Q[ ci /N]
+ Q [ (d + i ) / N ] }

_ _ _ _ _ _
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This result may be simplified by collecting terms.

BER = (l/16){6Q[(d+i)/N] + l2Q(d,/N) + 6 Q [ ( d — i ) / N ] } ( 92 )

Notice that when the value of i is set equal to 0 that the above
equation gives the same bit error rate, (3/2) Q(d/N), as was
obtained previously for the three-level eye.

3.4.3.3 Computation of Pseudo Error Rate

The pseudo error rate for the nine—level eye, PER1, is derived
as before by multiplying the probability of each level occurring
by the probability that a pseudo error will be made if that level
occurs , and summing the contributions over the nine levels to
obtain the total pseudo error rate . This operation is performed
in Equation 93 in which the contribution of each level is shown
on a separate line. —

PER1 = (1/16) { Q [ (  a+i)/N] - Q [ ( d+i )/N ]
+2Q [ a /N] - 2Q[ d /N]

+ Q [ (  a—i)/N] — Q[( d—i )/N]

+2Q[( d—i)/N] — 2Q[(2d—a—i)/N ]
+4Q [ d /N] — 4 Q [( 2 d — a  )/N ] (93)
+2Q(( d+i)/N] - 2Q[(2d—a+i)/N1
+ Q[(3d—i)/N] — Q[(4d—a—i)/N]
+2Q [ 3d /N] — 2 Q [ ( 4 d — a  )/N ]
+ Q[(3d+i)/N] — Q[ (4d—a+i)/N]}

The above result may be simplified by collecting terms as shown
in Equation 94.

PER1 = (1/16) {+ Q[( a—i)/N]+2Q [ a /N]+ Q[( a+i)/N]
+ Q [ (  d —i)/N]+2Q[ d /N]+ Q[( d +i)/N ]
— 2 Q [ ( 2 d — a — i ) / N ] — 4 Q [ ( 2 d — a ) /N] — 2 Q [ ( 2 d — a + i ) / N ] ( 94)
+ Q[(3d —i)/NJ+2Q 1 3d /N]+ Q[(3d +i)/N]
— Q[(4d—a—i)/N]—2Q[(4d—a)/N]— Q[ (4d—a+i)/N]}

Notice that if the value of i is set equal to zero that the three
separate terms on each of the five rows merge into a single term
and once again the result is identical to that which was obtained
for the three—level eye .

3.4.3.4 Analysis of the Pseudo Error Threshold Control Loop

To determine the value of the dispersion, a/d, given the magni—
tude of the pseudo error rate , PER1, and the value of d/N, it is
convenient to have the partial derivative of the pseudo error
rate , PER1 , with respect to the offset threshold amplitude , a.
This partial derivative may be obtained by inspection from Equa—
tion 95.

I
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3PER1 
= (l 6N) 1{ Q’[( a—i)/N]+2Q’[ a ,/N]+ Q’[( a+i)/NJa +2Q’ [(2d—a—i)/N]+4Q’[(2d—a)/N]+2Q’[(2d—a+j)/N] (95)

+ Q’ [(4d—a—i)/N]+2Q’ [(4d—a)/NJ+ Q’ [(4d—a+i)/NJ }

When the magnitude of the intersymbol interference , i, is set
equal to zero, each of the three lines of Equation 95 collapses
to a single term and these three terms are identical to those
obtained in the three—level eye pattern analysis. The dispersion
amplitude for a given noise level, AD, and the corresponding time
constant, T, for a nine—level eye pattern can be determined by
using the same techniques which were developed for the three-
level eye but using the nine-level equations in place of the
three—level ones. One complexity resulting from the use of the
nine—level equation is that they introduce a new parameter, the
intersymbol interference amplitude, i. Fortunately , the magni-
tude of the intersymbol interference , i, appears to be essentially
constant for any given application so that it may be treated as
a constant when solving for the dispersion, AD, and the time
constant, T.

3.4 .4 Computer Program to Produce Performance Prediction Tables

3.4.4.1 Introduction

One of the primary functions of the mathematical analyses de-
scribed here is to perform real time prediction of VICOM TI-4000
series multiplexer bit error rate, BER, from BEM dispersion mea-
surements , a/d. Using the nine-level eye equations previously
derived, tables of dispersion versus bit error rate can be pre-
pared for various values of intersymbol interference. Explicit
solutions for dispersion, given bit error rate, are unavailable
so that the equations which do exist must be solved iteratively .
The number of terms in these equations is so large that even if
a small number of iterations per point were adequate it would not
be practical to prepare the required tables by hand. Since it
was considered possible that additional tables might be needed
at a later date and that it might be necessary to use a different
computer in preparing these tables, all of the programs in the
family were written using the Structured Programming techniques.
These programs are completely documented on comment cards con-
tained within the programs themselves so that their operation can
be readily understood and they may be eas ily modif ied to reflect
future changes in the math models or to run on different machines.
The complete set of programs consists of one trunk program called
TRUN K , three regular subroutines, and a group of five—function
type subroutines to produce five different parameters related to
the NORMAL distribution. -

The computer program and sample printout is contained in
Appendix B.
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3.4.4.2 The Main Program: TRUNK

The first function of the TRUNK program is to read the input data
cards to determine the value of the Baud error rate and pseudo
error rate for which the analyses are to be performed. Next, it
reads a list of the bit error rate values , each of which is used
once per table. Then, it reads a list of intersymbol interfer-
ence values, i/d, for which it is to produce one table each. For
the f i rs t  intersyn-ibol interference value and bit error rate, the
TRUNK program calls Subroutine DNR9LE to determine the value of
d/N which corresponds with a given value of Baud error rate, BER.
The TRUNK then calls Subroutine ADR9LE to determine the value of
a/d which corresponds with the given value of d/N for the speci—
fied pseudo error rate. This subroutine also computes the time
constant of the dispersion loop. When the TRUNK program has
finished computing all of the values for one table , it calls Sub-
routine TABLE which does the actual printing. The TRUNK program
continues to compute and print tables until it has exhausted the
list of intersymbol interference values; then it stops.

3 . 4 . 4 . 3  The Gaussian Distribution Function Type Routines

These subroutines are written in function style so that they do
not have to be called explicitly. Examples of such routines
already existing in the computer li brary are : sine , cos ine, and
square root functions. The functional programs written for this
analysis correspond to Q(x), Q 1(x), Q’ (x), and two additional
programs which work with (1—Q) rather than Q itself. If greater
detail is desired, it may be found within the programs themselves.

3.4.4.4 Subroutine DNR9LE

Subroutine DNR9LE determines the value of d/N, that is AD, which
will produce the specified value of BER. It obtains this d/N
value by a Newton Raphson iterative solution of Equation 91 using
the specified values for BER and intersymbol interference ampli-
tude , i/d.

3.4.4.5 Subroutine ADR9LE

Subroutine ADR9LE solves Equation 94 iteratively to determine the
amplitude of the dispersion, a/d , which satisfies that equation —

for the given values of d/N, i/d, and pseudo error rate. As a
biproduct , this subroutine also determines the derivative of the
pseudo error rate with respect to dispersion , and using this
value computes the time constant of the dispersion loop.

3.4.4.6 Subroutine TABLE

Subroutine TABLE prints the information obtained by the TRUNK pro-
gram in tabular form with proper headings and definitions so that
each table is complete in itself and of suitable dimensions for
storing in an 8—1/2 x 11 inch file folder or notebook.
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• 3 .4.5 Differences Between Computer Math Model and Actual
Hardware Identified Through Laboratory Testing

3.4.5.1 Introduction

For pragmatic reasons, the various differences which were dis-
covered between the real world and the simplified math model in
the computer will be classified in accordance with the ways in
which they affect the various predictions. It was found that
each of the deviations can be assigned to one of three general
categories. Factors in the first  category cause the dispersion
value, a/d, to be larger than zero even when the amplitude of the
noise added for test purposes is equal to zero. The second class
of factors cause the slope of the dispersion versus noise, N/d,
to deviate from the mathematically predicted slope. Factors of
the third type cause the observed bit error rate, BER, to be
greater than the values predicted on the basis of dispersion, a/d,
measurements. These three different types of factors will be
described in the following subsections.

3.4.5.2 Factors Affecting No Noise Dispersion

Tests were performed in the laboratory- to measure dispersion , a/d,
versus added noise. A summing amplifier was added between the
output of the VICOM TI—4000 multiplexer transmitter and the input
of the associated multiplexer receiver. The BEM was connected in
parallel with the receivers so that the receiver and BEM both
shared the same input signal. Noise was added in the summing
amplif ier , and the multiplexer bit error rate and BEM output dis-
persion voltage were both noted. When the added noise was reduced
to zero it was found that dispersion did not go to zero. This
phenomena was partially explained by intersymbol interference
which produces the results shown in Figure 3—15. The expression
AIDR used in Figure 3-15 is equivalent to the previously defined
quantity , i/d. AIDR is a mnemonic used in the computer program
and other documentation which stands for amplitude of intersyinbol
interference to d ratio. The dispersion versus noise Eharacter—
istics, shown as solid lines in Figure 3—15 , are plotted from
computer outputs and show the affect of different AIDR values on
the nine—level eye math models. If the AIDR ratio is 0.2, then
for the computer math model the dispersion, a/d, will be equal to
0.2 when the noise, N/d, is equal to zero. However, in the real
world, the dispers ion, a/d, with no noise added to the channel,
may be larger than the AIDR value. Laboratory tests were per—
formed to determine what factors could cause the zero noise dis-
persion amplitudes to vary from the mathematical predictions.
One of the first factors identified was a gain bandwidth inter-
action in the variable gain amplifier of the VICOM multiplexer
receiver. As the amplitude of the input signal to the receiver
was decreased , the variable amplifier gain was automatically in—
creased to obtain a constant amplitude level at the VICOM com-
parators. The increase in gain caused the bandwidth of the var-
iable gain amplifier to decrease thereby increasing the phase lag —
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in this circuit enough to have a significant effect on the three—
level partial response eye pattern. The effect of gain changes
as small as 0.5 dB was sometimes observed to produce a measurable
change in the AIDR ratio. After discovery of this input level
sensitivity, the levels were carefully monitored in all subse-
quent testing. The next factor which was identified as affecting
zero noise dispersion was additional intersymbol interference in
the VICOM eye pattern beyond that which was required to make the
three levels into nine. This additional intersymbol interference
effect and that of residual noise in the transmitter were tempo-
rarily removed from the test setup by using a sine wave generator
in place of the VICOM transmitter. The sine wave was adjusted in
amplitude and frequency to simulate a three—level eye pattern.
Using this signal source, the AIDR value became equal to zero and
the zero noise dispersion, a/d, smaller than 0.1. This excess
of dispersion above the theoretical level decreased as the amount
of added noise was increased as shown in Figure 3-15 for the 0.2
AIDR value. This curve could be plotted exactly using a math

• model which assumes that a certain constant amount of intrinsic
internal noise was always present within the equipment whether
external noise is added or not and using the N/d to represent the
amplitude of the externally added noise alone. Additional ex-
periments were performed to locate the more significant sources
of this intrinsic noise. It was suspected that phase jitter in
the VICOM receiver Baud timing recovery loop was contributing
heavily to this noise, and this suspicion was verified when the
Baud timing loop was bypassed and timing was taken directly from
the test signal generation equipment. With this sine wave test
setup, bypassing most of the VICOM equipment, it was possible to
detect the presence of intrinsic noise within the BEM itself.
The noise intrinsic to the BEM was found to be caused primarily
by spurious interactions between the comparators caused by high
level switching spikes affecting sensitive input circuits. After
extensive board relayout, decoupling, and grounding changes, the
intrinsic noise within the BEM was reduced to a negligible level
(a/d approximately equaled 0.02).

It was concluded from the above experiments that zero noise dis-
persion can be made to vary from the math model in two ways: the
value of AIDR may be changed, or there may be intrinsic noise
sources such as higher level intersymbol interference , phase
jitter, comparator interactions, or electronic noise which cause
the effective value of N/d to be non—zero even when the amplitude
of the externally added noise has been reduced to zero. In other
words , theoretical plots of dispersion a/d versus noise N/d may
fail to conform with experimental data because the AIDR value is
inappropriate or because the value of noise used in plotting the
N/d axis does not include all of the internal noise sources with-
in the equipment.
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3.4.5.3 Factors Affecting Dispersion Versus Noise

Factors affecting the zero noise intercept of the dispersion
versus noise curves were discussed ~~ t:’e preceding paragraphs.
Now factors will be considered which mai~e the slope of the dis-
persion versus noise curves vary fror~ those predicted by the com-
puter math models. The slopes ~f Lho dispersion versus noise
curves plotted from early labor~~ o:cy data were always greater
(more nearly vertical) than thos~ predicted by theory. As addi-
tional tests were performed to learn the cause of this variation,
it was gradually learned that multiplicative noise mechanisms are
present in the VICOM multiplexer receiver. These multiplicative
effects were isola ted almost entirely to the Baud timing recovery
circuits. Th€~ computer math models are constructed using the
assumption that the Baud timing recovery operation is performed
perfectly, so that the only errors present in the eye sampling
process are those caused by additive noise being present on top
of the desirej c ’.’c pattern signals. For many receivers this is
a good assumption because the Baud timing recovery phase lock
loops typically use ~ very narrow bandwidth to reject almost all
of the undesired noise so Lhat the sample timing in the receiver
is very nearl y jitter frc . In the VICOM receiver, an appreciable
portion of the noise does ‘jet through to affect the sample timing
so that the quality of ti~ sampled voltage values decreased more
rapidly with increasing noise than it would if additive noise were
the only degrading effect present. The BEM could be made to ig-
nore this phase jitter sensitivity of the VICOM receiver Baud
timing loop by ignoring the output of the VICOL4 Baud timing loop
and developing its own Baud timing signals independently ; however,
the function of the BEN is to predict VICOM performance , not
theoretical performance , so it was considered advantageous to re-
tain the VICOI4 Baud timing loop noise sensitivity within the dis-
persion measuring system. The effect of this noise sensitivity
in the Baud timing loop can be seen in Figure 3—16 in which the
lower solid line curve represents the dispersion predicted by the
computer model for an AIDR value and the upper solid curve shows
the actual measured dispersion. The lower dashed line represents
the straight line asymptote for the theoretical dispersion versus
noise and the upper dashed line represents the straight line
asymptote for the measured dispersion versus noise. The 0.088
offse t between the upper sol id line and the upper dashed line at
zero noise was caused by the intrinsic noise effects described
previously. This figure will be referred to again when techniques
for fitting curves to real data are discussed. The purpose for
including it here is to show an actual examp le of the increased
slope in the dispersion asymptote (asymptotes shown as dashed
lines) caused by noise induced jitter in the VICOM Baud timing
recovery system. In this case , the increase in slope is about
22 percent or 1.75 dB in effective noise power. This 1.75 dB in-
crease in the slope of the dispers ion curve versus added noise
indicates that the effective noise in the eye pattern samples is
1.75 dB higher than it would be with a jitter free timing recovery
circuit. When tests were run with the timing recovery circuit
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bypassed, the measured slope was essentially equal to the mathe-
matical predicted slope. Thus , the increase in slope furnishes a
useful 1:Leasurement of the degradation produced by imperfections
in the Baad timing loop.

During dispersion versus noise testing , an ~dditional effect of
phase jitter was sometimes observed which does not appear in
Figure 3—16. During some of the tests a c~ispersion versus noise
curve was found to be relatively straight with a constant slope
as shown in Figure 3-16 up to a dispersion , aid, amplitude of
0.7 to 0.9 and then undergo an abrupt increase in slope which
occasionally was so nearly vertical as to be unmeasurable. The
most extreme example of this phenomenon occurs when the test sig-
nal and the test noise are both sine waves. The cause of this
jump was once again traced to phase jitter in the Baud timing
loop. The reason for this jump becomes obvious after a careful
examination of the eff ect of phase j i tter on the pseudo error
rate detector using the levels defined in Figure 3—11. The lower
pseudo error rate detection zone extends from -(2d-a) volts to —d
volts. The constant pseudo error rate loop adjusts the amplitude
of a as necessary to maintain a constant pseudo error rate. When
the noise level, N, is small relative to the decision level, d,
of the signal decoding ~om)arators, the distance, a, between the
lower boundary of the p.,~ Lido .~rror zone and the lower data levelwill be much smaller than the distance, d, between the upper
boundary of the pseudo er ror zone and the center data level ;
therefore, the number of pseudo errors caused by lower level sig-
nals crossing the lower pseudo error boundary will greatly exceed
the number of pseudo errors caused by the center level signals
crossing the upper pseudo level boundary. That is, for small
noise levels the number of pseudo errors obtained from upper
boundary crossings is negligible so that the distance , a, between
the lower boundary and the lower level is directly proportional
to the noise level , N. As the amplitude of the noise increases,
the distance, a, between the lower pseudo error zone boundary
and the lower signal level also increases becoming more nearly
equal to the distance , d, between the upper pseudo error zone
boundary and the center level signal; therefore , the probabilities
of signals erroneously crossing these two boundaries becomes
more nearly equal causing the dispersion versus noise curves to
depart from the straight line asymptote as shown in Figure 3-16.
Thus , even when the Baud timing is ideal, as it was in the com-
puter math models , the slope of the dispersion versus noise curve
begins to increase for dispersion amplitudes , a/d , greater than
about 0.75 in order to reduce the number of lower boundary pseudo
errors to compensate for the increase in the number of pseudo
errors coming from the center level (recall ing tha t the number of
pseudo errors coming from the center level was heretofore negli-
gible). When phase jitter is present, the probabi lity of center
level signals crossing the upper pseudo error zone boundary is
grea tly increased relative to the probability of lower level sig-
nals cross ing the lower boundary because of the shape peculiar to
the eye pattern in Figure 3—11. If the eye pattern is sampled
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with perfect timing, the distances from the center level and the
lower level to the decision comparator voltage , d volts , are
equal . However , looking at the voltage versus time traces on the
oscilloscope eye pattern presentation , it is obvious that if the
timing becomes increasingly early or late that the vertical dis-
tance between the decision level, —d volts, decreases more rapidly
for the center level than for the lower level. When the number
of pseudo errors from the center level begins to become signifi-
cant relative to the number from the lower level, the slope of
the dispersion versus noise curve will begin to increase; and, if
the probability of center level errors reaching —d greatly ex-
ceeds that of lower level errors reaching —d , the increase in
dispersion will be very abrupt. The most extreme example of this
abrupt jump occurred when an unsynchronized sine wave signal was
used in the place of a Gaussian noise source to simulate added
noise. This sine wave signal induced enough jitter into the
VICOM Baud timing loop to cause a large number of center level
eye samples to deviate below the -d threshold while the deviation
of the samples about the lower level was approximately 0 .7d.  With
this test setup, as the amplitude of the sine wave noise was
gradually increased the dispersion versus noise characteristic
followed a straight line to a dispersion amplitude of about 0.7 ,
and then the dispersion jumped abruptly to an amplitude of approx-
imately 1.0 for an unmeasurably small additional increase in
noise. The underlying cause producing this jump and the point
at which the jump occurred could be deduced and predicted by
watching oscilloscopic presentations of the eye pattern with
appropriate Baud timing as the dispersion versus noise data points
were taken. It was determined theoretically that this jump
could be avoided by moving the pseudo error zone from its present
location , —d to — ( 2 d — a )  volts , to a new location adjacent to the
center level such as —a to -d volts. If this new pseudo error
zone location were used , the dispersion would be even steeper
than it is now because of the increased phase jitter sensitivity.
When the sine wave noise source was replaced with a Gaussian
noise source the jump became more difficult to detect or dis-
appeared altogether as may be seen by looking at Figure 3—16 . It
was established that dispersion readings obtained using the
present pseudo error zone location produced excellent error
prediction results. Therefore , changing the hardware so as to
move the pseudo error zone was considered not only un jus t i f i ab le
on the basis of prove n performance , but also an unnecessary risk
since the hardware was already proven to work with the present
pseudo error zone location and had not been tested using one of
the alternate locations.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _• 3.4.5.4 Factors Affecting Error Rate Prediction From
Di spersion 1~1easurements

Since dispersion measurements indicate the total effect ive noise
level , including such effects  as phase j i t ter and not j ust the
amplitude of the applied noise alone , they would be expected to,
and actually do, furnish a better basis for predicting pseudo
error rates than do added noise level measurements. However,
the Baud error rates predicted on the basis of dispersion mea-
surements are still lower than the measured Baud erro r rates .
The technique for predicting Baud error rates from dispersion
measurement s is to use the nine-level eye math model to compute
the noise level, d/N, which will produce the indicated disper-
sion , and then to compute the Baud error rate, BER , which
corresponds to the computed value of d/N and the assumed value
of intersymbol interference AIDR. In order to make the pre-
dicted BER values agree with the observed BER values, it was
necessary to increase the noise level computed from the dis-
persion measurements by a constant facLor , approximately equal
to 3 dB , before using these noise values to compute the pre-
dicted BER values. That is , for any particular Baud erro r rate ,
the VICOM receiver appeared to need a signal to noise ratio at
the comparator inputs approximately 3 dB better than that re-
quired for a theoretically perfect comparator detection process.
The VI~OM receiver was examined to determine the cause of this
3 dB degradation with respect to ideal, and three significant
factors were identified. First, the comparator decision
thresholds were not set midway between the inner and outer eye
pattern levels as was done in the computer math model but were
located nearer to the outer levels, probably to take advantage
of the extra width (in the time domain) of the eye pattern at
those locations as shown by Figure 3-11. Second , the AGC system
caused the amplitude of the eye pattern to shrink as the noise
level increased because it used the peak amplitude of the signal
plus noise as a reference rather than gain controlling on the
amplitude of the signal alone. Third , the BEN used a dc phase
correction technique so that there was never any steady state
phase error in the eye pattern sampling ; however, the VICOM re-
ceiver used a factory selected phas e of fset adjustment which was
not necessar ily optimal at the time of the performance tests for
the ambient temperature , signal noise level, and other condi-
tions under which those tests were conducted .
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3 .4 .6  Laboratory Developed Performance Table Fitting Techniques

3.4.6.1 Fitting the Dispersion Versus Noise Curve with Three
Constants

The laboratory—developed technique for f i tting dispersion versus
noise characteristics is illustrated by the example in Figure
3—16. The circles in Figure 3—16 represent the empirical mea-
surements of dispersion versus added noise . For dispersion values
larger than 0 .75 , the dark line fitted to the empirical points
was drawn by selecting the best f i t t ing segments of a French
curve ; however , the portion below the dispersion value of 0 .75
was fitted by selecting the appropriate constants in a theoret-
ically derived equation for computing the noise level, N/d, from
the measured dispersion , a/d. This equation can be derived by
making use of two relationships. First , the amplitude of the
noise which affects the dispersion is equal to the total noise
power , Nt ’, which is obta ined by adding the power of the noise
added in at the summing junction , N 92 , to the power of the in-
trinsic noise , N12 , which is already present in the system.

Nt
2 

= N
~
2 + N9

2 (9 6)

The second relationship is that , for dispersion amplitudes , a/d,
less than 3/4 , the dispersion is approximately equal to the
intersymbol interference constant, AIDR , plus a constant times
the rms amplitude of the total noise.

( a/d) = AIDR + k ( N
~ /d) (97)

Moving the AIDR term to the left  hand side of Equation 97,
squaring both sides, substituting Equation 96 into the resul t and
rearranging terms gives the following result.

[( a/d) —AI DR] 2 
= k 2 [ ( N 1/d) 2 + (N 5/d) 2 ] (98)

The theoretical equation used for fitting the curve in Figure
3—16 may be obtained by solving Equation 98 for the value of
N 5/d.

(N 5/d) = {/  [(a/d) — AI DR J 2 
— k 2 (N

~ /d) 2 }/ k (99 )

Corresponding dispersion, a/d , versus added noise , N 9/d , mea-
surements obtained empirically and are shown by the circled data
points on Figure 3—16 . The values of intersymbol interference,
A IDR , intrinsic noise , N~ /d , and dispersion versus noise slope,
k , were determined by i terat ively t rying d i f f e r e n t  values for
these parameters to determine which set of values produced the
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best f i t  to the circled points . Once these best f i t  constants
were determined , the solid line through these points was con-
structed by using the approximation equation to compute as many
points as were necessary to completely determine the locus of the
dispersion versus noise curve.

Since the error rate to be predicted is a funct ion of the total
rms noise amplitude, Nt, rather than the rms amplitude of the
summed in noise, Ns, the dispersion value, a/d, is used to pre-
dict the amplitude of Nt. In order to accomplish this predic-
tion, Equation 97 is solved for the value of Nt.

(N t/d) = [(a/d)—AIDR]/k (100)

This equation uses only two of the values previously solved for
by the recursive curve fitting technique . The upper dashed line
in Figure 3-16 is obtained by plotting Equation 100 for an inter-
symbol interference amplitude , AIDR , of 0.18 , and a dispersion
versus noise slope, k, of 3.387 , which were the values of these
constants determined by the successive curve f i t t i ng  technique .
The significant feature about this upper dashed line is that it
intersects the dispersion axis at a point equal to the ampl itude
of the intersymbol interference , AIDR, which in this case is
equal to 0.18. Of the three parameter values determined by the
iterative curve fitting technique , the intersymbol inter ference
amplitude , AIDR, is the only parameter value to be retained for
the prediction of err r i.ate. The lower solid line shown in
Figure 3—16 was obtain d ~u Lng the computer math models with the
amplitude AIDR set equal to 0.18. The lower dashed line is a
straight line approximation to the computer solution. The equa-
tion for this line is similar to that given for the upper line by
Equation 100, however , in this case , it is the effective rms
noise level, Ne, rather than the total rms no ise level , Nt,
which is being solved for, so the previous slope constant, k, must
be replaced by a new slope constant, k2.

(Ne/d) = [(a/d)—AIDRJ /k2 (101)

As may be seen by inspecting Figure 3—16 , Equation 101 gives a
simple but accurate means of computing the effective noise ampli-
tude , Ne, from dispersion measurements , a/d, for dispersion
values up to approximately 0.75. The largest dispersion value
used in the BER prediction tables developed and tested in the
laboratory was an a/d amplitude of 0.72 which indicated a Baud
error rate of 1 x 10—3 . Since no values of a/d larger than 0.75
were used, the straight line approximation given by Equation 101
was adequate for predicting the effective rrns noise amplitude ,
N /d .
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3.4.6.2 Predicting BER From Dispersion

The first step in predicting the Baud error rate , BER, from the
dispersion measurements, a/d , was to use Equation 101 and the
previously determined values for AIDR and k2 to compute the
effective noise ratio, Ne/d, from the dispersion measurement,
aid. The results of several of these calculations are shown in
column 2 of Table 3—3. It was mentioned in previous discussions
that these noise levels must be increased by approximately 3 dB
in order to predict the observed BER values. To determine the
proper amount by which to increase these noise values, the pro-
cedure shown in Table 3—3 was used. The first two columns of
Table 3—3 have already been explained. The third column shows
the BER values measured under the same conditions as measured
dispersion values in the first column. Column 4 shows the values
of d/NBER obtained by the computer math models using the assumed
value of AIDR (0.18) and the value of BER given in column 3. The
ratio of the column 2 figures to the column 4 figures expressed
in decibels is computed and written in column 5. Ideally , all
of the figures in column 5 would be identical. The mean and
standard deviation for these figures were both computed and found
to be equal to 3.20 dB and 0.11 dB, respectively. This means that
the noise level , NBER, required for predicting bit error rate was
typically 3.20 dB higher than the noise level, Ne, computed from
the dispersion value when it was assumed that the intersymbol
interference amplitude , AIDR, was equal to 0.18 in both cases.
Assuming that the dispersion readings are used to compute an
effective noise level, Ne, which is then increased by a 3.2 dB
factor to obtain an estimate of the noise amplitude, NBER, the
standard deviation between this estimated noise amplitude and the
desired noise amplitude is computed to be 0.11 dB. On the basis
of this preliminary result it was judged that the accuracy of the
above outlined computational technique would be better than that
necessary for the required purposes . To test this assumption , a
table with 61 pairs of BER versus dispersion values was computed
using the above techniques and used for bit error rate prediction.
The BER values in the table range from 1 x l 0 3  to 1 x 1O~~~
with five BER values given per decade. For observed dispersion
values between values given in the table, the predicted BER values
were determined by simple linear interpolation . The adequacy of
these tables combined with the interpolation process became
readily apparent when the predicted and measured BER values were
always found to agree closely over the widest range of test con-
ditions reasonably attainable in the laboratory .

3.4.7 Table Fitting Technique Development Under Field Conditions

3 . 4 .7 . 1  Introduction

The table f itting techn ique wh ich was developed under laboratory
conditions worked quite accurately ; however, several factors
changed during field testing which made this laboratory table
inappropriate . One of the most significant parameters which
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TABLE 3-3. 13ER COMPUTATIOUS

Estimate 1 Es~~ r~~te 2
d/Ne

Measured Computed Measured Computed 20LOG 10
a/d from a/d BER from BER (NBER/Ne)

8.522 4.1208 5.7 E—03 2.8308 3.2616 dB

7.477 4.9047 1.55 E—03 3.3246 3.3774 dB

6.971 5.3568 5.3 E—04 3.7037 3.2053 dB

6.019 6.5655 3.85 E—05 4.5445 3.1957 dB

5.570 7.3475 5.1 E—06 5.1231 3.1321 dB

4.942 8.8160 6.63 E—08 6.2113 3.0418 dB

4.647 9.7295 4.8 E—09 6.7924 3.1214 dB

4.360 10.820 2.3 E—l0 7.4114 3.2868 dB

Mean = 3.20 dB

Standard Deviation = 0.11 db

changed was the intersymbol interference measuring parameter ,
AIDR. Several factors which can cause a change in the inter—
symbol interference of the three—level eye pattern are changes
in the amplitude and phase versus frequency response of the
channel , change of signal amplitude into the multiplexer receiver,
variations from transmitter to transmitter and receiver to
receiver , variations with temperature or time for a given re-
ceiver, and even changes in the transmitter and receiver designs.
Since changes in most of these factors not only occurred but were
detected during BEll testing at Ft. Iluachuca , there was ample
motivation and practice to improve on the laboratory developed
table fitting techniques described previously. The final tables
resulting from both techniques are essentially identical; however,
the field developed technique requires a smaller number of steps
to reach the same end result. The field developed technique also
avoids the use of the digital computer programs in the field by
assuming that tables showing the theoretical dispersion values ,
a/d , for all of the desired BER values have been printed out and
are available for all intersymbol interference values , AIDR ,
which will be encountered. The field procedure requires the
identification of the amplitudes of only two constants: the
intersymbol interference amplitude , AIDR , and an effective noise
to dispersion slope ratio , k3, similar to the constant , k2,
used in the laboratory fitting procedure .
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In the field , as in the laboratory , a summing amplifier is in-
serted in the path between the multiplexer transmitter and re-
ceiver so that Gaussian noise may be inj ected in order to measure
the variation of BER versus added noise. Fortunately , it was
possible to develop a procedure which makes it unnecessary to
k now the amplitude of the summed-in noise relative to the sign al
amplitude, N 5/d , or even the gain of the path through which the
added noise pas ses before being summed in with the signal . The
required data for computing the values of AIDR and k3 consists
of several sets of three numbers each in which the f i r s t  n umber
indicates the amplitude of the summed—in noise measured with
some unknown but constant scale factor; the second number indi-
cates the dispersion value, a/d, measured at that noise condition ;
and the third number is the corresponding BER measurement.

3.4.7.2 Determination of AIDR

The first step in the AIDR determination is to plot the observed
dispersion values , a/d, versus the corresponding added noise
measurements . If these points are connected by a smooth curved
line , the result should look very much like the upper solid curve
in Figure 3-16. As was explained previously , Equation 99 was
us ed to subtract out the e f fec t  of the back ground channel and
intrinsic noise, N 1, so that the adj usted data points would fal l
on a straight line such as the upper dashed line in Figure 3—16 .
To perform this transformation using Equation 99 , it was necessary
to determine the values of three constants ; the relative inter—
symbol interference amp litude , AIDR , the relative intr insic noise
amplitude, Ni/d, and a dispers ion to noise slope ratio , k .  Th e
val ues of thes e parameters were arrived at by the iterative proc-
ess of using the new parameter set in Equation 99 to compute a
new set of adjusted data points , plotting these points , and ad-
justing the estimated parameter values to improve the fit . The
only parameter value in the above set needed for the field curve
fitting technique is AIDR; therefore , an iterative curve fitting
technique was developed in which only one parameter, AIDR , is
used. Only one equation , Equation 106, is needed fo r the f ield
technique ; howeve r , since it may be he lpfu l  to understand the
derivation of this equation , that derivation is presented here .

A useful equation which fits all but the top portion of the ob-
served dispersion versus added noise characteristic (upper solid
line in Figure 3—16) can be obtained by substituting Equation 96
into Equation 97.

a/d = AIDR + k/  (N . /d) 2 
+ (N /d)2 (102)

Notice that Eq uat ion 102 contains thre e parameters of unknow n
amplitudes , AIDR , k , and N i/ d , not to mention the unknown scale
facto r on the N 5/d me asurement.  The N~/d term can be evaluatedin terms of other parameters by taking advantage of the fact  that
when the amplitude of the added noise , ~~~ is equal to zero , the
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second term on the r~~ht hand side of E~ uation 102 reduces tok(N~/d) . To take advantage of this sir~pliiication , one of the
sets of data points for c~ 1ibration .~. always a measurement of
the dispersion amplitude , ‘ci , ~.‘~ th noise added. The BER
measurements taken under this conditiox~ .2re generally so close
to zero as to be inaccurate and , ther~ f r ~~, wore of little or no
value for curve fitting purposes. i3~. using the symbol A0 to
represent the amplitude of the a/d measurement made when the
added noise amplitude was e~ ua1 to 0, substituting A0 into
Equation 102 , setting Ns equal to zero , and simplifying , the
following relationship is obtained.

A0 ~ [a/d(N =0] = AIDR + k(N1/d) (103)

The value of the intrinsic noise dependent ex~ ression can besolved for in terms of two other parameters: A0, the zero noise
dispersion measurer’.ont , and AIDR , the parameter value which is
to be ~oived for 

4.teratively .

k(N~/d) = A0 
— AIDE (104)

Substituting the equality in Equation 104 into Equation 99 and
multiplying both sides by ti~~~~ factor , k, yields the following
result.

k(N /d) v’i(a/d)—AI DR j~ 
— 1A 0—A IDRJ

2 (105)

• The left hand side of Equation 105 is equal to a constant times
the amplitude of the summed-in noise ; therefore , if the amplitude
of the right-hand side is cvaluated correctly at the data points
and these values are plotted against the amplitude of the summed—
in noise , these new points should fall in a straight line .
Everything necessar’; to evaluate the right-hand side of Equation
105 is already known except the amplitude of the AIDR parameter
which may be determined by the iterative process of guessing
different values until an AIDR value is found which will make the
computed values of thc~ right-hand side of Equation 105 fall in
a straight line when plotted against the amplitude of the added
noise . Thus , the amp litude of the AIDR parameter could be deter-
mined by using Equation 105; however , in practice , it is proven
to be more convenient to use the slightly more complicated ex-
pression in Equation 106 which can be obtained from Equation 105
by adding the term AIDE to both sides. At the zero noise point ,
a/d is equal to A~ so the right-hand side of Equation 105 is
equal to zero and that of Equation 106 is equal to AIDR; there-
fore, when a family of curves is plotted for several AIDR r:itios ,
the curves plotted u.~,inq cation 106 all start (at zero noise)
from their respective AIDE values , so there is no need to label

• which curve goes with which AIDE value as there would be if
Equation 105 had been us~ .i .
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k ( N
~ /d) +AIDR = AIDR + /f(a/d)_AIDR]2 - [A0-AIDR)

2 (106)

The step by step procedure for using Equation 106 to determine
the value of the AIDR parameter, given measurements of a/d and
BER for various values of added noise including zero , starts with
a plotting of the dispersion measurements versus added noise,
which should give a result similar to the upper solid line in
Figure 3— 16. The next step is to lay a straight edge along the
side of this newly plotted line and adjust this straight edge to
estimate the location which the straight line dispersion versus
noise curve will take when the effect of the intrinsic noise has
been subtracted out by the use of Equation 106. The dispersion
value given by this straight line estimate for zero added noise
is used for the initial estimate of the AIDR parameter amplitude.
Given this initial AIDR estimate and the measured amplitude A0 of
the zero noise dispersion from the test data, the only variable
on the right-hand side of Equation 106 is the dispersion ampli-
tude , a/d. The right-hand side of Equation 106 is evaluated at
each plotted value of a/d and the resulting value, the adjusted
dispersion , is plotted directly under the measured dispersion
for each data point. A line is now drawn through these data
points which has a zero noise dispersion amplitude equal to the
assumed AIDR amplitude. If the assumed AIDR amplitude was cor-
rect, the resulting curve should look like the upper dashed
straight line in Figure 3—16 . If the adjusted dispersion curve
is still concave upward in the low noise region, similar to the
unadjus ted dispersion curve , a smaller amplitude for AIDR should
be assumed for the next iteration. If the resulting curve is
concave downward , a larger AIDR value should be tried. Laying a
straight edge along the adjusted curve to obtain a revised AIDR
estimate has been found to produce such accurate estimates that
this iterative procedure usually converges to a solution in only
two or three iterations.

3.4.7.3 Determination of k3

Having determined the amplitude of the AIDR parameter, the next
and last parameter value to be determined is that of the slope
ratio, k3. It may be noted that the two straight dashed line
characteristics in Figure 3—16 both have the same zero noise
dispersion noise amplitude but that they have different slopes.
In the laboratory curve fitting procedure , not only were both of
these slopes identified , but also a slope constant of approxi-
mately 3 dB was identified to adjust for the fact that the mea-
sured multiplexer BER values corresponded with noise levels
approximately 3 dB higher than the theoretical noise levels in—
dicated by the dispersion measurements. This two—step procedure
was appropriate in the laboratory where each individual step was
carefully checked against add itional empirical measurements ;
however, data for checking these intermediate results could not
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conveniently be taken ~n the field and w uld have beer. irr levant
if taken because the correctness of the intermediate operations
in the BE~i had already been established.

For the field procedure , the only result sought is a table of 61
preselected HER values , ~~~~ ~aired wi th the dispersion measure-
ment corresponding with that value. Tncrefore , the field pro-
cedure bypasses the intermediate steps of computing the theoret-
ical N/d ratio , and then the e f f e c t i v e  N/d ratio needed to ob-
tain the observed HER value and goes, instead , directly from the
observed a/d ratio to th2 a/d ratio which the computer tables
indicate as correspondin~ w i th  the observed BEE value . For con—

• venience, the term , ( a / d ) r ~r~R ,  ,ill be used to represent the dis-
persion amplitude which the nine—leve l eye computer math model
would show as corresponding with the observed b i t  error rate for

• the assumed AIDR value.

(a/d)BER ~ [a/d )BER (a/d,AIDR) from computer table

= observed HER ] ( 107)

Notice that at this point in the field curve fitting procedure
the value of the AIDR parame ter has already been determined ;
which means that we are now dealing with a single computer print-
out table rather than a fami ly  of tables. Also , fcr  the two
straight line dispersion versus noise plots in Figure 3— 16 , notice
that when the AIDE con3 L ant is subtracted from the dispersion that
the dispersion varies l inear ly with the noise amplitude. There-
fore, if the effective noi~~ in terms of BER performance is 1.4
times larger than the noise corresponding with the measured dis-
persion, then the dispersion corresponding with this effective
noise will .be 1.4 times further from the AIDR value than the
original dispersion was. If this 1.4 factor is represented by
the symbol , c, then the above statement can be represented in
mathematical form as follows.

c = [(a/d) bser ed 
— AIDR1/ [(a/d)

~~LR 
— AIDE] (108)

Three parameter values appear in the right—hand side of Equation
108: AIDR, which was determined previously ; (a/d)observed , which

• is the observed dispersion value for a given added noise ampli—
tude ; and (a/d)BER, which is the dispersion value given by the
nine—level eye computer program for the observed error rate , BEE.
Using Equation 108, the amplitude of the slope ratio coefficient,
c, can be computed from the data obtained under several added
noise conditions. Ideally, all of the se values of c will be
identical; however, as may he seen by examining the similar cal-
culations performed in Table 3—3 , these various slope ratios are
very close to each other but are not quite equal. These multiple
values for the slope coefficient , c, may be converted to dB and
averaged as was done in Table 3-3 , or the same results can be
ob tained b” uer formi~ij  the je ometr ic  mean computation in which
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all n different values of c are multiplied together and then the
~th root is taken as shown in Equation 109.

k3 
~ 

(109)

The average slope thus obtained will be represented by the symbol ,
k3, which will be used to produce the desired dispersion tables.
Notice that both the actual dispersion versus noise character-
istics and the computer model dispersion versus noise character—

• istics depart from the straight line approximation used in Equa-
tion 108 at the higher noise levels , as may be seen by inspecting
Figure 3—16. Therefore, values for the slope coefficient, c,
which are obtained from Equation 108 using observations involving
large dispersion amplitudes will be found to vary appreciably
from the rather consistent values obtained using test data in
which lower dispersion amplitudes were involved. Only the con-• sistent values for the slope coeff icient , c, should be used in
Equation 109 to compute the value of the coef f icient, k3.

• 
• 3.4.7.4 Computation of the Performance Prediction Table

As stated previously , once the value of the parameter , AIDR, is
known , a computer printout is obtained for that AlDR value and
this computer printout already has the 61 desired BER values.
However, the dispersion, a/d, values corresponding with these
61 BER values must be adjusted to compensate for the fact that
the real multiplexer equipment suffers  from degradations which
are not present in the ideal nine—level eye computer math model.
The required equation for performing this adjustment can be ob-
tained by solving Equation 108 for the parameter, (a/d)observed.

(a/d )observe d AIDR + c [(a/ d ) BER 
- AIDRJ (110)

In its original form Equation 110 was used to compute the value
of the slope coeff icient, c, given the disper sion observation,
( a/d)observed ; however, when the previously unknown value of the
slope coefficient, c , is replaced by the known slope coefficient,
k3, the equation can now be used to compute the values of the
dispersion observations , (a/d)observed, which are needed to con-
struct the new bit error rate versus dispersion table.

• (a/d)new table 
= AIDR + k3 [(a/d)BER 

- AIDE] (111)

For each of the 61 bit error rates in the computer printout for
the specified AIDE value , Equation 111 can be used to compute
the dispersion value for the new performance prediction table,
(a/d)new table, from the theoretical dispers ion value in the
computer printout , (a/d)BER. As was mentioned previously, for
large dispersion values , the dispersion versus noise character—

• istics depart from the straight line approx imation as shown in
Figure 3—16.
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When this departure occurs , the value of c determined by Equation
108 begins to vary from its asymptotic value , k3, so that Equa-
tion ill is no longer accurate. This situation did not occur
during the preparation of the laboratory prediction tables be-
caus e the VICO M multiplexer error rate re~.~~hed the l0’-~ upper
BER limit of the table before the curve snown in Figure 3—16 ex-
ceeded a dispersion amplitude, a/d, of 0.73. All of the labora-
tory testing was done using only FKV (Frankfurt , Koenigstuhl, and
Vaihingen) type VICOM multiplexer boards ; however, in the field
testing at Ft. Huachuca, revised DEE (Digital European Backbone)
type VICON multiplexer boards were encountered. Normally , if the
BEM is to be used to predict DEB type multiplexer performance ,
DEB type multiplexer receiver boards should be us ed in the BEM.

• However, it was ~aot convenient to change these boards duringfield testing , so in this case, FKV type boards inside the BEN
were us ed for predicting the performance of multiplexers using
DEB type boards . Since the DEB boards were considerably superior
to the FKV boards , the l0-~ HER performance occurred at a much
higher BEN dispersion level than it did in the laboratory tests.
Because of this board mismatch , which caused the BEN to be used
at a higher than normal dispersion level , and because of the

• presence of phase j i t ter which caused the dispersion versus noise
slope to be greater than normal at high dispersion values (as
explained in paragraph 3.4.5.3) , the BEM dispersion values began
to depart from the straighc line math model used in Equation ill
for dispersion values larger than 0.75. Equation ill worked
satisfactorily for all observed dispersion values equal to or
less than 0.75. Very little effort was required to obtain the
proper performance table values for dispersions greater than 0.75
for two reasons . First, there were not many dispersion points in
the table with amp litudes greater than 0.75. Second , the erro r
rates associated with these large dispersion values were so large
that very little time was needed to obtain accurate error rate
measurements. If the BEN had used the same improved quality
receiver boards that were used in the multiplexer, it is ex-
pected that there would have been few , if any , values in the per-
formance table which could not have been adequately determined
by using Equation 111. In the laboratory , where the same types
of boards were used both in the BEN and the multiplexer, the
straight line math model assumed in Equation 111 was used to
compute eve ry dispers ion value in the performance table with ex-
cellent results.

The following example is presented in order to illustrate the
method of developing a table of derivied HER versus dispersion .
The data in Table 3—4 is actual data from the Ft. Huachuca field
test.
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TABLE 3-4. BEN TEST DATA

Dispersion Vol tage Noise/Signal BEE

—3.98 0.002

—4.29 0.032 <l0 8

—4.90 0.0586 2 x 10 8

—5.10 0.0649 2.1 x l0—~

—5.30 0.0715 5.5 x 10~~

—5.60 0.0774 2.5 x l0 6

—5.73 0.0892 4.9 x l0 6

— 6.21 0.104 3.1 x 105

F The data presented in Table 3—4 is plotted in Figure 3—17. The
purpose of plotting the data is to determine the AI DR value
using Equation 106 and assumed values of AIDR until the resulting
data plot is a straight line . Using a straight edge , the first
assumed value of AIDR is seen to be equal to 0.3. Using the
assumed value of AIDR = 0.3, solve Equation 106 at the dispersion
points listed in Table 3—4 for dispersion values up to 6.21
volts.

X (N 5/d) + AIDR = AIDR + /(Disp - AIDR)2 - (A 0-AIDR) 2

A0 = 0 .398 (the “no noise added” point rf intersection with
the Dispersion axis)

AIDR = 0.3 (assumed)

The resul ting data is plotted in Figure 3-17 and has an inter-
section on the dispersion axis at 0.3. Similar plots are made
for AIDE = 0.2 and AIDR = 0.1. The AIDR = 0.2 is a straight
line , hence the AIDE = 0.2 table will be used to derive the dis-
persion versus HER table. Note that the AIDE = 0.3 curve is
concave upward in dicating a lower value AIDR shoul d be tried and
the AIDR = 0.1 curve is concave downward indicating that a higher
value AIDR should be tried.

The next s tep a f te r  de termining AIDR is to determine the constant
necessary to relate the f ie ld  da ta with the theoretical results.
Using the AIDR = 0.2 table and Equation 108

C = E (D
~
SP)observed_AIDR]/[(DiSP)BER

_AIDR) l
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compute the constant. Solving Equation 108 , C = 0.781. The
table can now be prepared using empirical data for BER >
and Equation 111 (DiSP)New = AIDR + C [(D i Sp ) BER-AID R] for HER
~~ . l Ob . The resulting table is shown in Table 3—5.

TABLE 3-5. DISPERSION VERSUS DERIVED BER

• Dispersion Derived BER Dispersion Derived BEE

— 9 . 6 2  1.0 x 1 03  — 4 . 5 2  6 . 3  x 10— 10
—8.15 6.3 x l04 —4.48 4.0 x 10 10

• —7.60 4.0 x i0~~ —4.44 2.5 x 10 l0
—7.20 2.5 x i0~~ —4.41 1.6 x 10 10
—6.86 1.6 x l0~~ —4.38 1.0 x 1O 10
—6.76 1.0 x l0~~ —4.35 6.3 x l0 11

• —6.59 6.3 x l0~~ —4.32 4.0 x 10 11
—6.42 4.0 x l0~~ —4.29 2.5 x l0 11
— 6 . 3 2  2 .5 x l0~~ — 4 . 2 6  1.6 x 10—1 1
— 6.05 1.6 x l0~~ —4.23 1.0 x 1O~’1l
—5.90  1.0 x l0~~ — 4 . 20 6.3 x 10 12
— 5 . 7 9  6.3 x l 0 6  —4.18  4 .0 x 10—12
—5.68 4.0 x 10 6 —4.15 2.5 x l0 12
—5.58 2 .5  x 10 6 —4 .12 1.6 x 10—12
—5. 49 1.6 x l0 6 —4.10  1.0 x lO ’12
— 5 . 4 0  1.0 x 10 6 — 4 . 0 8  6 .3  x 10—13
—5.33 6.3 x l0~~ —4.06 4.0 x 10 13
— 5 . 2 5  4 .0  x l0~~ — 4 . 0 3  2 .5 x 10—13
—5.18 2 .5 x l0~~ — 4 . 01 1.6 x 10—13
—5.12 1.6 x 107 —3.99 1.0 x 10 13
—5.05 1.0 x l0~~ —3.97 6.3 x l0 14
—4.99 6.3 x 10 8 —3.95 4.0 x 10—14
—4.94 4.0 x 10 8 —3.93 2.5 x 10 14
—4.87 2.5 x 108 —3.91 1.6 x 10—14
—4.83 1.6 x 108 —3.89 1.0 x l0 14
—4.78 1.0 x l0 8 —3.87 6.3 x l0 l5
— 4 . 7 2  6.3 x l0~~ —3.86 4.0 x 10 15
—4.69 4.0 x l0~~ —3.84 2.5 x l0 15
—4.64 2.5 x i0~~ —3.82 1.6 x l0 15
—4.60 1.6 x l0~~ —3. 80 1.0 x 10 15

• — 4 . 5 6  1.0 x l0~~

3.4.7.5 The Use of PAR Performance Tables

• During the Ft. Huachuca testing , four of the new DEE multiplexer
transmi tter cards were tested in conjunction with four of the new
DEB multiplexer receive r cards in all combinations to determine
whether it would be necessary to construct separate tables for
each pair of boards or whether a single performance table could
be used for the entire set. It was discovered that two of these
t ransmitter boards were s ignif icantly better than the other two
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• and approximately equivalent to each other. The same statement
was found to be true regarding two of the four receiver boards .
When either of these two receiveL boards was used with either of

• the two transmitter boards (mak i~ q iour possible combinations) ,• approximately the same error ra te  \L r s u s  noise performance was
obtained. A performance table ~~~~~ :. repared based on tests run
with a single pair of these boards and then this table was shown
in further testing to give adequate performance prediction for
all four combinations ot up to par boards . This was then called
a PAR Performance Table , indicating that if everything in the
system is up to par the system performance will be equal to the
predicted perfo rmance . When one or more of the sub—par boards
was inserted into the system , the observed BER performance was
poorer than the predicted performance for a PAR system. It was
further concluded that the use of a single PAR Table for a sys-
tem should be given preference over the use of a separate table
for each mult iplexer transmitter and receiver pair for two
excellent reasons. First, it is much easier to compute, catalog,
file, recall , and update a single table than it is to maintain a
library of tables with a different table for each multiplexer
transmitter and receiver board combination . Second , the use of
a single PAR Performance Table will reveal inferior boards for
what they are—— inferior—- rather than disguising this inferi-
ority by comparing the performance of each board combination only
against it’s previous oc rformance so that bad combinations are
awarded a handicap adv~intage which makes them 103k as good rela-tive to BEM predictions as PAR boards would look.

The BEM monitors the received signal rather than the receiver ;
therefore, it should tell what the receiver should be doing
rather than what the receiver is doing. If a transmitter is
below par , a BEM using a PAR Table will indicate the resulting
deficiency in the receiver signal quality ; however, the BEN has
no way of detecting whether the receiver is even turned on. Thus,
the concept of adjusting the BEM prediction tables to fit differ—
ent receivers seemed inappropriate and the concept of using a
single PAR Performance Table seems to be not only the easiest
technique to implement but also the technique which yields the
most meaningfu l  results.
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3.4.8 Theory, Testing, and Use of the Hit Counter

3.4.8.1 Hit Probability Versus BER Derivations

The mathematics of the hit counter pseudo error threshold, K, are
extremely similar to those of the dispersion 1oop pseudo error
threshold, a/d. The locations of these two thresholds are shown
in Figure 3— 11. The dispersion loop pseudo error threshold is
located at a distance, a volts, above the lower eye pattern level,
and the hit counter pseudo error threshold is located at a dis-
tance, Kd volts, above the center eye pattern level. The dis-
persion ioop pseudo error threshold, a is adjusted by a control
loop which holds the pseudo error rate constant in the pseudo
error zone from -(2d—a) to -d volts. On the other hand, the off-
set threshold voltage, Kd , of the hit counter pseudo error zone
has a fixed value which is set by selected resistors. Therefore ,
the parameter, K, for the hit counter pseudo error ioop is a con-
stant while the pseudo error rate for that loop, P [ HIT] , is a
variable. Following the same procedure which was used for deter-
mining the c~ispersion loop pseudo error rate, PER1; the hit
counter pseudo error rate, P (HIT ] , is computed by multiplying the
probability of each submitted eye pattern level occurring by
the probability that the received voltage will lie in the hit
counter pseudo error region between K volts and d volts given
that the specified eye pattern level did occur, and summing these
resulting joint probability products over all possible trans-
mitted levels to obtain the average hit counter pseudo error
probability , P[HIT], for all typical random data patterns. These
operations are performed below in Equation 113 in which the
effect of each of the nine levels in the nine—level eye pattern
is shown on a separate line.

R AIDR (112)

P(HIT] = (1/ 16) { QN1+R )d/N] - Q[(2—K+R)d/N]
+2QN1 ) d/N 1 - 2 Q [ ( 2 — K  ) d/N]
+ Q [ ( l — R  ) d/N J - Q ( ( 2 — K - R ) d/N J
+2Q( (K-R )d/N1 - 2Q[(l -R)d/N]
+4 Q [ ( K  ) d ,/N] - 4 Q [ ( l  ) d/N]
+2Q [ (K+R ) d/N] — 2Q[(l +R)d/N]
+ Q [ ( 2 + K - R ) d/NJ — Q[(3 -R)d/N]

• + 2 Q [( 2 + I <  ) d/N] — 2 Q [ ( 3  ) d/N 1
+ Q [( 2+K+R) d/N ] — Q ( ( 3  +R) d/NJ } (113)

By combining like terms , the 18 terms in the above equation can
be combined into five groups of three terms each as shown below.

P ( H I T ] = ( l / l 6 ) {  2 Q [ (  K-R)d/N]+4Q[( K)d/N)+2Q[( K+R)d/N]
— Q ((l —R)d/N]-2Q((l )d/N]- Q[(l +R)d/N]
— QL (2—K—R )d/N]—2Q[(2—K )d/N)-2Q[(2-K+R)d/N1
+ Q [ ( 2 + K - R ) d / N ] + 2 Q [( 2 + K ) d / N ] +  Q [ ( 2 + K + R ) d/N]
— Q[(3 —R )d/N]—2QE (3 )d/N1— Q[ (3 +R)d/N]}(ll4)
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The hit counter pseudo error rate fo r a three level eye can be
determined from Equation 114 by setting the intersymbol inter-
ference amplitude , AIDR, which is represented above by R, equal
to 0. After this substitution , the 15 terms in Equation 114 can
be merged into the five terms shown below.

P[HIT I AIDR = 0] = (l/4){..p[(K)d/N] ••  .~L (l)d/w} 
— Q[(2—K)d/N]

+Q[(2+K )d/Nj — ~[(3)d/N]} (115)

For the three—level eye, the variation of the hit counter pseudo
error probability, P[HIT], and the Baud error probability , BER,
can be determined by using Equation 115 and the previously de-
rived Baud error probability equation .

BER = (3/2)Q(d/N) (116)

Solving the above equation for the decision level to noise ratio,
d/N, produces the following result which can be evaluated with
the aid of an extensive table of probabilities for the normal
distribution or an inverse normal computer subroutine.

d/N Q~~~[(2/3)BER] (117)

The hit probability versus Baud error rate characteristics for
several values of K are shown in Figure 3-18. These character-
istics were obtained hy using Equation 117 to determine the values
of d/N for many Baud error ~ates in a range from 10-1 to 1

0—18
and then using these result~.i.ng d/N values with several different
values of K in Equation 115 to determine the hit probabilities
for those conditions. The resulting hit probabilities were
plotted against Baud rate in Figure 3—18 , and the points for each
particular value of K were connected by smooth lines which are
almost straight except in the lower left hand corner.

3 . 4 . 8 . 2  Selection and Laboratory Testing of the Hit Counter
Threshold, K

The amplitude of the hit counter threshold, K, is set by calibra-
tion resistors and may be changed if this is found to be desir-
able; however, on the basis of a theoretical analysis , the value
was initially set equal to 0.85 which has worked well enough that
no additional values have been tested . The 0.85 value was se-
lected on the assumption that the hit counter should just barely
begin to detect hits when the Baud error rate is equal to 10—12 .
The counter counts the n umber of pseudo errors occurrin; in a 120
second time interval at a data rate of 12.5511 bits per second ,
which means there are about 1.5 x io~ Baud per measurement inter-
val. To obtain an average of one pseudo error per hit counter
interval , the hit counter pseudo error probability , P[HIT] , would
have to be equal to 6.6 x 10—10 . A small circled point is
plotted on Figure 3-18 for a hit probability of 6.6 x 10-10 and
a Baud error rate probability of l0 12. The pseudo error versus
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Baud error curve coming closest to this point is the one with an
• offset threshold value, K, equal to 0.85, and that is why this

value was selected. During laboratory testing, the observed
number of hits per interval for various test conditions were in
agreement with the theoretically predicted counts. No reason for
change in the amplitude of K in either direction could be found,
so it was left at 0.85 for field testing.

3.4.8.3 Interpretation of Hit Counter Output

The hit counter and dispersion meter are quite similar; however,
they perform dif fe rent functions when used separately , and when
the outputs of these two devices are compared with each other an
extra dimension of fault isolation capability becomes available
which is not present when both devices are used simultaneously
but individually. One very significant difference between these
two measurements is that the hit counter has a 120—second aver-
aging interval whereas the dispersion meter has a time constant
which is typically a little less than 1 second. Therefore, the
hit counter can remember impulses and dropouts which the disper-
sion meter has long forgotten. If one reads out the dispersion
value only once in several minutes and each value represents only
about a 1—second sample, a line may be suf fe ring occasional hi ts
for a long period of time be fore a hit f inal ly  affects one of the
sampled dispersion readings. The hit counter is less forgiving.
Thus , even if the hit counter and dispersion meter were making
identical measurements , the difference in their averaging times
would make their outputs differ both in appearance and in utility
for various functions.

Theoretical analysis predicts that using the hit counter and dis-
persion meter jointly and comparing the readings should yield
valuable diagnostic information for fault isolation. For example,
if the channel is being disturbed by Gaussian noise , then the
dispersion meter will predict the Baud error rate correctly and
the hit counts versus Baud error rate will follow a known char-
acteristic such as that shown in Figure 3-18 so that a particular
dispersion meter Baud error rate estimate should always be
accompanied by the same hit counter output with in small random
error limits. In a sense , the hit counter and dispersion meter
working together can, to an extent, perform the test for Gaussian
noise which previously was going to be performed by using two
dispersion meters simultaneous ly with two different pseudo error
rates. The twin dispersion meter technique would give more in-
formation ; however, it would also be more expensive. Thus, when
the dispersion meter and hit counter outputs are compared closely
to determine whether or not the disturbance is normally distrib-
uted , a cheap approximat ion to the dual threshold dispersion

• meter technique is being employed.
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• If the disturbance is caused by a low amplitude sine wave such as
one of the beacons often present in the radio channels , the sine
wave amplitude is not large enough to cause any hits; however ,
the dispersion meter is very sensitive to this type of channel
degradation . The dispersion meter is also far more sensitive
than the hi t  counter to changes in the frequency response of a
channel which alter the intersymbol interference of the data
signal. On the other hand, if some phenomenon is causing narrow
impulses to occur in the communication channel, these impulses
may be so narrow as to produce only a few pseudo errors each and
occur at a low enough rate to be negligible relative to the
pseu do error rate in the dispersion meter , which is several
thousand errors per second. In this case, the impulses would
produce a rather substantial effect on the outputs of the hit
counter but be essentially negligible as far as the dispersion
output is concerned. In summary , sine waves and intersymbol
interference would a f fec t  the dispersion meter far  more than the
h it coun ter, normally distributed noise would affect both with a
known relationship such as that shown in Figure 3-18, and narrow
spikes at a fairly low frequency would have very little effect on
the dispersion meter and a very large effect on the hit counter.
These relationships, and a few others, can be substantiated by
theoretical analysis after making some plausible assumptions;
however, the real proof of the usefulness of making correlations
between the hit counter output and the dispersion meter output
will be obtained only by actual experience in the field.

3.5 BEN CIRCUIT BOARD DESCRIPTIONS

BEM circui t board descriptions are presented in the following
paragraphs. Refer to Schematics and Board Assembly Drawings.

3.5.1 Circuit Board Description: Interface Unit (A15)

The Interface Unit (Al5) is one of two modified VICOM boards in
the BEN. These two boards (Al4 and A15) contain the circuits
used in the on-line multiplexer to receive the radio baseband
signal , filter, provide automatic gain control , and derive a
phase locked clock . The clock is derived on the Receiver Input
board (A14); the other functions are provided by Al5.

A block diagram of the Interface Unit (A15) is shown in Figure
3—19 .

The partial response filter provides frequency spectrum shaping
to generate the three level partial response “eye pattern ” that
is to be monitored for dispersion and hits.

The variable gain amplifier and automatic gain control circuitry
provides amplification of the eye pattern to a somewhat constant
output peak amplitude . This output  si gnal , VICOI’1 Eye , is trans-
mitted to the Sample and Hold board (A5 ) for further processing.
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• The VICON Eye signal is also compared to a fixed negative voltage
• level by a voltage comparator to detect the negative oute r level

of the VI COM Eye pattern . The comparator output signal , Low
Slicer , is transmitted to the Receiver Input board (A14) for use
in deriving the phase locked Baud rate clock .

3.5.2 Circui t Board Description: Receive Input (Al4 )

The Receive Input board (Al4 ) is one of two modified VICOM boards
used in the BEM. These two boards (Al4 and Al5) con tain the
circuits used in the on-line multiplexer to receive the radio
baseband signal , process it , and derive a phase locked Baud rate
clock. The function of the Receive Input board (A14) is to gen-
erate the phase locked clock .

A block diagram of the Re ceive Input board , shown in Figure 3—20 ,
shows this circuitry functions as a common phase locked loop .

The function of IC—20 , a one shot , is to genera te a pulse to pro-
duce a phase update when indicated by the Low Slicer signal which
comes from A15. Adjustment of the pulse width out of IC-20 is
provi ded by R6l which provides for limited phase sh i f t  adjustment.
This is adjusted by VICON to compensate for  manufacturing vari-
ability on the Al4 board , and is not adjus ted for use in the BEN.

3.5.3 Circuit Board Description: Input Relay (Al2 and Al3 )

Each Input Relay board is an analog multiplexer implemented with
relays to connect one of fi ve analog inputs to its output .  It is
also capable of switching none of the inputs to the output be-
cause each relay switch is independently controlled with external
signals. Two Input Relay boards are used in the BEN assembly
providing a capability of selecting one of ten different inputs.

3.5.4 Circuit Board Description: Input Board (All)

The Input Board (All) provides two major functions. It contains
• the circuitry for measuring the RMS voltage amplitude of the in-

put signals to the BEM and the circuitry to provide voltage con-
trolled phase shift for the phase correction loop. Incidentally ,

• it a]•so provides a location to electrically connect the outputs
of the two Input Relay boards (Al2 and Al3) . This signal is
transmitted to the Interface Unit (Al5) .

A Burr Brown 4 130K , R?ojS to dc voltage converter is used to imple-
ment the RNS measurement. Operational amplifiers at locations
lH and 2L are also part of this circuit.

The voltage controlled phase shifter comprises the remaining
circuitry on the Input doard .
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The outputs of the Phase Locked Loop Control (AlO ) are conve r ted
to a control voltage by the digital to analog converter at loca-
tion lB. This vol tage is compared to a clock phase related ramp
waveform by a voltage comparator at location lC. The ramp is
generated for one hal f of the VICOM Clock period by charging
capacitor C24 with a current source implemented with Ql. The
output of the current source is shorted by Q2 during the other
hal f cycle of VICOM Clock to reset the ramp .

Various fixed time delays are strap selectable using integrated
circuit locations 2A and 2B.

Voltage controlled phase is provided by causing the voltage com-
parator at lC to switch at different voltages of the ramp; the
switch point is controlled by the output of the digital to
analog converter at location 1E.

The flip— flop at location 2C senses the transition in the voltage
comparator ’s output and generates the falling edge of the phase
controlled clock called Flip-Flop Bank Clock.

The duty cycle of the clock is set to f if ty  percent using the
circuitry involved with the voltage comparator at location lD.
That is, this circuitry provides the rising edge of Flip-Flop

• Bank Clock .

This is implemented by allowing C35 to charge for one haif cycle
of the output clock , at which time its voltage will exceed the
reference at the other input of the comparator. The comparator
will then trigger and reset the flip-flop at 2C and cause the
rising edge in Flip-Flop Bank Clock .

3.5.5 Circuit Board Description: Phase Locked Loop Control (AlO)

The Phase Locked Loop Control Board (AlO) contains the digital
circuitry that provides control of the phase shifter on All to
implement automatic phase adjustment of the VICOM Clock and the
Sampled Eye.

A block diagram of Phase Locked Loop Control board circuitry is
given in Figure 3—21.

The phase locked loop updates on eye pattern zero crossing when
the crossing is preceded one Baud earlier by an outer level and
followed by the opposite outer level one Baud later. The middle
level sample is processed to determine if the clock was early or
late relative to the zero crossing and a phase update is
generated.

This is implemented by the Extreme Transi t ion Detector of the
block diagram.
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The individual updates are integrated over time to generate the
control signal for the phase shifter. This integration is accom-
plished with a binary up/down counter.

Due to the high speed of this operation relative to available
TTh coun ters , the f i rs t  stages of the coun ter are implemen ted
using Schottky SSI circuits.

The low speed coun ter is updated every third clock period of
Flip—Flop Bank Clock by interface circuits under control of the
Clock Generator circuits.

The output of the control circuits are twelve parallel TTL
• signals that control the digital to analog converter of the

phase shifter on board All.

The o f f se t  control 1oop also updates on the same zero crossing
used in the phase locked loop. Therefore, circuitry to inter-
face the offset loop to the processed data available in the phase
locked loop is contained on this board. The transfer of offset
updates to the of fse t control loop is performed under clock con-
trol from the offset loop using OFFSET CLOCK . The offset updates
are transferred every sixteenth occurrence of Flip—Flop Bank
Clock.

3.5.6 Circuit Board Description: AGC and Offset Control (A9)

Control of the automatic gain and automatic offset loops is
implemented digitally on the AGC and Offset Control Board (A9).
A block diagram of the circuits is given in Figure 3—22.

Offset voltage in the sampled eye pattern is reduced by monitor-
ing the center level and forcing its average value to zero. The
Offset Update and Positive Offset signals from the Phase Locked
Loop board (AlO )  control an up/down counter which integrates the
offset updates. These updates to the counter occur every six-
teenth occurrence of Flip-Flop Bank Clock.

The gain of the BEN is controlled so that  ha l f  of the negative
outer level samples are more negative than —2d vol ts (- 1.8 vo l ts
dc) . The Gain Ad jus t  Update Control function , shown i~ the
block diagram , samples —dFF and -2DFF signals every sixteenth
occurrence of Flip-Flop Bank Clock under control of the Clock
Generator function.

Gain updates are integrated in an up/down counter which adjusts
the output voltage of a digital to analog conve r ter as shown in
the block diagram. This output voltage adjusts the reference
level used in the other  automatic  gain control circui t  on the
Interface Unit (Al5). This in turn adjusts the control voltage
and gain of the variable gain amplifier on A15.
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The curren t source at the output of the digital to analog con-
verter is used to supply the nominal current required with zero
volts output. This is necessary due to the limited current drive
of the digital to analog converter.

3.5.7 Circuit Board Description: “a” Control (A8)

The “a” Control board (A8) provides processing of the sampled
eye amplitudes to con trol the “a” voltage to the -2d+a comparator.
The closed loop , which board A8 is a part , provides the disper-
sion measurement because the amplitude of “a ” is proportional to
the ultimate dispersion output.

The dispersion measurement is implemented by controlling “a” so
that on the average of each 2048 amplitude samples more negative
than -d, one of those samples will be between -d and -2d+a. The
electronics of board A8 supply this control.

A block diagram of “a” Control board (A8) is shown in Figure 3-23.

The Scaling block contains a high speed interface to the ampli-
• tude sample levels —dFF and -2d+aFF and a divide by 2048 counter.

This provides the desired scaling of occurrences between -d and
— 2d+a as compared to all occurrences below -d. The output of the
scaling function provides coun t up and down commands to a high

• speed up/down counter. The high and low speed counters integrate
these commands and generate a binary representation of the ampli-
tude of “a” , the dispersion .

Due to the hi gh speed of this opera tion relative to ava ilable
TTh coun ters , the first stages of the counter are implemented

• using Schottky SSI circuits .

The low speed counter is updated every third clock period of Flip-
Flop Bank Clock by interface circuits under control of the Clock

• Generator circuits.
.4

• The output of the control circuits are twelve parallel TTL sig-
nals tha t  control the digital to analog converter that generates
the “a” voltage.

3.5.8 Circuit Board Description: Plus Comparator Board (A7)

• The Plus Comparator board (A 7 )  has been modified and no longer
contains active comparators . The board does provide the digital

• to analog converter that produces the “a” Control voltage (2E
location) and an amplifier (2L) that amplifies “a” and provides
the Dispersion measurement output.

The voltage reference used to generate all other dc reference
voltages is generated by diode VR1 and amplifier lB.
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3.5.9 Circuit Board Description: Minus Comparator Board (A6)

The Minus Comparator board (A6 ) provides comparison of the
sampled eye pattern amplitudes to six reference voltages. The
reference vol tages are generated f rom a single voltage source
—2d (-1.8 volts dc) using LM 208 operational amplifiers . The
voltage comparison is made each Baud by AM686 comparators whose
outputs are latched in flip-flops by the Flip-Flop Bank Clock.

3.5.10 Circuit Board Description: Sample and Hold Board (AS)

The Sample and Hold Board (A5 ) provides four funct ions:

a. The analog output of the Interface Unit (A15), VICOM Eye
signal , is amplifier in location 2K.

b. Transistors Ql and Q2 provide peak clipping to pro tect
• the sample and hold and comparator circuits from

• overvoltage.

c. The sample and hold circuit at location lE samples the
amplified VICOM Eye under control of Flip-Flop Bank Clock
and provides its output to the voltage comparators on the
Minus Comparator board (A6).

d. The digital to analog converter at location 2A converts
the binary output of the o f f set control circuits on A9
into a control voltage. This voltage is summed with the
VICOM Eye signal at the operational amplifier input to
provide o f f s e t  capability .

3.5.11 Circuit Board Description: EPUT Counter (A2 )

Hits  are coun ted over a strap selectable time base using the EPUT
Counter board (A2) an d EPUT Time Base board (Al). The EPUT

.4 counter board (A2) provides the counters and ou tput  coding.

A block diagram of the EPUT Counter board (A2) is given in
Figure 3— 2 4 .

* The Input Conditioning circui ts process the samp led eye arnpli—
tudes to delete occurrences between -Nd and —d , and genera te
count pulses to update the counter. These circuits also provide
for self— test of the counter by counting Self—Test  Clock .

The Counter function is a binary counter with sixteen stages.

The Exponent Counter  provides a b inary  n umber that  eq uals the 
•numbe r of the stage of the binary coun ter tha t  has the most

significant logic one level.
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The Buffer Register is loaded with the number in the Exponent
• Counter from the las t time period while a new count is being

accumulated. This number is coded into a nega tive dc voltage
output by the Digital to Analog Converter function which includes
the iiA74 l output amplifier.

3.5.12 Circui t Board Description: EPUT Time Base Al )

Hits are coun ted over a strap selectable t ime base using the
EPLJT Time Base board (Al )  and EPUT Counter board (A2) . The EPUT
Time Base (Al) supplies control for this function .

A block diagram of the SPOT Time Base board (Al) is given in
Figure 3—25.

The length of time during which hit counts are accumulated is
controlled by strapping the appropriate clock from the Count Down
Chain to the Control function . At the end of each time base
period , the hit counters on A2 are stopped by STOP COUNT signal,
and the count is transferred to the buffer on A2. The hit
counters are then cleared and restarted. The details of this

• operation are the same as any other Events Per Unit Time (EPUT)
monitor.

The additional funct ions in the BEM—EPUT time base are Measure-
ment Reset and Master Reset. Following a Scanner Address Change
or Power Reset, a Master Reset is generated for several milli—
seconds and a Measurement Reset is generated for thirty seconds.
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3.6 CALIBRATION OF BASEBAND EYE MONITOR (BEM)

The following setup ins tructions are for the Honeywell Baseband
Eye Monitor, and facilitate board alignment and calibration .
Refer to the schematics and board assembly drawings for parts
location.

3.6.1 Calibration Procedure For Input Board (All)

3.6.1.1 RMS Level Adjustment

a. Apply a 1 MHz sinewave to connector P2-Al (Monitored Baseband).
Measure and adjust signal amplitude to approximately 0.122 volt
RMS , and record this amplitude

• b. Measure the dc voltage amplitude at connector P2-A4. Adjust
potentiometer Rb until  the voltage at P2-A4 equals
(—8.2023) x (INPUT AMPLITUDE , VRMS).

c. Measure and adjust input sinewave amplitude to approximately
1.1 volt RMS , and record this amplitude.

d. Measure the dc voltage amplitude at connector P2-A4. Adjust
potentiometer Rll until the voltage at P2—A4 equals
(—8.2023) x (INPUT AMPLITUDE , VRMS)

e. Repeat steps a through d until the measured dc voltages at
connector P2—A4 are within 0.1 percent of the expected values
for both steps b and d , following the last adjustment of the
potentiometers.

3.6.1.2 Clock Phase Shif ter  Adjustment

a. Adjust a 2K ohm potentiometer to 900 ohms and place it in
the circuit as R33. This is the Digital to Analog Converter
gain select resistor.

b. Supply a TTL clock signal having a frequency of 12.5526 MHz
nominal to connector pin P2-A3 (VICOM Clock). This signal
should be a square wave having logic 1 and 0 pulse widths
of 39.8 ±0.5 nanoseconds measured at 1.4 volts.

c. Strap 2B—lO to 2A-l and 2A-ll to 23—2.

d. Supply a TTL logic 1 signal to connector pins P1—2 through
P1—6 and P1—12 through P1—18.

e. Monitor the clock signal at 2C-9 with an oscilloscope . Adjust
potentiometer R32 , which is the D/A converter offset adjust-
ment, until the clock signal is at the threshold of becoming
a steady logic level.
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f .  Meas ure and reco rd the dc voltage amplitude at test point  4.
The nominal value is zero.

g. Adj ust  R32 u n t i l  the dc voltage a test point 4 is 0.15 volt
more positive than measured in step f ,

h. Supply a TTL logic 0 signal to connector p ins  P1-2 through
P 1—6 and P1— 12 through P1—18.

i. Monito r the clock si gn al at 2C-9 wi th  an oscilloscope . A d j u s t
• the potentiometer in the R33 location un t i l  the clock signal

is at the threshold of becoming a steady logic level.

• j. Measure and record the dc voltage amplitude at test point 4.
The nominal value is 1.8 volts.

k.  Adj ust R33 unt i l  the dc voltage at test point  4 is 0.15 less
positive than measured in step j.

‘1. Supply a TTL logic 1 si gnal to connector pins P1-2 through
P1—6 and P1—12 through P1-1~~.

m . Adjust R32 unti l the dc voltage at test point 4 is 0.15 volt
• more positive than measured in step f.

n. Supply a TTL 1o~jic 1 si~j:a1 to connecLor pins P1—2 through
P1—6 and P1—12 through P1—lB .

o. Adjus t  the potent iometer  in R33 location un t i l  the dc voltage
at test. point 4 is 0.15 volts less positive than measured in
step j .

p. Repeat steps 1 through o u n t i l  the dc voltages measur ed in
steps m and o are wi th in  0.01 volt of the desired amplitude .

4 q. Remove the potentiometer from R33 location and measure its
value .

r. Place an RN55C res is tor~ w i t h  the st andard resis tance value
closest to tha t  measured ifl ste~• q, in tc. location R33 .

S. Confirm the results of step o.

3.6. 1.3 Duty Cycle A d j u s t m e n t

a. Supply a TTL logic 1 s il l na l  to Connector pin P 1—2 and a £‘TL
log ic 0 signal  to c • • • mecto r p ins P1 — 3 throug h P 1—6 and P1—1 2
through P1—lB.

b. Mo nitor the clock si~~:~••~l at  connector pin P1-23 for log ic 0
pulse wid th .  The d u t y  cycle control c i r c u i t  sets the time
per iod of the log ic 0 po r t ion  of t h i s  cinch .
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• c. Place a 500 ohm potentiometer in the R26 location and adjust
it until the logic 0 pulse width of the clock is 39.8 ±0.5
nanoseconds.

d. Remove the potentiometer from the R26 location and measure
its value. Place an RN55C resistor, with the standard
resistance value closest to that measured , into location R26.

e. Confirm the logic 0 pulse width at connector pin P1-23 to
be 39.8 ±0.5 nanosecond.

3.6.2 Calibration Procedure For Minus Comparator Board (A6)

a. Insert 10 ohms, RN55C resistors in R5 and R8 locations. Leave
R6 open. Temporarily connect a 0.1 ji f , CKO6 capacitor or
equivalent to the signal side of R8, not the comparator side.

b. Connect a precision dc voltage source to connector pin P2-A2
(+2d) and adjust it to give +1.8000 ±0.0005 volt dc.

c. Connect a second precision dc voltage source set to zero volt
• to connector pin P2-A3 (SAMPLED EYE).

• d. Monitor 2G-5 with an oscilloscope and slowly decrease the
• voltage at P2 —A3 until  the signal at 2G— 5 switches to a

logic 0.

e. Measure and record the dc voltage at P2—A3 to within
0.1 millivolt.

f. Decrease the voltage at P2—A3 to approximately —1.9 volts dc.

g. Increase the voltage at P2—A3 until this signal at 2G—5 changes
state to a logic 1.

h. Measure and record the dc voltage at P2-A3 to within
0.1 mil l ivol t .

i. Average the measurements of steps e and h to calculate the
comparator ’s switch voltage . This is the average of the
switch voltage for increasing and decreasing voltage wave-

• forms. For this reason , it is important that the switch
points be approached monotonicalby in steps d and g.

• j. Subtract the nominal threshold voltage for the comparator
from the average calculated in step i. In this case the
nominal threshold is -0.9 volt. If the absolute value of

• the result is 0.25 millivolt or less , further calibration
is not required , go to step n. If greater than 0.25 milli-
vol ts, proceed to step k.

I .h,
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k .  Use the following equation to calculate the value of R6.

• Use same sign as sign of
calculated offset from
step2 >

R6 = 10 1V~~~ 
- VOFFSET ±15

[ OFFSET

where

VP~E~F is the nominal switch voltage for the comparator

VOFFSET is the voltage calculated in step j.

• Use the proper amplitude and sign for these quantities.

If the calculated value of R6 is lOOK ohms or greater ,
• insert an RN55C resistor in position R6 that has the closest

standard resistance value to the calculated value.

Connect R6 to +15 volts dc if the calculated value in step j
• is negativ~ . Otherwise use -15 volts dc.

If the calculated value of R6 is less than lOOK ohms , insert
a lOOK ohms , RN55C resistor in the R6 location and connect it
to either ±15 volts dc as described above.

Then calculate the value of R5 and R8 using the following
equation:

5 - R8 - b0~ 
VOFFSETR — — 

[V~~ F - VOFFSET ± lS

/
Use same si gn as sign of
calculated o f f s e t  from
step j.

Insert RN55C resistors in positions R5 and R8 that have the
closest standard resistance value to the calculated value.

1. Confirm that the comparator switches within 0.25 millivolts
• of the nominal level by repeating steps d through j .

If it is not within this tolerance , change the value of the
calculated resistor by one step in resistance value until
the voltage at which the comparator switches is as close to
nominal as obtainable.
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m. Remove the 0.1 pf capacitor from R8.

n. The Minus Comparator Board has six comparators, all similar
to the -d comparator just calibrated. Each of the remaining
five comparators should be calibrated in a similar manner ,
using steps a through m.

When calibrating the —2d +a comparator (integrated circuit
location lD), ground connector P2-A3 (+a) and ground the
junction of R20 , R2l and C23. The purpose of this is to
insure that the —2d comparator does not interfere with
calibration of the —2d+a comparator. With P2—A3 grounded
the -2d+a comparator should switch at —1.800 volts.

When calibrating the —2d comparator (integrated circui t
location 2D) , put +0.9 ±0.1 volt dc on connector p in P2—A3
(+a) to insure that the —2d+a comparator does not interfere
with the -2d comparator.

3.6.3 Calibration Procedure For Plus Comparator Board (Al)

3.6.3.1 Digital to Analog Converter For “+a” Offset Adjustment

a. Supply TTL logic 1 signals to the following connector pins.

P1—b through P1—6

P1—19 through P1—23

P1—37

b. Monitor the dc voltage at test point 8 and adjust the
potentiometer R32 unti l the measured voltage is 0
±0.0005 volts dc.

c. Disconnect the signals of step a. Calibration is complete.

3.6.3.2 “i-2d” Reference Voltage Adjustment

a. With resistor R4 having a value 7.87K ohms , monitor the dc
• voltage at test point 3. Adjust potentiometer R31 until the

monitored voltage is +1.8000 ±0.0005 volts dc.

If the potentiometer has insufficient range go to step b ,
otherwise calibration is complete.

L b. Position potentiometer R31 in the middle of its range by
adjusting it until the voltage at test point 3 is in the
middle of its range. Measure and record this voltage.
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c. Calculate the value of resistor R4 needed to give ±1.8 volts
dc using the following equation.

R4 — 14166
- 

LVOLTA~~ MEASURED IN STEP b

d. Select an RNS5C resistor with the closest nominal resistance
value to that calculated in step c and insert it into the
circuit at location R4 in place of the 7.87K ohms resistor.
Then repeat step a.

• 3.6.4 Calibration Procedures For Relative Phase of Monitored
Signal and Derived Clock For the BEM as a Unit

a. On the Input Board , All , strap 2B-1O to 2A— 1 and 23-2 to
• 2A— lO . This will select a nominal phase relationship.

• b. Supply a sinewave to one of the BEM input ports, the test
• input on the front panel for instance. This signal should

have a frequency of 3.13815 MHz and an amplitude of approxi-
mately 0.308 volts RMS (+2.78 dBm at 50 ohms).

c. Position the Maintenance switch to Maintenance. Select mode 2
and the input port used (Test Input is input 9).

d. Use an oscilloscope to monitor the voltage waveforms at test
points 10 and 13 on the Sample and Hold Board, AS. (Monitor
the signals on the circuit side of the 1K ohm test point
isolation resistors so as to maintain the necessary signal
bandwidth.)

Test point 13 will ~e a sinewave approximately 1.8 volts
peak and test point 10 will be samples of this waveform ,
from a sample and hold output.

Position the waveforms on the oscilloscope screen so that
they both have the same ground reference and the same axnpli-

H tude scale. The waveforms will appear similar to those
shown in Figure 3-26.

• When the phase of the clock is correct , the sinewave will be
sampled at its zero crossin 1gs and at its peaks.

As shown in Figure 3-26 , the samples are bein g taken ea r ly ,
and therefore the clock is early. The samples closest to
zero volts, which are the f l a t por tions of the waveform closest
to zero, are therefore offset from zero by Vl.

Measure the timing error in the clock by measuring the time
it takes the sinewave to get from Vi to ground. When the
clock is late Vl will be in the other direction .
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e. Divide the time measured in step d by 8 nanoseconds , and round
the result to the nearest integer.

• f. If the resul t in step e is zero , calibration is complete. If
• the result in step e is not zero, strapping on the Input

Board , All needs to be modified. The source of the signal
• for 2B —2 should be moved the number of gates equal to the
• number calculated in step e. When the samples are too early

as shown in the diagram, move the strapping wire to a gate
preceding the existing strapping and vice versa for late
samples.

If more than two gate delays are required, remove the strap
from 2B—l0 to 2A-1 and add a strap from 23-4 to 2A-1. Then
repeat steps c through f.

g. Select mode - and the input port used.

h. Measure the dc voltage at test point 4 on the Input Board,
All. Confirm that this voltage is ÷0.9 ±0.3 volts dc.

3.7 BEM AND ACTIVE COUPLER FIELD MODIFICATIONS FOR AVANTEK DR8A
RADIO ADAPTATION

3.7.1 BEN Modifications

The BEM was modified in order to operate at the 6.3 MHz data rate
in the AVANTEK DR8A instead of the 12.6 MHz data rate in the
AN/FRC—l62 radio. The change in data rates was accomplished by
changing the crystal in the reference oscillator located on the
clock recovery board in the BEM from 12.5533 MHz to 6.2765 MHz.
The tuning inductor used to adjust the oscillator frequency was
also changed to accommodate the new frequency range.

2he dc output voltage representing EYE dispers ion was fu r ther
filtered to compensate for rapid changes in dispersion due to
radio performance. The filtering was accomplished by the ad-
dition of a series resistor and shun t capacitor to the output
signal thereby forming an RC time constant of approximately
10 seconds. This was found to be effective in accomplishing
the necessary filtering.

3.7.2 BEM Active Coupler Modifications

The BEM active couplers were also changed to accommodate the test
point level in the AVANTEK DRBA radio as opposed to that in the
AN/FRC—l62 radio. The DR8A radio monitor point signal level w~s
of a lower value and higher impedance than the corresponding
point in the AN/FRC—162 radio. Therefore , it was necessary to
adapt the BEM active coupler to interface with the DR8A radio. The
adaptation was performed by changing the buffer amplifier input
impedance from 75 ohms to approximately 500 ohms. The voltage
gain of the coupler wa s increased to 18 dB as a resul t of the
impedance change .
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Section 4

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION EVENT PER UNIT TiME (EPUT) I1UhITOR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

• The Phase I ATEC Digital Adaptation Study recommended that a
device be developed for the collection of error rate information
from the Time Division Nultiplexers used in the FKV. The study
further recommended the adaptation of the existing ATEC VF/DC
Form A scanner by adding new circuit boards which would measure
event rates and latch transient digital events. This would
functionally convert the Form A scanner to an Event Per Unit
Time (EPUT) Monitor. The various outputs of the EPUT would then
be performance related voltages for measurement by the existing
Measurement Acquisition Controller. This section provides all

• study and design rationale involved in the conceptualization ,
design , construction and testing of the Event Per Unit Time
monitor.

4.2 EPUT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

From the Phase I study , functional requirements were established
and later incorporated into the statement of work. The S.O.~~.
requirements and clarify ing rationale follow .

4.2.1 Event Count and Fixed Time Base

S.O.W. requirement: Count the number of events over a time base
which may be varied and output a dc voltage as a function of
event rate.

.4 The EPUT must be able to count transient digital system events ,
that is, frame error pulses , to permit frame error rate calcula-
tions. It must function as a sensor element in a continually

• scanning , asynchronous monitoring system , hence the need for a
self-contained time base. It must also be able to interface
with the Measurement Acquisition Controller which uses as its
standard interface, dc voltages .

4 . 2 . 2  Field Strapp able Ti me Base

S.O.W. requirement: The time base should be field strappable
at four minutes or less.

The length of time events are to be collected for generating a
• s ingle data point shoul d be related to the amount of time between

queries by the computer. The rate of updating the output dc
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• voltage should be slightly faster than the normal scan ra te so
that fresh data is always available . To allow for variations

• in scan rate due to system size , a strappable time base is
therefore desirable.

4.2.3 Overflow Indication

S.O.W. requirement: A full scale indication shall be given if
overflow occurs.

To prevent an ambiguous output from the EPUT should the rate
of events being counted be such as to cause an overflow of the
counting circuits , the output dc vol tage should be locked at
some maximum value. If the output voltage was simply allowed
to follow the overflow condition of the event counter the
result would most probably be a lower count indication.

4.2.4 Event Rate Measurement Capacity

S.O.W. requirement: Event rates of approximately ~~~~ and less
per Tl-4000 frame bits should be measured without overflow .

The purpose of the EPUT is to detect degraded operation. There-
fore , it is required that event rates be quantified accurately
un der degraded operation . Saturation of event rate measurement
in the region of lO~~ allows quantify ing very badly degradedoperation and , therefore, is more than adequate. Given the
T1—4000 frame rate of 9.65 x l0~ frames/second , the total num-
ber of frame errors which must be counted in four minutes is
23,160.

4.2.5 Input Signals

S.O.W. requirement: Accept digital input pulses of 300 nano-
seconds or more in width at a rate of 9.65 x ~~~ pulses/second
or less.

.4

The hi ghest rate signal to be collected by the EPUT in the FKV
is main frame bit miscompares fro~ the Tl—4000. Main framing
bits occur at a rate of 9.65 x lO~* bits/second . The shortest
pulse width to be monitored is the T1WB1 framing bit error signal
that  has a width of 324 nanoseconds.

4 . 2 .6 Latch Events

S.O.W. requirement: Latch transient digital events .

Knowledge of t ransient  occurrences are iniportant with regard to
proper interpretation of other collected data , as well as to
proper interpretation of network performance in general . As an
examp le , transient loss of Tl-4000 main frame synchronization
will drastically affect T1—4000 main frame error counts thus
significantly altering interpretation of this anon~aly .
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4.2.7 Clear — Reset

S.O.W. requirement: Clear latches and event rate counters at
the same time.

The purpose of this is to report data taken simul taneously in
order to provide for event correlation.

4.2.8 EPUT Latch Status Output

S.O.W. requirement: Output do voltage to indicate state of
latch.

Basis for this data reporting format is the same as for the
event counters , namely , the MAC interface criteria is a dc
voltage.

4.3 EVENTS PER UNIT TIZ€ - CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

4.3.1 EPUT Overall Vi ew

The function of the Event Per Unit Time (EPUT ) option is to
continuously monitor digital event occurrences over a strap
selected time interval and output dc voltages indicative of the
occurrences during the interval . The two types of monitoring
operations are: (1) counting the number of pulse occurrences
and outputting a dc voltage representative of the total count
ove r the time interval ; and (2) latching the occurrence of an
event during the time interval and outputting a dc voltage to
indicate the occurrence. At the end of each time interval , the
state of the counters and latches are stored in buffers to pro-
vide dc outputs when interrogated during the next time interval
and the counters and latches are reset for the next measure-
ment interval.

As shown in Figure 4—1, there are three circuit boards utilized
to adapt the Form A scanner to an EPUT. These are the Command
Board , Counter Board and Latch Board. A fourth assembly , the
remote buffer is located external to the EPUT. It :s used to
buf f e r  and condition the input signals to the EPUT. The Com-
mand, Counter and Latch boards are located in the l~nalogScanner C A N S ) .  One command board is required per EPUT. The
number of counter and latch boards are dependent on the type and
number of signals monitored . Remote buffer assemblies are
located physically as close to the monitored signal source
points as possible. These units are discussed in more detail
in the following paragraphs . Reference is made to simplified
block diagrams during board descriptions . Detailed schematics
are provided in Appendix A to this report.
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4.3.2 Command Board

The Command board shown in Figure 4—2 contains two major func-
tions . The first function is to receive control signals from
the analog scanner control to provide mode control and self—test
of the EPUT . The second function is the strappable time base,
selectable in 1/16 minute increments to 16 minutes. One command
board is requi red in each ANS equipped with an EPUT option .

4 .3 .3  Counter Board

The function of the Counter Board shown in Figure 4-3 is to
count the number of event pulses received from a remete buffer
assembly which occur during a time base interval and output a dc
voltage representative of the total number of pulses received
over the interval . At the end of each time interval a number
(N) , which is representative of the total count , is latched in a
buf fe r  and the counter is reset for the next measurement inter-
val . The latched number (N) is presented to a Digital to Analog
(D/A) conve rter which provides a dc voltage output during the
next interval. The number (N ) which is latched and the nominal
voltage output (Vout) are related to the interval count as
shown in Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1. EPUT COUNTER OUTPUT

Count N Vput
0 0 0
1 1 — 0.5
2—3 2 —1.0
4 — 7  3 —1.5
8—15 4 —2.0
16—31 5 — 2 . 5
32—63 6 —3.0
64—12 7 7 — 3 . 5
128—255 8 — 4 . 0
256—5 11 9 — 4 . 5
512—1023 10 — 5 . 0
1024—2047 11 — 5 . 5
2048—4095  12 — 6 . 0
4096—819 1 13 —6.5
8192— 16383 14 — 7 . 0
16384—32767 15 — 7 . 5
32768 and above 16 -8.0

It can be seen that N is related to the greatest power of 2
which has not been exceeded .

N is def ined by :
N = O  C ou n t = 0
N = n+1 2~ .~~. count < 2fl+ l 0 � n ~~ . 14
N 16 2l5~~~ count

One counter circuit is contained on each counter board.
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• - 4.3. 4 Latch Board

The function of the latch board shown in Fi gure 4-4 is to
detect and latch the occurrence of signal changes . There are
two basic types of latches . The first type uses differential
TTL signals from remote buf fe rs  and latches on either a posi-
tive or negative transition of the monitored signal . The
selection is made by the method of connection of the differen-
tial input wired pair to the receiver. The second typ€~ of
latch is a general purpose latch. It can receive either dif-
ferential TTh signals from remote buffers  or it can receive
re lay contacts . The relay signal can either supply a dc volt-
age (+5 volts or ground) or can provide an open or closed cir-
cuit with the latch board providing the driving voltage. The
general purpose latch latches both positive and negative tran-
sition occurrences . Selection of either the positive edge
latch, negative edge latch , or the latching of either edge can
be selected by appropriate wiring to the latch outputs. At
the end of the selected time interval the state of each latch
is stored in a buffer which provides latch state output dc

• voltages. After latch states have been stored in the buffer
• the transition latches are cleared for the next measurement

interval. Two type 1 and three general purpose latches are
contained on each latch board.

4 . 3 . 5  Remote Buf fe r

The function of the remote buffer shown in Figure 4—5 is to
nonintrusively attach to TTh signals in the equipment being
monitored and drive the monitored signal to the EPUT. Two
monitor drivers are contained in each remote buffer. Bridge—
on attachment to the TTL monitored signal is provided by high
input impedance comparators which compare the monitored signal
to a 1.4 volt reference with ±0.2 volts hysteresis incorporated
around the reference. Power for the remote buffer is from the
ANS power supply .

4.4 OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS AND COI’1J’IANDS

• The EPUT is functionally controlled by commands which are
normally issued by the A scanner control boards to activate
relay closures . (Refer to schematics in Appendix A.) These
commands fall into three operational categories : Inhibit Load,
Clear Inhibit , and Self—Test. In normal operation , when power
is applied to the ANS all EPUT control flip-flops , event
co unters , latches and the time interval counter are reset by
the power clear circuitry . Upon expiration of the power clear
signal , the normal mode of continuous time interval measure-
ments is entered. At the expiration of each time interval the
control signal S T O P  COUNT is activated to inhibit inputs to the
event counters and the latches while the b u f f e r s  are being •

loaded. Afte r the buffers are loaded the event counters ,
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• 
latches , time interval counter, and STOP COUNT signal are reset

• • and the next measurement interval is initiated. The ef fec ts  of
the three commands on this operation are described in the
following paragraphs .

4 .4 . 1  Inhibi t Load Command

When an inhibit command is received the inhibit load f l ip-f lop
is set. When the current time interval expires and the STOP
COUNT signal is activated the inhibit load flip-flop prevents
the loading of the buf fe rs  and the reset. This freezes the
monitoring functions with the previous time interval data still
in the buffers and the -iust completed time interval data ready
to be loaded.

4 . 4 . 2  Clear Inhibit Commatid

The Clear Inhibit Command has two interpretations depending on
whether the EPIJT is in normal mode or in Self-Test.

When in normal mode and an inhibit command has previously been
issued the inhibit flip—flop is cleared . Thus if the clear
inhibit is received before the time interval expires the in-
hibit is simpiy cleared . If the time interval in which the
inhibit command was received has expired and the measurement
frozen, the clearing of the inhibit flip—flop allows buffer
storage and reset to occur and the next measurement interval
to start.

When in Self—Test the receipt of Clear Inhibit immediately
terminates Self—Test and begins ti.e normal measurement mode.

4.4.3 Self-Test Command

A sel f- test feature  ha.~ been incorporated in the EPUT to test
the time interval , event counters and the event counter dc out-
put circuitry . The receipt of a self—test command places the
EPUT in the self—test mode. Self— test resets and holds the
inhibit flip—flop reset. This inhibits the function of inhibit
commands and allows continuous se l f— test time intervals. The
self-test time inte rval can be strapped at 1, 1/2 , 1/4 or 1/8
of the normal measurement interval . A count signal from the
time interval count chain is applied to the event counter
during self-test. The self-test frequency and time interval
are known, therefore the result is a predictable dc output
voltage. This provides a check of both the time interval

7’ counter and the event count and output circuitry . Self—test is
terminated by the receipt of a clear inhibit command which re-
turns the EN~1T to normal mode operation .
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4 . 5  FIEL D TEST RE SULTS

Operation of the two EPUT units located at Ft. Huachuca and
Site Sibyl during field tests was satisfactory except for two
problems . The first problem involving the EPUT at Siby l was
probably procedural rather than hardware related . The outputs
of the counter boards involved in counting Tl—4000 frame bit
errors for both normal and standby units were resetting to 0.5
volt instead of zero volts . This is equivalent to having a
count of one in the counters . This problem occurred on only
one occasion , and because it was not critical to tests in
prL jress at the time , it was not immediately corrected . It was
never observed to occur again after the day it was first noted.

• It is theorized that the problem occurred because phasing of
• the differential input signals to the input buffer amplifiers

on the counter boards had been reversed. Tests were in progress
at the tine that requirec’ that Tl—4000 frame error signals to
the EPUT be disabled . This was accomplished by :ifting the
differential signals at the remote buffer assemb ly . If the
leads had been reconnected such that signal high and low were
reversed , it is possible that occurrence of the Stop Count sig-
nal could have acted as a strobe to generate a negative-going
edge into the event counters. This would be interpreted as an
event occurrence and would have placed a count of one in the
counter. The Load pulse would then transfer this count to the
latch in front of the D/A converter with the result that the
output would appear to be resetting to 0.5 volt instead of zero.

The second problem involved a counter board in the EPUT at
Ft. Huachuca. The discrepancy was first noted when the EPUT
failed self—test. It output the wrong voltage at completion of
the self—test interval . The trouble was traced to a connector
problem. The board edge connector was cleaned and inserted and
retracted several times to ensure it was seated properly.
Operation of the EPUT was all ri ght for the remainder of f i e ld
tests .

As discussed in the Fi eld Test and Evaluation Report , the EI 1U T
time base was changed during field test operations . Ifliti~i1ly,
the EPUTs were strapped for a two minute sampling time interval .
Tests indicated that latched data was being lost because the
EPUT’s time base reLitive to the DATEC system ’s normal scan t i~~c
(approximately four minutes) was too short. The str p in~ of
both EPtJTs was changed in the field to obtain a 3—1/2 r I n u t t
time base. Following the res t rapping , the o~ e rat i o n of thu
EPUTs was satisfacto ry . No lost data was suLsu~~uu nt l y cw; r:ud,
and the EPUTS were found to be highly e f f e c ti v u  in  n o n i t o ri r~
and latching transient events.
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Section 5

S OFT WARE

This section describes the software development process used in
the Digital ATEC Adaptation Study , Phase II. S ructured pro-
gramming is discussed in general followed by a description of
the techniques selected for this project. Following this is a

• description of all phases of development including design , code ,
module test, integration , development monitoring, in—plant test
and field test. The discussions include a description of the
techniques used , their effectiveness and problems encountered.
Concluding , and serving as a summary of this section , are several
conclusions and recommendations .

5.1 STRUCTURED PROGRAMMIL~G

With the realization that the major part of future communication
systems will be software , Government agencies have been stressing
the use of better techniques in the software development process.

• RADC has been a leader in this area and with the aid of private
companies has developed a set of guidelines in the use of struc-
tured programming techniques for software development. Through
the Statement of Work , RADC directed Honeywell to use such tech-
niques in the development of the software adaptations for  Digi ta l
ATEC. Section 1.3 of Annex II states that , “ The software
developed shall be in accordance with Annex 3.” Annex 3 of the
Statement of Work references sections of RADC Computer Software

• Development Specification cP-07877—96l00. From this specification
and a thorough literature search on structured programming ,
Honeywell chose the following .

5. 1.1 Chie f Programmer Team

A major problem associated with previous software development
projects was lack of communications between prograiru~iers . There
did not seem to be any one person knowledgeable about the entire
program, only individuals with knowledge of their particular
program. This led to serious interface problems during systen~
integration and sometimes complete redesign , resulting in schedule
slippages and irate customers .
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The chief programmer team concept seemed to be a step in the
right direction for solving these problems . The team consists

* of the fo l lowing members:

• Chief Programmer

• Backup Programmer

• Librarian

• Support Programmer

Following is a description of each team member ’s responsibilities .

5.1.1.1 Chief Programmer

The chief programmer discharged managerial responsibilities for
the entire development effort. I’~anageria1 responsibilities are
identified for both the chief programmer’s organization (internal)
and the user or customer organization (external). The internal
managerial responsibilities consist of both organizational and
operational responsibilities :

1. Organizational - The chief programmer is the immediate
manager for the backup programmer, libra rian , and two or

• three support programmers. Specialized team support may
require that the chief programmer manage two or three
additional programmers for relatively short periods . He
must maintain daily contact with other members of the team
to circulate and evalua te ideas on the status of system
development. The backup programmer must be kept informed
of all decisions affecting project status.

2. Financial Responsibility — The chief programmer is respon-
sible for establishing , :~ionitoring and meeting cost and
schedule goals for the entire development effort.

3. Operational — The chief programmer will:

a. Prepare schedules and bucigets with assistance of backup
programmer or project manager, monitor progress , and
reschedule tasks as necessary .

b. Identify project resource requirements , plan the
acquisition and allocation of these resources .

c. Plan , schedule and distribute work assignments for team
k members.

d. Establish and enforce project standards .

e. Supervise closely the development of the system (design
rev iews, critiques of test plans, inspection of test
results)

7 
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f .  Plan and supervise development of computer programs and
documentation.

4.  User/Customer Relationship - The chief programmer w i l l :

a. Par t ic ipate  wi th  customer ’s technical representatives
a the def in i t ion  of requirements and choices of

s-.)lutions .

b. Prepare and deliver wri t ten and oral reports as required
to inform customer and customer management on project
status and problems .

He will discharge technical responsibilities for the entire de-
velopment effort through the following activities :

1. Confer with the team backup programme r in the formulat ion
and implementation of concepts , design , procedures and
pro9rams for the system under development.

2.  Identi fy and investigate comp lex problems , postulate solu-
• tions and innovate algorithms as necessary .

3. Design and code the software control modules and other
• similarly critical segments of the system.

4. Read and constructively criticize program source code
produced by team members and provide technical direction .

5. Maintain an awareness of programming technology and tools ,
and incorporate these into project development where
appropriate .

• 5 .1.1.2 Backup Programme r

Tne backup programmer will assist the chief programme r in dis-
charg ing management responsibil i t ies. No direct managerial
responsibil i ty is assigned , but the backup programmer is ex-
pected to provide technical leadership through daily contact
with other members of the team to circulate and evaluate ideas
on and status of system development. Specific ways backup pro-
grammer assists the chief programmer are:

1. Planning projec t requirements  and a l locat ing resources.

• 2 . Def in ing  requirements and selectin , sol ut ion s wi th  th c
customer.

3. Reviewing technical progress and strategy in regular
contact with custoiuer counterpart .

4. Preparing reports on project status for hi gher levels cf
management both internal and custome r .
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5. Substituting for or participating with the chief pro-
grammer in giving presentations to higher levels of

• management.

6. Assisting the enforcement of project standards .

The backup programmer will assist the chief programmer in dis-
charging technical responsibilities through the following

7 
activities:

• 1. Confer with the chief programmer in the formulation and
implementation of concepts , design , procedures and pro—
grams for the system under development .

2.  Investigate complex problem areas as assigned by the chief
programmer, postulate solutions and analyze trade—offs .

3. Assist the chief programmer in the design and coding of
critical segments of the system and develop major  system
programs assigned by the chief programmer.

4. Read and review the code of other team members , pro vide
technical direction.

5. Integrate and check out modules .

6. Deliver presentations on technical subjects and project
status to int~ rnal and customer management, as appropriate.

7. Maintain an warenes s of programming technology and tools,
evaluate their applicability to the system under develop-
merit , and recommend their use as appropriate .

5.1.1.3 Librarian

The l ibrarian is responsible for the creation and maintenance of
project records . In discharging this responsibility the librar-
ian will supply input to, or operate various hardware devices.
Specific responsibilities are:

1. Establish , with the chief programmer, the project files and
procedures for maintenance of the files .

2. Identify and obtain supplies and facilities necessary for
file maintenance.

3. Inform team members of the procedures for submitting
changes to the files .

4. Carry out change requests in an orderly and timely fashion.

5. Inform team members of status of all work requests in
progress.
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6. Validate project fi1 es as required . Identify procedural
errors and correct if nossible.

• 7. Maintain logs and retention schedules for project files .

• 8. Prepare various status and statistical reports .

9 . Complete forms/repor ts  to support the ccllect~ cn cf manaqe-
ment data.

10. Obtain addi~- ional clerical assistanc-~ (for E7xampla , k~’
.’—

punch s un p o rt )  as required.

• Ii. Obtain other serv~cus as required to insure the proper
• ~-: ~rhin~; orJer e~ uipments utilized during the course ofthe prajec t~.

I.. Perform other support duties as assigned . For example ,
ty~ e project thcuoentation, order supplies , fozward tele-
phone messages.

• ~.i. 1.4 Support Programmer

Ti hi e support programmer is responsible for the production of corn—

~itLe r programs. Specifically he will perform the following

1. Develop plans and schedules for the assigned program.

2 . ~
-
~‘- -~e~- t~ -J ;L:71 c~~i progress , work product and commitments

--:ith the chL e f programmer.

Es -na~c res?urce requirements such as equipment an-i

4 . T~n~~ivze  p r )4r : 1 r~ r h i ec tiv e s , develop or modify  functional
.4 sp~ci fica tions as necessary .

5. Design and iirt~1ercnt a feasible and e f f i c i e n t  program to
meet object ives.

6.  Submit computer runs to secretary/ librarian and u t i l i z e
computer output as f i led  and prepared by l i b ra r i an .

7. Learn and emp loy the specific standards on the project  for
use in top—down structured programming technology .

8. I den t i fy  and recommend desi gn changes to hardware and
sof tware .

9. Prepare required program documentation.
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5 • 1 • 2 Top—Down Design

Top—down design is a technique in which the Statement of Work or
program specification is used to arrive at a set of initial
functions that the software is to perform. Modules are designed
to implement these funct ions and in the process new functions,
usually of a simpler na ture , are defined . The process is con-
tinued until no new functions are defined. The result of this
process is a set of modules that together perform a complicated
fu nction but individually are rather easy to code, debug , test
and document.

Following is a list of ways that a program can be modularized :

a. Functional . The case where a module performs a single,
discrete, logical transformation.

b. Hierarchical. The case where a program is modularized on
the basis of a hierarchy of the functions of the program.

c. Communicational . The case where a program is modularized
by grouping input and output activities in the same module . :1

d. Multi—Use. The case of modularizing a program by logically
grouping activities which are used several times in a pro—
grain. This type of module usually will require a control
data element to be passed to it to determine which of
various types of processing is to be done .

e. Sequential . The case where a program is modularized on the
basis of the time sequence of the operations of the pro—
gram; that is, input data, process data and output data.

f. Coincidental . The case of modularizing in a rather arbi-
trary way (for example, each 200 lines constitute a module,

.4 totally disregarding functions).

The top-down approach to design usually leads to functional
modularization. This consideration was almost always used in
module determination for the Digital ATEC software because it
led to uncomplicated modules which could be understood not only
by support programmers but noriprogrammers as well.

5.1.3 Top-Down Testing

In top-down design the higher level or more complicated modules
are designed first. They reference the lower level or less corn—
plicated modules . Top-down testing is a technique of checking
out the higher level modules even though the lower ones are not
yet coded . In this process , the uncoded modules are replaced by
dummy programs called stubs which are coded to print out a
message and other pertinent data when they are called to demon-
strate that the module under test is working properly . When the
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module represented by the stub is coded , it is incorporated into
the system and check ed out with the previous ly tested modules.• By bui lding up the system by t e s t ing  new modules in the prc~;enceof previously tested modules , interfac -’rohlems are detected
and corrected early in the development 11ece~ s. This sirI2lifi cs
the system integration process cons iderab] ’1

5.1.4 Wa lk— Th roughs

The concept of walk- throughs , or informal  review s , has become an
integral part of SP as means of promoting high quality soft-
ware. In its basic form , a programmer reviews his desi gn or
code with a peer by simply walking—through the segment or module.
This simple technique has proven many times over, that the proc-
ess of explaining to someone else the steps of a design or code

- 
• will by itself uncover bugs that the programmer has overlooked .

A key aspect of the structured walk—through concept lies in its
connection to top-down design and development . At a very early
stage in a programming project , the programmer should be able to
show to his peers , or to other members of his team, his design
of the entire program. A great deal of the program may be in
the form of d ummy modules , but the overall logic and structure
should be present. The purpose of the walk- throug h is to ensu re
that the overall logic of the program is correct , assuming that
the dummy modules , when implemented , will work correctly. Rather
than worrying about the details of low-level modules , the team
concentrates its efforts , at the beginning of the project , on a
review of the high—level structure of the program , thus exposing
any major flaws that the progr~~iu1e r may have overlooked . This
process th en continues downward through the program hierarchy,
as the top—down design progresses .

5. 1. 5 HIPO (Hierarchy-Input—Proces s-Output) Diagrams

Instead of traditional flow diagrams , Hierarchical—Input—Process—
.4 Output (HIPO) diag rams are used to show data flow through the

program. After the structural design is complete , the H IPO dia-
grams can be used to show the detailed funct ions  of each module
and to provide a visual table of contents of the structure of
the program. These HIPO5 are generated dur ing  the desi gn phase
and are used as the primary documentation for  the system desi gn
review .

A typical HIPO package contains a visual table of contents (“H”
of HIPO) and the process charts (“ IPO” of HIPO). The H—charts
(Figure 5—1) present a top-down breakout of all the modules . The
IPO charts (Figure 5—2) document the functions of each module.
Th ey are easy to read since they are entered at the top and exit
at the bottom. The data transfer arrows show inputs to and out-
puts from the processing block. The f low of the processing al-
ways enters at the top of the process block and leaves from the
bottom block. If control is passed to a lower level diagram , it
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FIGUp~ 5-2. HIPO DIAGRAM
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is always returned from the lower level diagram to the point of
exit of the higher level diagram. Note how this HIPO diagram

• shows the nesting of functions within a specific process, thus
reflecting the basic concepts of the structured design .

• HIPO is a tool which stresses functions (that is, what a program
does to transform input data to output data) versus how it per-

• fo rms the functions. It can be used to aid in the definition
and documenta tion of the functional and interface requirements
of a program. This is in contrast with the Program Design

• Language, which stresses program control flow.

• HIPO promotes a top-down functional organization of systems and
programs . The designer is encouraged to decompose the program
from the general understanding to very detailed descriptions of
subfunctions.

• HIPO concentrates on data interfaces . It elevates , by using
graphics , the input arid output interfaces to the same level as

• the process description. A reade r can easily comprehend the
interfaces .

Preparing readable HIPO diagrams improves the system design
process since more people can contribute to a design evaluation
and the design progress is more readily recognized and controlled.
Because the top-down development of the diagrams parallels the
deductive reasoning process , these diagrams are a natural support
to the designer.

The HIPO diagrams can also be used as an aid in maintaining a
program by providing the maintenance programmer with a way of
understanding the funct ions  without having to rely entirely on
narrative descriptions .

5.1.6 Program Desi gn Language (PDL )

In a program design language , program funct ions  are expressed in
Engl ish statements . This approach to program design has several
advantages . It replaces flow charts for the system documentation
with easy to read descriptions . Moreover, there is a natural
transition from the top-down design expressed in this manner to
the actual top-down implementation process.

• There are two forms of program design language , differing in
complexity , pseudo code and playscript. Pseudo code is more

• s t ructured in that it exp resses the desi gn only in a pre—selected
set of structured program constructs such as If-Then-Else, Do
While , Case and Do Unt i l .  This language is very good if a form
of structured code available in higher order languages is going
to be used. The :~layscript form is less structured in that ituses English statements in a well organized form to express a
design . It is more applicable for programs to be coded in machine
language in that it expresses the design while not dictating how
it is to be coded . An example of the playscript form is shown in
Figure 5—3.
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PLAYSCRI PT

1.6.1.2 PROCESS Tl—4000 SWITCH ITEM ($SPTSF)

This module processes Tl—4000 switch display
generator items for the system overview
display .

1. Call ASBS to determine if major alarm set.

2 . If set:

A. If scanner bit number equals hi ghest major
alarm ( FALT)

1) Set blink indicator (BLIN).

B. Set direction indic ator (D I R = B ) .

C. Set color indicator (COLR)=R.

D. Call SFMS to format field and output to
field f i le  (DF)

E .  Exit module.

3. Cal l ASBS to determine if minor alarm set.

4. If set:

A. Set direction indicator (DIR)-B. (Both)

B. Set color indicator (COLR)=R. (Red)

C. Call SFMS to output f ield to f ie ld  f i l e  (DF )  .

D. Exit module.

FIGURE 5-3. PLAYSCRIPT EXAMPLE
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5.1.7 Program Support Library

A Program Support Library (PSL) serves as a repository for data
necessary for the orderly development of computer programs using
structured programming technology . The data exists in two forms:

• “Internal data” is stored in machine readable form
accesE ible by computer.

• • “External data ” is stored in hardcopy (hum an readable)
form in proj ect notebooks .

Included with a PSL are the necessary computer and office pro-
cedures for manipulating this data.

The purpose of a PSL is to support the program development proc-
ess. This involves the support of the actual programming process
and the management of the process.

Support of the programming process involves support of the
design , coding, testing, documentation and maintenance of com-
puter programs and the associated data-base definitions . A PSL
provides this support through:

• Storage and maintenance of programming data.

• Output of programming data and related control data.

• Support of the compilation and testing of programs.

Support of the management of the programming process also in-
volves the storage and output of programming data.  In addition ,
it involves:

• Collection and reporting of man agement data related to
program development .

• Control over the integrity and security of the data stored
in the PSL.

• Separation of the clerical activity related to the pro-
gramming process.

• Archive of program development , to use as basis for future
work.

A PSL supports an approach in which people work on a common ,
visible product rather than on independent pieces . The pro-
grammers communicate through this product in carry ing out pro-
graminer and clerical interface activities . A PSL permits a
programmer to exercise a wider span of detailed control and re-
duces explicit communication requirements . This makes it easier
to bring new personnel on-board and to shift programmers from
one part of the project to another.
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A full— or part— time librarian is responsible for maintaining the
• 

- internal and external l ibraries , but the programmers are respon-
sible for their contents . This structure of responsibility per-

• mits standardization in project record-keeping and insures that
the most current version of the system in machine readable form

• corresponds to the hard copy listing in the library .

I
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5.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN

The purpose of this program , as the name implies (ATEC Digital
• Adaptation Study), is to adapt existing ATEC equipments and sof t-

ware to digital communications technology . From the previous
study phases and the statement of work for Phase II, the initial
sof tware functions we re determined to be :

a. Modify existing PATE software as required to accomplish
Digital ATEC functions.

b. Write new software to perform nodal control functions for
a digital system.

• . c. Write new software to provide operator interaction to
support the nodal control functions.

5.2.1 PATE Software Modifications

The PATE system consists of a 3l6R computer with 16K of core
memory and the ability to interface with a Caelus disk , an
ADDS display , a nucleus subsystem through a 150 Baud data line
controller and a Signal Parameter Converter drawer (see Fig-

= 
• 

ure 5-4). The Signal Parameter Converter is a computer controlled
device used for circuit selection through A (bridge on) or C
(break) type scanners and signal conversion as required by the

• particular software analysis task currently in core.

PATE software provides a task oriented operating system in which
tasks are loaded and executed from queues. Tasks are scheduled
from a scan sequencer, by the operator through operator inter-
action or by other tasks. The software also provides interrupt
processing , real time clock processing , I/O for all interfaces
and power fail recovery . The application tasks provide perform-
ance assessment and trend analysis on the following type circuits:

a .  VP — 100 to 4000 kHz

b. DC — teletype

N c. VFCT - frequency shift keying

d. FDM ba seband .

Out—of—service tests such as impulse noise measurements , envelope
delay , phase jitter , and net loss are available through the out—
of—service application software scheduled and run at operator
request.
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Figure 5—5 shows the modifications made for the Digital Adapta-
tion Study . The data line controller port is still used only it
now interfaces the computer with the Master Alarm Display (MAD)
and the Measurement Acquisition Controller (MAC) through a party
line configuration.

The MAD is used for monitoring alarms and status on equipment at
all levels within the system being monitored. The MAC is used
to measure equi pment power supply voltages and radio AGC voltages
connected through the A scanners. The Event Per Unit Time (EPUT)

• ~~nitor and Baseband Eye Monitor (BEM) are new equipments built
for this study. The EPUT is used to count framing errors and

• reframes on the Tl—400 0 and T1WB1 equipments and to convert these
• counts to a dc vo ltage available via the A scanners for MAC

measurement . The BEM monitors the received baseband signal be-
tween the radio and the high level MUX (Tl-4000) and presents

• three dc voltages to the MAC. These voltages give an indication
• of the eye signal level (amplitude), the “noisiness” of the eye

pattern (dispersion), and the transient noise within the signal
• (hits).

Following is a description of the commands required for gathering
data from the MAC and MAD : - —- - - - -  --~~--— - --—•------ - --~

F a. Major Alarm Summary . A MAD has the ability to keep track
of all alarm scanners (up to 10) that have experienced a
transition from no major alarms to one or more major alarms .
Any of the 50 available alarms on an alarm scanner can be
strapped as a major alarm.

A major alarm summary is requested by transmitting the
following character stream to the MAD:

® a M\G

where

is a control S character which initializes the MAD.

a represents the MAD address.

As the 1’IAD receives characters following the it echoes
them back to the transmitting device. Upon receiving the
C character the MAD transmits one character per alarm
scanner representing its major alarm status . The number 1
indicates that the alarm scanner has one or more major
alarms . The letter 0 indic ates that the alarm scanner has
no major alarms . The data is terminated with a backslash
and a checksum character.
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b. Alarm Summary. The MAD also has the abil i ty to send the
• status of all 50 alarms on a particular alarm scanner.

• This is requested by sending the following characters :

A n\G

where

is a control S character which init ializes the
MAD.

a represents the MAD address.

n is the Alarm Scanner (1—9) .

Upon receiving the G the MAD transmits 50 characters in
groups of 10 (separated by spaces) followed by a backslash
and a checksum character. Each of the 50 characters

• represents an alarm condition. The character 1 represents
an alarm condition and the character 0 represents no alarm.

c. EPUT Inhibit. An EPUT is a buffered device. It counts
events for a given time interval then dumps the results
into a holding buffer. Data is held in this buffer until
it is updated by new data at the end of the next time
interval. The inhibit command prevents the data in the
holding buffer from being updated. The inhibit function
is enabled by sending the follow ing characters to the
associated MAC:

® a  / 9 1\G

where

is a control S character which ini t ial izes the
MAC .

a is the MAC address.

9 represents card nine of the scanner drawer. This
is the EPUT control card.

1 is interpreted by the control card as the inhibit
function.

All characters after the are echoed back to a trans-
mitting device and there are no characters returned after
the MAC receives the G.
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• d. Clear EPUT I~~h~~b it. The clear inhibit function removes
the effe~~:s of the inhibit command by allowing the holding• buffer in the I~PUT to be updated . The inhibit is removed
by sending L:~~1 fol lowing characters :

® a  / 9 2\G

• where

• is a control. S character which initializes the
MAC .

a is the MAC address.

9 represents card nine of the Scanner Drawer, the
EPtJT control card.

• 2 is interpreted by the EPUT control card as the
clear inhibit function.

e. MAC Measurement (single channel). In order to make a
voltage measurement on a single channel the following
characters are sent to the MAC:

a Dl / cr\G

where

is a control S character which initializes the
MAC.

a is the MAC address.

Dl is recoç~ u zed by the addressed MAC as a dc voltage
measureiu~nt command .

cr is ti~~ scanner card and relay to which the voltage
iS ~~nn-~cted.

All characters iullowing the are echoed back to the
transmitting device . After receiving the G character the
MAC closes the addressed relay and makes the voltage
measurement. It then transmits the results in the follow-
ing ASCII format :

Cr Lf 00 c r ± X1X 2 
. X 3X 4 X 5V
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where

Cr is a carriage return character.

Lf is a line feed character.

00 c r is the scanner , card , and relay address.

± X1X2 • X3X4X 5V is the measured voltage returned
as three signif icant f ig~ires. X1X2 are always
present. X5 is only present if signif icance
requires it.

f .  MAC Measurement (multiple channel). The MAC has the
ability to automatically step through a ~umber of voltage
measurements. This is requested by sending the following
characters:

a Dl / c1r1 / c2r2\G

where

is a control S character which initializes the
MAC.

a is the MAC address.

Dl is recognized by the addressed MAC as a DC voltage
measurement command.

c1r1 is the scanner card and relay of the f irst
voltiige to be measured.

C2~ 2 is the scanner card and relay of the last
voltage to be measured .

All characters following the are echoed back to the
transmitting device. After receiving the G character the
MAC automatically measures each voltage from c~ ri to
c2r2 and sends a se~ of characters representing the
voltage as defined in e above.

g. BEM E PUT Inhibit. The REM has been designed to operate
as an option to the MAC. This means that the MAC serves
as the in terface for control information between the BE~I
and the transmitting device. The REM has its own EPUT
counter used for counting eye hits. In order to inhibit
this EPUT the following characters must be sen t to the MAC:

0 1  M l\G

• 
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where

i• s a control S character which initializes the
MAC.

a is the MAC address.

• 0 1 is recognized by the MAC as an option address.

M 1 is data sent to the BEN by the MAC . It is recog—
nized by the BEM as the EPUT inhibit command.

All characters f~ 1lowing the are echoed back to the
transmitting device . After receiving the G character the
MAC sends the Ml data to the BEM. If the BEM accepts
the data the MAC transmits a + character to the trans-
mitting device . If the BEM is not operable or for some
reason does not accept the data, the MAC transmits the
character Q to the transmitting device .

h. BEM Switch. The BEM has the ability to make eye measure-
ments on any one of nine basebands. To switch the BEM
to a particular baseband the following characters are
sent to the MAC:

a 01 ilO In\G

where

is a control S character which initializes the
MAC .

a is the I~L~C address.

01 is recognized by the MAC as an option command.

MO is r-~~~~nized by the BEM as the initialize mode .

In is recoqnized by the BEM as the command to switch
the input to channel n.

The handshakL~a sequence between the MAC and BEll and the
returned chardctL-:s to the transmitting device are the
same as i.n g above .

5.2.1.1 Data Line Controller (DLC) Software

The original PATE DLC software for communicating with the nucleus
system was replaced with new code for communicating with the MAC
and MAD devices. Fi~ ure 5—6 describes how the software inter-
faces with the data line controller. The DATEC software loads •

the output buffer with the appropriate command characters as
described above along with a count of the number of characters
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to be transmitted. Both the DLC input and output interrupts are
then enabled. The data line controller hardware interrupts the
computer which results in an entry into the DLC output routine.
This routine transfers a word from the output buffer to the DLC

• which transmits the character contained in the lower eight bits
of the word one bit at a time at a 150 Baud rate over the
telemetry line. Upon completion the DLC again interrupts the
computer. This process continues until the DLC output routine
transfers the last word from the output buffer and removes the
DLC output interrupt.

Each time the DLC receives eight bits of information and packs
them into the lower eight bits of a 16 bit word it interrupts
the computer. This results in an entry into the DLC input
routine which checks for a parity error and puts the word into
the input buffer. If the character has a parity error then the
sign bit of the word is set before storage.

The DLC software was checked out during system integration . The
corrections made at that time are described in the software log
book No. 1159 , page 71 (included as an Addendum to the DATEC
Field Test and Evaluation Program Report). No other problems
occurred in this software during in—plant test or field test.

5.2.1.2 IQCS Interface

The IQCS software is the PATE application task responsible for
making VF measurements. The original PATE software was designed
to be capable of passing data between tasks by means of disk
buffers. The IQCS application task makes use of this feature
by providing the capability of passing all calculated IQCS
parameters to another task. A requirement of Digital ATEC
sof tware is to report on ‘IF channel status of the CY-l04. This
involves making an IQCS measurement and determining the worst
alarm color (R:red; A:amber or none : green) of all the parameters
measured. This color is then used as the channel status.

The IQCS software was modified to include the worst alarm color
in the disk buffer. This was a relatively simple modification
in that it involved shuffling only some data base items . This
software was checked out during module testing. It had no

• problems throughout in-plant and field testing.

5.2.1.3 Addition of Nodal Control Operator Interaction Command

Each application task in the PATE system has an associated oper-
ator interaction task providing the operator with the capabil i ty

• of accessing and changing the data base and changing system con-
-• trol. The first two characters of an application task command
• must be unique to that task. The operator interaction scheduler

recognizes the task names and schedules the appropriate operator
interaction task. The two character mnemonic ~C was added to
the list of acceptable mnemonics so that the nodal control oper-
ator interaction task could be scheduled when required.
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5.2.2 Nodal Control Scan Software

The primary functions of the nodal control scan software are:

1. Input MAC/MAD/IQCS data in a timely sequence.

2. Compute, alarm and trend parameters from the data inputs.

3. Output the results in an easily understood set of displays
that provide the nodal control operator a means of assess-
ing system performance and isolating faults.

This is illustrated in the hierarchy diagram of Figure 5-7.

5.2.2.1 Input MAC/MAD/IQCS Data

By using the top down refinement process it was determined that
the input sof tware was to perform the following f unctions:

1. Select the next device from which to obtain data.

2. Output the appropriate command to the device.

3. Process the data received from the device.

4. Store the results of the processing .

An adequate device selection scheme was defined in the study
phase of the Digital ATEC Program (ATEC Digital Adaptation Study,
Volume III , Page 80) as:

a. Major alarm requests every 30 seconds.

b. An IQCS measurement at the nodal site every 30 seconds.

c. A complete alarm scanner update every minute.

d. Collection of all MAC voltages within a 3 minute period .

e. Collection of all power supply voltages (maintenance volt-
ages) at least once an hour.

This scheme was implemented by the select monitor point module
described in Figure 5-8. Each of the scan tables shown contain
item s with all data required to have a command sent to a measur-
ing cevice (MAC/MAD/IQCS) and the returned data stored in the
data base. All the scan tables have a common format so they can
be accessed by the single module , Get Table Item . This module uses
parameter TSEL to determine t~-e table to be accessed . It then
stores the address of the table item in parameter TBAD to be used
by other modules. The type of command (MAC/MAD/IQCS) is also
stored in parameter CTYP for other modules to reference . The
parameter TSEL is then modified to point to the next table to be
accessed. The normal selection sequence is AXTB, IQTB , and ADTB
in a continuous cycle.
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• The scan sequence used for the field tests as determined by the
Select Monitor Point module is shown in Figure 5-9. The result-

• ing cumulative scan time is slightly less than four minutes for
both the nodal and remote sites. Of the target scan interval

• 
- times determined in the study pphase , all but the Major Alarm

• Summary (MAS ) occurs within or close to the desired interval. In
one case the interval between the last MAS in the scan (occurr ing
at cumulative elapsed time of 180.6 seconds) and the first MAS in
the scan is 63.4 seconds as compared with the desired 30 second
period . This longer interval results from the fact that it was
decided just prior to in-plant checkout tests of DATEC to measure
Maintenance Voltages for each site on every other scan (as opposed
to once every hour). It is a simple matter to change the MAS
interval as described in the following paragraph. It was not
changed for the field tests because (1) the occurrence of a major

• alarm would have a uniform probability of occurring any time with-
in the 63.4 second interval and therefore on the average would
occur within 32 seconds of a MAS, and (2) the independent alarm
system , SSFSS, would report all major alarms at the Alarm Display
units within four secones.

Another way of illustrating the scan update times is in terms of
• the alarm/parameter types as shown in Figure 5-10. This figure

also shows scan times for a nodal control site with a jurisd iction
of 16 stations, and update times for the Monitor Immediate scan
mode. The Monitor Immediate mode was implemented just prior to
field tests and replaced another similar mode called Temporary
Scan, which was in use during in—plant tests at Honeywell. This
model features an abbreviated scan which monitors only those
parameters selected by the operator in the nodal command statement
entered via the keyboard . The Monitor Immediate mode is discussed
in Paragraph 5.2.3 of this report.

The Table ADTB contains data for MAC measurement commands. Each
item in this table contains a maintenance bit .  If it is set it
causes the next item to be selected from the maintenance table
MNTB before the return to AXTB . This scheme provides the capabil-
ity of varying the rate at which maintenance voltages are scanned .

~~.1. Each item of all scan tables also has a bit that if set causes a
• major alarm summary command to be sent to the MAD before the next

scan table is accessed . This provides the capability of varying
the rate at which major alarms are interrogated.

The results of the refinement of the input function are shown in
• Figure 5—11. Module 1.3 is responsible for outputting the alarm

summary command to the MAD and storing the results in the alarm
summary table in the data base . Module 1.2 is responsible for
outputting the major alarm summary command to the MAD and if major
alarms have occurred , calling Module 1.3 to update the alarm
scanner table . Module 1.4 is responsible for inputting MAC volt-
ages. This involves outputting EPUT and BEM command s if required ,
outputting MAC voltage measurement commands, loading the site data
base containing voltage tables and parameter tables for the site ,
converting and storing the returned voltages and recovering incor-
rect voltages due to telemetry problems if necessary.
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• Monitor
Norma l Update Immediate

Major Alarm Ft. Huachuca 16 Sites
(2 sites)

Loss of Service <4 sec* <4 sec*

Alarm and Status
• 2 state alarm or

indicator 1 mm 8 mm 10 sec

Analog/Digital Parameters

RSL -~
4 mm 32 mm 8 sec**

FER ~

Eye Parameters 8 mm 64 mm 8 sec***

Analog Maintenance
Parameters 8 mm 64 mm 20 sec

* SSFSS

• ** FER update determined by EPUT Timebase

~~~ Eye Hits update determined by BEM EPUT Timebase

NOTE: FIGURE 5-10. UPDATE TIMES

In the figure above with exception of Loss of Service , the update
times for 16 sites are merely extrapolations of single link scan
rates with a scan sequence such as that used at Fort Huachuca
(see Figure 5-9). Loss of service major alarms are monitored
by the Sudden Service Failure Sensin g System and are reported
in less than four seconds regardless of the number of sites. The
update times of 64 m inutes for eye and maintenance voltage para-
meters for instance assume only one update for an entire 16 site
scan . Reducing the update time for a given parameter  is simply
a matter of chan gin g the scan sequence. It takes approximately
2. 5 seconds .o obtain a MAC voltage m easurement. The only
restriction is that  the up date cannot be requested more f requen t ly
than the EPUT tiincbase frequency for those parameters where
such a timebase is involved. This would be 90 seconds for eye
hits and 3 1/2 minutes for mul t i plexer FER measurements.
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• NODAL SERVICE ROIJTINES

COMTR OL 
I . VER IF Y ECHO ED MESSA GE (4_ a)

_______________ ________ 
2. INITIATE TRANRM ISSIO N (4.11)

1.0 3. CHECk F~R OPERATOR INTERRUPT (4.12)
4. NIT UNTIL NSG REC (4.16)
5. CONVERT VOLTS TO .N ILLI VOLTS (4.22)

_________________ 
6. SET/RESET ALARM SC ORNER BIT (4.IU)

• I I I _ _  I I I
SELECT I INPUT INPUT ALARM INPUT MAC CUNPUTE IN IT IAL IZE
MONITOR I MAJOR ALARM SUMMARY I VOLTA GE ALAR M TREND OUTPUT BAS EBAM D
POINT SUMMARY DATA VATA DATA PARA M ETERS DISPLA Y EYE MONITOR

1 1  1.2 L3 1 _ I 4 1.5 .6 1.1

GET I OUTPUT M A JOR OUTPUT ALARM
TABLE J A LARM SU MM ARY SUMMARY
IT EM ~~~OMNAND COM MAND
I _ I _ I hZ _ I  I 3 J

___________ I ~~~~ ___________ ___________ I
OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTP UT MAC CONVERT AND I RECOVER

~ I [ ~:i ~ SUE 

_________________ 

LORREcI

FIGURE 5-11. AFTER INPUT REFINEMENT
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• The output modules (1.2.1 , 1.3 .1, 1.4.1, 1.4.2 , 1 .4.3)  are respon—
sible for load ing the output buf f e r  used by the DLC sof tware wi th

• the characters as described in Paragraph 5.2.1.

All of the input modules make use of common function~ provided byservice routines. Module 4.11 initiates transmis’sion by enabling
the DLC input and output interrupts. Module 4.9 verifies that the
echoed back command is the same as that transmitted and initiates

• retransmission if an error is detected . Module 4.16 waits until
the DLC indicates that the commanded device has returned its
data. It provides an error message if a maximum of 20 seconds
elapses before the DLC indication.

Module 4.22 is common to Modules 1.4.5 and 1.4.6. It converts
the ASCII voltage contamned in the DLC input buffer to a binary

• form and stores it in the site voltage table. Module 4.18 is
common to Modules 1.2 and 1.3. It converts the ASCII alarm sum-
mary data returned by the MAD to bit representations in the alarm
scanner table. The data transformation provided by the input

• modules is illustrated in Figure 5—12. Table 5-1 shows the equip-
ment status and alarm states provided by the alarm scanners for
the field demonstration. Table 5—2 describes the MAC voltages
collected. The voltage type codes listed in Table 5-2 mean the
following:

D — Direct MAC voltage measurement
4

EL — EPUT Latch. 0 volt = not latched , 4 . 5  ±0.5V = latched
condition

EC - EPUT count. A voltage proportional to the count

B - BEN output

S - Scaled MAC voltage.
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OUTPUT BUFFER ________________

TABLE

FIGURE 5-12. INPUT DATA TRP~NSF0RNATI0N
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TABLE 5-1. EQUIPMENT ALARMS AND STATUS
(HUA AND SBL)

Alarm
No. Description

• 1 Radio R
x Alarm

2 Tl—4000 Switch Major Alarm

• 3 CY—l04 Service Alarm Major Alarms

4 T1WB1 Of f ice Alarm

5 Site Alarm

6 (Not Used)

7 Radio A R
~ 
Problem

8 Radio B Rx Problem

9 Radio A Tx Problem

10 Radio B T
x 
Problem

11 Radio A Maintenance

12 Radio B Maintenance

13 Radio B Rx In Service

14 Radio B Tx In Serv ice

15 Tl—4000 Norm Major Alarm

16 Tl—4000 Stby Major Alarm

17 Tl.-4000 Switch Minor Alarm

18 Tl—4000 Stby R
~ 

In Service

19 T1—4000 Stby Tx In Service

20 Tl—4000 Norm Maintenance

21 T l— 40 0 0  Stby Maintenance
P 22 CY-l04 Remote Alarm

23 CY—104 Maintenance

24 T1WB1 Maintenance
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TABLE 5-1. EQUIPMENT ALARMS AND STATUS
(HUA AND SBL) (Continued)

Alarm
No. Description

25 Entry Alarm

26 Fire Alarm

- 1 27 AC Power Alarm

28 Battery Alarm

29 Wave Guide Pressure Alarm

30 Wave Guide Humidity Alarm

31 Flood Alarm

k
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TABLE 5-2. MAC VOLTAGES

MAC Voltage
Channel Description Type

1 Radio A AGC (D )

2 Radio B AGC (D)

3 T1WB1 Reframe (EL)

4 TlWBl Frame Error Count (EC )

5 Link Availability (EL)

6 Radio R
~ 

A Squelch (EL)

7 Radio Rx B Squelch (EL)

8 BEM A Amplitude (B)

• 9 BEM A Dispersion (B)

10 BEM A Hits (B)

11 BEM B Amplitude (B)

12 BEM B Dispersion (B)

13 BEN B Hits (B)

14 Tl—4000 Reframe — normal (EL)

15 Tl—4000 Reframe — standby (EL)

16 Tl—4000 Frame Error Count - normal (EC)

17 Tl-4000 Frame Error Count - standby (EC)

18 T1WB1 +15 VDC Supply (S)

19 T1WB1 +12 VDC Supply (S)

20 Tl—4000 +5 VDC Supply (S)

21 T1—4000 —6 VDC Supply (S)

22 Radio +24 VDC Supply (S)

23 Radio —20 VDC Supply (S)

I l - ,
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5.2.2.2 Compute, Alarm, Trend Parameters

• The primary purpose of this function is to transform the voltages
and alarm scanner data to a set of parameters, alarm colors and
statistical values determined as useful for performance assess-
ment, trend analysis and fault isolation within the digital corn-
munication environment. The results of the refinement of this

• function are shown in Figure 5-13. This was a rather straight-
forward process in that modules were defined to process each
type of voltage collected. The data structure for this function
is shown in Figure 5-14. For each voltage table item, there
corresponds a pointer into the parameter directory file which
leads to an item containing all the information required to com-
pute, alarm and trend the parameter or parameters associated with
that voltage. Table 5—3 describes the contents of the parameter
value table and the voltages used in computing each item .

A parameter directory file item contains the following information:

a. Computation index . Used to determine which processing module
to enter.

b. Voltage table pointers for accessing current voltage values.

c. Alarm scanner table pointers for determining equipment in
service and maintenance status.

d. Conversion table indicators. Used to load the desired table
for table look—up procedures when required .

e. Pointers into the parameter value table for results storage.

The service modules described in Figure 5—13 perform the following
functions:

a. Module 4.4 (Convert voltages). Input to this module is a
voltage value and a table indicator . It loads the indicated
table into memory and uses a linear interpolation technique
to produce a floating point resultant value .

b. Module 4.8.1 (Alarm parameter). This module is entered after
a parameter is computed and it is determined from the site
alarm trend table that it is enabled for alarming . It uses a
threshold indicator found in the site alarm trend table for
loading a set of thresholds from the alarm threshold file.
An alarm color (red, amber , green) is then generated by

• determining where the parameter value  f i t s  in the alarm
thresholds.
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• t O l ? _ 2 t 6 &

• 
COMPUTE SERVICE ROUTINES

~~~~ I __________ ~: ~~~~~~~ (4. 0 . 1 . 4 .R .2)
1. 5 ] 

j~ 3. ALARM SCANNER BIT SEA RCH (4 .13)
• 4. COMPUTE TABL E ADDRESS (4 .1 4)

• 5. SET/RESET INV ALID BIT (4 .11 )
8. INCREMENT COUNTER (4 . IU )

I _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  

- 

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  1

PROCESS PROCESS EYE PROCESS T INNJ1 PROCESS J PROCESS MAIN J ~ PROCESS
ROt. AMPLITUDE RE FRANE RU SQUELC H FRAME BIT ( LIN E SOUELCA
VO LTA R ES VOLTAGES VOLTAGES VOLTAGES ERROR VOLTAGES VOLTAGES

1. 5 .1  1 . 5 . 3  1 . 5 . 5  1 r 1 .5.1 L .5. 9 L~~~.5.II

PROCESS EYE I PROCESS [ROCE SS TIM UI PROCESS CONTROL PROCESS 1
RISPERSION EYE HIT FORNE B IT R E FRANE MAINTENANCE
OFFSET VOLTAGES VOLTAGES ERROR VOLTA G E VOLTAGES VOLTAGES

I .5 .2  ] 1. 5 .4  L 5.6 I . S . O  1 - 5 . 1 0

FIGURE 5-13. COMPUTE/ALARM/TREND PARAMETER HIERARCHY
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I PARAMETER
I D I R E C T O R Y  ________________

FILE I

• L_____ _ 
~J PARAMETER

VALVE TABLE

VOLTAGE
TABLE

AL A RM 

‘
~~~~~~ AME~~R~~~~~ ~~~~COLOR TA B LE 

]

SCANNER
TABLE

._0j ST A T I ST I CS
F I L E

S I T E  I ALARM CONVERSION

• 
ALARM TREND THRESHOLD TABLE

FIGURE 5-14. DATA STRUCTURE FOR COMPUTE, ALARI4
TREND PARAMETERS FUNCTION
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TABLE 5-3 . PARAMETER VALUE TABLE

Parameter Vol tage
Number Descr iption Tab le

I RSL A MARGIN 1
2 RSL A SCAN COUNT 

~SL A AVAILABILITY 
1
13 RSL A AVAILABLE COUNT

4 LINK SCAN COUNT
5 LINK AVAILABLE COUNT ILTNK AVAILABILITY 5
6 RSL B MARGIN 2
7 RSL B SCAN COUNT } RSL B AVAILABILITY 2
8 RSL B AVAILABLE COUNT 2
9 EYE A MARG IN 9
10 EYE A SCAN COUNT } EYE A AVAILABILITY 911 EYE A AVAILABLE COUNT
12 EYE A VOLTAGE 9
13 LINK DERIVED BER 9
14 EYE B MARGIN 12
15 EYE B SCAN COUNT } EYE B AVAILABILITY 12

1216 EYE B AVAILABLE COUNT
17 EYE B VOLTA GE 12
18 EYE AMPLITUDE A 8
19 EYE AMPLITUDE B 11
20 EVE HITS A 10
21 EYE HITS B 13
22 T1WB1 REFRAME COUNT 3
23 TIWB 1 FRAME ERROR COUNT 4
24 RADIO A RX SQUELCH COUNT 6
25 RADIO B RX SQUELCH COUNT 7
26 T1-4000 CONTROL REFRAME COUNT - NORM 14
27 REFRAME/SQUELCH COUNT - NORM 14,6,7
28 REFRAME/HIT COUNT - NORM 14,10,13
29 T1-4000 CONTROL REFRAME COUNT - STBY 15
30 REFRAME/SQUELCH COUNT - STBY 15,6,7
31 REFRAME/HIT COUNT - STBY 15,10,13
32 TI-4000 FRAME ERROR COUNT NORM 16
33 FER SCAN COUNT - NORM } FER AVAILABILITY - NORM 16

1634 FER AVAILABLE COUNT - NORM
35 BER CORRELAT ION 01FF — NORM 16,9,12
36 T1-4000 FRAME ERROR COUNT - STBY 17
37 FER SCAN COUNT - STBY 17
38 FER AVAILABLE COUNT - STBY 17
39 BER CORRELATION 01FF - STBY 17,9,12
40 T1WB1 +I5VDC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 18
41 T1WBJ +1~VDC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 19
42 T1-4000 ÷5’.~DC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 20
43 T1-4000 -6VOC SUPPL~’ VOLTAGE 21
44 RADIO ~24VDC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 22
45 RADIO -2OVDC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 23
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c. Module 4.8.2 (Trend parameters). This module is entered
after a parameter is computed and it is determined from
the site alarm trend table that its value is to be entered
in the statistics file. This is done in one of three
ways determined by the trend indicator.

1. The value is added to the current values list and the
last hour , the last 24 hours , the last 30 days and the
last 30 months sums are computed as required.

2. The value is added to the current value s list and the
last hour , the last 24 hours , the last 30 days and the
last 30 months mean and standard deviation are computed
as required.

3. The value is added to the current values list and the
sum is computed for the last hour and last 24 hours and
the mean and standard deviation is computed for the
last 30 days and the last 30 months.

Input to this module is the parameter number. This is
used to obtain the parameter value and trend indicator.
The statistics are updated and stored in the parameter
statistics file on disk. Figure 5—15 shows the results
of the refinement process for this and the alarm module.
Table 5-4 describes the type of trending performed on
each of the parameters computed.

4. Module 4.13 (Alarm scanner bit search). This module is
used to determine an equipment’s status and alarm states
as indicated in the alarm summary table. Input is the
alarm scanner number and alarm n umber. Output is the
alarm state currently held in the table.

5. Module 4.14 (Compute table address) . This module is used
to compute the address of a table item given the starting
address of the table and a relative word location .

6. Module 4.17 (Set/reset invalid bit). During input
process ing, a voltage is labeled invalid if it cannot
be successfully input after three tries. ~Jhen the com-putation modules detect this, they must set as invalid
all parameters dependent on this voltage . This indica-
tion is set in the site alarm trend table and is used by
the output display modules. This module ( 4 . 1 7 )  is used
to set or reset the invalid indicator in the site alarm
trend table.
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TABLE 5-4. TRENDING PER PARAMETER

Trend
Parameter Leve l
Number Descrip tion Indi cator

1 RSL A MARGIN 2
2 RSL A SCAN COUNT RSL A AVAILABILITY I
3 RSL A AVAILABLE COUNT 1

5 LIN K AVAILABLE COUNT LINK AVAILABILITY 1
4 LINK SCAN COUNT 1

6 RSL B MARGIN 2
7 RSL B SCAN COUNT } RSL B AVAILABILITY 1
8 RSL B AVAILABLE COUNT 1
9 EYE A MARGIN 2
10 EYE A SCAN COUNT 1EYE A AVAILABILITY11 EYE A AVAILABLE COUNT 1
12 EYE A VOLTAGE 2
13 LINK DERIVED BER 2
14 EYE B MARGIN 2
15 EYE B SCAN COUNT } EYE B AVAILABILITY 1

116 EYE B AVAILABLE COUNT
17 EYE B VOLTAGE 2
18 EYE AMPLITUDE A 2
19 EYE AMPLITUDE B 2
20 EYE HITS A 2
21 EYE HITS B 2
22 T1WB1 REFRAME COUNT 3
23 T1WB1 FRAME ERROR COUNT 1
24 RADIO A RX SQUELCH COUNT 1
25 RADIO B RX SQUELCH COUNT 1
26 11-4000 CONTROL REFRAIIE COUNT - NORM 3
27 REFRAME/SQUELCH COUNT - NORM 1
28 REFRAM E/HIT COUNT - NORM 1
29 11-4000 CONTROL REFRAME COUNT - STBY 3
30 REFRAME/SQUELCH COUNT - STBY 1
31 REFRAME/HIT COUNT - STBY 1
32 T1-4000 FRAME ERROR COUNT - NORM 1
33 FER SCAN COUNT - NORM } FER AVAILABILITY - NORM 1

134 FER AVAILABLE COUNT - NORM
35 BER CORRELATION 01FF - NORM 0
36 11-4000 FRAME ERROR COUNT - STBY 1
37 FER SCAN COUNT - STBY 1
38 FER AVAILABLE COUNT - STBY 1
39 BER CORRELATION DIFF - STBY 0
40 T1WB1 +15 VDC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
41 T1WB 1 +12 VOC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
42 11-4000 +5 VOC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
43 11-4000 -6 VL)C SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
44 RADIO +24 VD~ SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
45 RADIO -20 V FV SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2
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5 .2 .2 .3  Output Displays

The pur pose of the output display function is to present the
results of the data collection and parameter calculation func-
tions in a meaningful way for the operator to assess system
performance and isolate faults. It was determined in the study
phase of the program that data could be presented adequately in
four types of displays (see ATEC DIGITAL ADAPTATION STUDY -

VOL . III , PG 42) .

a. Overview Display . This is the highest level CRT display.
It provides a current summary of system aberrations, by
indicating equipment alarms not limited to service
fai lure, and indications of parameters which are outside
their tolerance. It is organized by link and site so
that the relationship of failure or degradation to the
conununication system may be readily perceived (see
Figure 5-16).

The columns in the display represent network geography.
A column of data is used to represent the conceptual
middle of a site. Equipment to the right of the dots
are elements of a link facing to the right.

The higher level equipmen t is segregated by rows across
the display . A row is used for the “A” rad io, the “B”
radio, the T1—4000 protective switch and the “A” and “B”
T1—4000.

For the lower level multiplex equipment, a slightly dif-
ferent method of display is used. In columns, to the
proper side of the column of dots, the alarm states are
displayed with the equipment number and the appropriate
direction of transmission symbology .

R — red alarm . Indicates an equipment alarm .

A - amber alarm. Indicates a parameter out of
tolerance.

I — in-service equipment.

S — standby equipment.

M - out-of-service for maintenance .

< > — both or ambiguous directions of transmission .

> - transmit direction if on r ight  side of column of dots
receive direction if on l e f t  side of column of dots .

- transmit direction if on left side of column of dots
receive direction if on r ight  side of column of dots .
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Red alarms are generated by the following conditions:

Radio TX — RF power or pilot or frequency alarm

Radio RX - pilot or squelch alarm

Tl—4000 Switch - major or minor alarm

Tl-4000 Multiplex - major alarm

CY-l04 - service or remote alarm

T1WB1 - office alarm

Amber alarms are generated by parameters which have ex-
• ceeded a preset threshold value. They are:

Radio - RSL margin, Eye margin

Tl-4000 — control ref rame, main frame bit errors

CY—l04 - VF receive or transmit channel red or amber

T1WB1 - reframe, frame bit errors

b. Link Status Display. The next level of output is the link
status display . This is an indication of the current status
of the link, including alarm states , equipment in service,
monitored parameter values, and site alarms at each end of
the link. This display is used for detailed examination
of failures and evident degradation (see Figures 5-17 and
5—18)

c. Performance Assessment Display. Below the link status
display, in terms of immediacy, is the performance assess-
ment display, one for each link with four pages per display.
These provide the last measured values of monitored and
derived parameters, together with statistical running
averages of past values extending over hourly, daily,
monthly , and 30 month periods. The primary functions of
this display are to detect and localize degradation which
has developed over a considerable time period (see Fiq-
gures 5—19 through 5—21)

d.  Maintenance Display . This d i s p lay has the f u n c t i o n  of
display ing the present value, the alarm limits , and
historical averages and deviation of power suppl y volta~ i~s
at a site (see Figure 5—23)

The refinement of this function resulted in the modu~~ s shown in
Figure 5—24. The first level indicates tha t a modul? w a s  clef ~ned
to process each display type. All pages of the Link Performance
Assessment Displays were so similar that onl y one m odule ‘~as 

—
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required to process all of them. Module 1.6.6 was defined to
read a particular display field f i le  af ter  all fields have been
generated and have it written on the ADDS display. Module 1.6.7
was defined to output the date/time group in the upper right
hand corner of the ADDS screen. Further refinement was done on
a functional basis resulting in modules that process individual
fields of a display .

The data structure for the modules defined is shown in Fig-
ure 5-25. The display fields file contains all of the fields
for each display type. Items within this file are variable
in length and contain the following information.

a. The number of characters in the field.

b. An indicator used to determine if the field should blink.

c. An indicator telling whether the field has changed state
or not .

d. The row and column at which the field is to begin on the
screen.

e. The field contents.

The file is divided into two sections—- one containing only the
f ixed display f ields for all displays and the other containing
the variable fields to be generated by the processing modules.
The reason for this separation was for speed of processing . It
was felt that the base displays (i.e., fixed f ields) would be
painted on the screen less often than the variable fields. They
would be brought up once and from then on only the var iable
fields updated . The base display would only be brought up if
it was not currently on the screen. A complete pass must be
made over the variable fields of a display each time the display
is updated. By separating the fixed and variable fields, the
number of items processed for an update is reduced, therefore,
reducing the update time.

The display generator file is divided into eight sections, one
for each display type. Each section is further divided into
groups of items for each site in the system being monitored .
Each item contains all information required to generate a vari-
able field of the particular display . This information is in
the form of pointers into the five data tables shown in Fig-
ure 5—25.

The output display module is entered as a result of operator
request or a determination by the nodal control scan module
that a display update is required . (This is determined by a
bit in the scan table items providing for var iability in the
output interval.) If the requested display is not the one on
the screen , then the fixed fields are transferred from the
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display fields file to the screen by module 1.6.6 (Output Display
Fields File) followed by the currently held variable fields. The
appropriate processing modules are then called . They in turn use
the site data from the display generator file for the display
being processed to generate the variable fields and transfer
them to the display field file. When all processing is complete ,
module 1.6.6 is again called to output the variable field to the
screen. This time only those fields that have changed are output.

5.2.2.4 Functional Flow

Figure 5—26 shows how the modules of the nodal control scan proc-
ess are functionally related. When an IQCS measurement is per—
formed, it involves leaving the nodal control scan task and
entering the PATE IQCS measurement task. It makes its VF measure-
ment and reschedules the nodal control scan task , passing the
channel alarm color through a disk buffer. The PATE modifications
required to do this are described in Paragraph 5.2.1.2. Upon
reentry, the channel alarm color is stored in the VF table for
fur ther processing.

The test for operator interrupt is made by module 4.12 (see
Figure 5—11). If the operator has requested service , the nodal
control operator interaction task is scheduled.
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5.2.3 Nodal Control Operator Interaction

The primary requirements of the nodal control operator inter-
action function are to provide the operator with a means of:

• Calling up the nodal control displays described in Section
5 . 2 . 2 . 3

• Adding/deleting maintenance voltages to/from the maintenance
display

• Fault isolation by scanning selected equipments continuously

• Testing DATEC equipments

• Accessing and changing data base items.

The refinement of this function is shown in Figure 5-27. The
PATE executive inputs the command as it is entered at the ADDS
keyboard and stores it in an input buffer. The first two char-
acters of the command are then checked to determine which
operator interaction task is to be loaded . A modification was
made in this area so that the characters NC would be recognized
and the task containing module 2.0 and associated modules loaded .
Module 2.0 uses the same input buffer to check the second argu-
ment of the command which is used to determine which processing
module to enter. Each module in turn uses the remainder of the
command buffer as required . Table 5-5 describes the command
mnemonics and the processing module called .

As a means of describing the processing performed by each module ,
a description of the method of bringing up certain displays ,
accessing or changing files and entering special modes , similar
to the content in the operator ’s manual written as a training
aid in the field in the following paragraphs is included . Data
contained in the brackets { } represent variable arguments.
The ~ symbol is not part of the keyboard entry made by the
operator; it is the prompt character displayed on the CRT when
the program is waiting on input information while in operatcr
interaction mode.
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TABLE 5-5. OPERATOR COMMAND MNEMONICS AND
CORRESPONDING PROCESSING MODULES

Command Process ing
Mnemonic Module

SN 2.6

RN 2 . 6

- . LS 2.2

LP 2.1

MV 2 . 3

AV 2 . 4

DV 2 .5

MI 2 .7

MS 2.10

AC 2.13

CH 2.14
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5.2.3.1 Bringing Up The Overview Display

~NC , ISNT NEW LINE SN - Restarts Scan
(RNJ RN - Resumes From Where Interrupted

Puts Processor In Normal Scan Mode

5.2.3.2 Bringing Up The Link Status Disp lay

!NC ,LS,l,.flj[NEW LI~~1 1 
- Brings up Page 1, Tl—4000 & Radio

I. 2 J
2 — Brings up Page 2, CY—l04 & T1WB1

5.2 .3.3 Bringing Up The Link Performance Assessment Display

Ill 
____________

~NC,LP,1, J 21,. INEw LINE 1 - Brings up Page 1, Radio Data
13~L 4 J  RSL Margin (RSLM AR)

EYE Margin (EYEM AR)

RSL Availability (RSLAVL )

EYE Avai labi l i ty  (EYEAVL)

EYE Hi t s  (EYE HIT)

2 - Brings up Page 2 , Radio Data

EYE Voltage (EYEVOL)

Rx Squelch (RXSQH )

3 — Brings up Page 3 , T l— 4 0 0 0  Data

Framing Error  Rate ( F E R )

FER A v a i l a b i l i t y  (FERA VL )

Control Ref rames  (CRFRM )

Contro l Ref r ames  + Squelch
(CR/ SQH )

Control  Ref rames  + H i t s
(C R / H I T )

4 — Brings up Page 4 , T1WB 1 Data

Framing  Er ro r  Rate (F 1~R )

Ref rames  (RFRI ’l )
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5.2.3.4 Bringing Up The Maintenance Voltage Display

NC,MV, IHUA1 i NEW LINE I HUA - Brings  up Huachuca
ISBLJ Voltages

SBL — Brings up Sibyl Voltages

5.2.3.5 Adding Voltages to the Maintenance Voltage Display

!NC ,AV, .IHUA1 [NEW LINE I HUA — Huachuca Maintenance
ISBLJ Voltages

SBL — Sibyl Maintenance
Voltages

Computer responds with :

NUMBER

Enter:

1—6 [~~W LINE 
To Enter Maintenance Voltages

NEW LINE I To Re—enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

NAME

Enter:

Ten character voltage name [NEW LINE I

5.2.3.6 Deleting Voltages From the Maintenance Voltage Display

~NC ,DV, IHUA1 I NEW LINEJ HUA - Huachuca Maintenance
ISBLJ Voltages

SBL — Sibyl Maintenance
Voltages

Computer responds with:

NUMBER

Enter :

1—6 1 NEW LINE I To Delete Vol tage
NEW LINE I To Re—enter Operator Interaction
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5.2 .3 . 7 Entering Monitor Immediate Mode

!NC,MI, Fl , TI , 0 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LINE Fl = Sta rt ing  Item in
1 Monitor Immediate

Table ( 1— 1 4 )

TI = Ending Item in
Monitor  Immediate
Table ( 1— 1 4 )

NOTE : To Execute Only One 0 = Execute Fl th ru  TI
Item Make Fl = TI. Cont inuously

1 = Execute Fl th ru  TI
One Time Only

TABLE 5-6 .  MONITOR I MMEDIATE ITEMS

Item Description

1 Switch BEM to A Radio - HUA (Preceded by MAC-l-Ol)

2 Switch BEM to B Radio - HUA (Preceded by NAC-l-01)

3 Switch BEM to A Radio - SBL (Pre ceded by MAC-3-0 1)

4 Switch BEN to B Radio - SBL (Preceded by MAC— 3— O l )

5 Measure EYE Data A - HUA (Fo l lowed by MAS )

6 Measure RSL A & B -  I-WA (Fo l lowed by MAS )

7 Z-ieasure EYE Data B - HUA (Followed by MAS )

8 t’~~as ure EYE Data A - SBL (Followed by MAS )

9 Measure RSL A & B - SBL (Followed by MAS )

10 Measure EYE Data 3 - SBL (Followed by MAS )

11 Input  Ala rm Scanner Data - HUA

12 Input  Alarm Scanner Data - SBL

13 Measure Maintenance Voltages - HUA

14 Measure Maintenance Voltages — SBL
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5. 2.3.8 Entering Self—Test Mode

( MAC 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _

iNC , MS, .~ EPUT~ , .(l)~, ~ NEW LIN~~~ MAC - MAC Self-Test
I BEM J ~3J EPUT - EPUT Self—Test

BEM - BEM Self-Test

1 - HUA MAC Address
3 - SBL MAC Address

Computer responds with:

SELF-TEST RESULTS

5.2.3.9 Accessing Alarm Thresholds Table

~NC,AC,AT, .IN I. [NEW LINE] N = Alarm Threshold Number
I.. J (1—120)

Computer responds with:

RED HIGH THRESHOLD

RED HIGH HYSTERESIS VALUE

AMBER HIGH THRESHOLD

AMBER HIGH HYSTERESIS VALUE

CENTER GREEN VALUE

AMBER LOW HYSTERESIS VALUE

AMBER LOW THRESHOLD

RED LOW HYSTERESIS VALUE

RED LOW THRESHOLD
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5.2.3.10 Accessing Site Alarm Trend Table

~NC,AC,SA, IHUA1 NEW LINE 
J 

HUA — Access Huachuca SA Table
~SBLJ SBL - Access Sibyl SA Table

Computer responds with :

PARAMETER?

Enter:

1—39 [~IEW LINE 1 For Site Parameter

NV1—MV6 [N~~J LINE For Site Maintenance Voltage

I NEW LINE 1 To Re-enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

1E1 XXXX YY
iNS
PARAMETER?

Where :

E - Parameter Enabled for Alarming

N - Parameter Not Enabled for Alarming

XXXX - Alarm Threshold Indicator

YY - Trend Enable Level
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5.2.3.11 Accessing System Statistics

~NC ,AC ,SS IHUA1 [ NEW LINE I H UA - Huachuca System
~SBLJ Statistics

SBL — Sibyl System Statistics

Computer responds with :

PARAMETER?

Enter :

1—39 NEW LINE I For Site Parameter

MV 1—MV6 NEW LINE I For Site Maintenance Voltage

I NEW LIN~J To Re—enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

TIME PERIOD?

Enter:

(Hi 
_________

I D [  [ NEW LINfl Where : H - Last Hour ’s Data Points
1MI
[TJ D — Last 24 Hours ’ Data Points

M — Last 30 Days ’ Data Points

T — Last 30 Months’ Data Points

[NEW LINE I To Return To “PARAMETER ?” Response

Computer responds with :

- 

- 

FLOATING POINT VAL UE S REQUESTED

TIME PERIOD?
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5.2.3.12 Accessing Site Threshold Table

I 
~ ~NC,AC,ST, SHUA1 [ NEW LINE I HUA — Access Huachuca ST

1~SBLJ Table

SBL - Access Sibyl ST Table

- Computer responds with:

RSL A AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

- RSL B AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

EYE A AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

EYE B AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

EYE A HIT COUN T THRESHOLD VALUE

EYE B HIT COUNT THRESHOLD VALUE

FER A AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

FER B AVAILABILITY THRESHOLD VALUE

.~~ 
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5.2.3.13 Changing Alarm Threshold Table

NC,CH ,AT, IN1 I NEW LINE I N = Alarm Threshold Number
I~ J (1—120)

Computer responds with:

ENTER ITEM NUMBER

Enter:

f~
. 

____________j. [NEW LINE I Where: 1 = Red High Threshold

~9 2 = Red High Hysteresis
- 
‘- Value

3 = Anther High Threshold

I NEW LIN~j  To Return To 4 = Amber High Hysteresis
Operator Interaction Value

5 = Center Green Value

6 = Amber Low Hysteresis
Value

7 = Amber Low Threshold

8 = Red Low Hysteresis
Value

9 = Red Low Threshold

Computer responds with:

ENTER FLOATING POINT VALUE

Enter:

Floating point number [N~~i LINE

Examples of Floating Point Numbers:

(1) 4 .25

(2)  32.8E—2

(3) —32.75

(4) 2.7E+9
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5.2.3.14 Changing Site Alarm Trend Table

S NC,CH ,SA, IHUA1 [NEW LINE HUA - Change HUA SA Table
tSBLJ

SBL - Change SBL SA Table

Computer responds with:

PARAMETER?

Enter:

1—39 [NEW LINE I For Site Parameter

MV—MV6 NEW LINE For Site Maintenance Voltage

I NEW LINE 1 To Re-enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

ALARM ENABLE E or N

Enter:

E [NEW LINE To Enable Parameter Alarming

N I NEW LINE 1 
To Disable Parameter A larming

Computer responds with:

ALARM THRESHOLD POINTER

Enter:

A number from 1-120 NEW LINE

Computer responds with:

TREND ENABLE LEVEL

Enter:

A number from 0—3 [NEW LINE
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5.2.3.15 Changing System Statistics

!NC ,CH I SS, JHUAj [NEW LINE~1 HUA - Huachuca System
ISBLJ Statistics

SBL - Sibyl System
Statistics

Computer responds with:

PARAMETERS?

Enter:

1-39 I NEW LI~E~J For Site Parameters

MV1—MV6 I NEW LINE 1 For Site Maintenance Parameters

I NEW LINE I To Re—enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

TIME PERIOD?

Enter:

Hi __________

DI. NEW LINE I Where : H - Last Hour ’s Data

TJ D - Last 24 Hours’ Data

M - Last 30 Days’ Data

T - Last 30 Months’ Data

I NEW LINE 1 To Return To “PARA METER?” Response

Computer responds with :

ENTER ITEM NUMBER OR ‘D’

Enter:

SN~ [NEW LINE Where : N = Item No. Within Time
1DI Period

D = Delete All Items In
Time Period
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5.2.3.16 Changing Site Thresholds

~NC ,CH ,ST , fHUA’[ }NEW LINE] HUA - Change Huachuca ST
• - ISBLJ Table

SBL - Change Sibyl ST Table

Computer responds with:

ENTER ITEM NUMBER

Enter:

E l i  
__________

— F NEW LINE I Where : 1 = RSL A Avai labi l i ty
• ( Threshold

18J
2 = RSL B Availability

Threshold

3 = EYE A Avai lab i l i ty
Threshold

4 = EYE B Availability
Threshold

5 EYE A H i t  Count Threshold

6 EYE B Hi t  Count Threshold

7 = FER A Availability
Threshold

8 = FER B Availability
Threshold

I NEW LINE 1 To Re—enter Operator Interaction

Computer responds with:

ENTER FLOATING POINT VALUE

Enter :

Floating point item value r~W LINE j

- 
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5.2.4 HIPO Diagrams

The results of the design process are made visible through
Hierarchy diagrams and Input-Process-Output diagrams . The
H ierarchy diagrams as seen in Figu res 5—7 , 5—11 , 5—13 , 5— 15 ,
5—24 and 5—27 describe the organization of the software modules .
An Input—Process—Output diagram exists for each module of the
hierarchy . It tells what the module does by listing the steps
it performs and showing the data flow through i t .  The complete
set of diagrams are described in the f inal  software data item
DBOO2-2 (ATEC DIGITAL ADAPTATION STUDY - SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION) .

5.3 CODE

Making the transit ion from the HIPO diagrams to the machine code
was accomplished by means of a generalized program design lan-
guage known as playscripts . This is a detailed plan describing
how the coding is to be done. It effectively replaces the

• function of the conventional flow chart. Programmers were re-
quired to generate a playscript and walk through it with the
Chief Programmer before coding the module. In some instances,
the module was layed out in playscript form by the Chief Pro-
grainmer and then given to the support programmer to code and
test.

This form of program design language was used instead of a more
structured pseudo code with limited constructs because machine
language was being used instead of a higher order language.
All programmers on this program were excellent DAP (an assembly
language peculiar to the -16 series Honeywell Computer) coders ;
therefore, they were given the freedom to implement the state-
ments of the playscript as they wished as long as the end results
were as defined. Programmers were, however , required to follow
a standard format for organizing the code . This included the
following:

a. Heading. The f i r s t  line of each source code listing
contains the module number and name as it appears in the
h ierarchy diagram , the source file name used for accessing
the f i le for upda ting in the Program Support Librar :’ and
the date that the source code was entered into t~ c li bra ry .

b. Programmer ’s Name. The next i n f o r m a tion  c o n tu i n s  t h e
name of the programmer that coded the .‘Jul md the name
of the last programmer to revise the fi le alon- : ~ it
date that the revision was made .

c. Abstract. Next appears an abstrac t in  n~~r r - t ’i v ~ f or i
describing what the module does .
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monitor module. With this information , it could be determined
that the control module was calling the correct input module.
The scan tables were generated and the entire set of modu les
was loaded. The results of the testing verified that modules 1.0,
1.1 and 1.1.1 did the job that. they were designed to do.

Next , the input modules (1.2, 1.3, 1.4) were tested. Processing
is similar in all these modules in that they load the DLC
output buffer with command characters and process the return
data. It was decided that all these communication modules
could be tested by bypassing the DLC communications. A stub
was generated to replace module 4.11 which is called after the
DLC output buffer is loaded . This stub printed out the contents
of the DLC output buffer and generated data in the input buffer
as it would have been received from the commanded device. This

• provided a scheme for testing all the output modules (1.2.1 ,
1.3.1, 1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.4.3) as well as the processing sections
of modules 1.2 and 1.3 and modules 1.4.4, 1.4.5, 1.4.6 , 4.22
and 4.18. Stubs were also written for modules 4.9, 4.12 and
4.16 to allow the test program to run through a complete set
of test data to exercise all modules .

Similar techniques were used to test other modules (1.5, 1.6,
2.0 and 4.8).

5.5 SYSTEM INTEGRATION

It was in the system integration phase of development that the
benefits of using structured programming techniques were fully
realized. By the time all the equipment was connected , the
only software modules that were not thoroughly tested were the
DLC communication software written to replace the PATE nucleus
software and other modules associated with the communication
process . An added benefit of top-down structured became
recognized during the preparation of test procedures for both
in-plant and field tests . Personnel not familiar with the
software were responsible for writing the test procedures.
Because of the visibility provided by the I-IIPO diagrams and
playscripts , the procedures , many of which verified software
algorithms (such as trending) , as well as har dware operat ion ,
were prepared without having to disrupt the on-going software
design process by unduly tying up programmers for information .

5.6 SUMMARY OF SOF~~ARE EFFORT

The following is a summary of the effort expended to develop
the software for the DATEC Program:

• The software development team was organized in the Chief
Programmer Team Concept consisting of : chie f programmer ,
backup programmer , three support programmers and a
librarian.
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• The design phase started in April 1976 and was completed
in Septembe r 1976. coding and testing/debugging were con-
ducted concurrent with the design task. The calendar
spread over which coding Look place was from June through
Novembe r 1976. Testing/del~ugging was accomp lished in
September through December ]~~76~

• System Integration also overlapped the design process——
running from October 1976 into mid— February 1977.

• The breakdown percentage—wise of development effort was
estimated to be: design — 60 percent; coding - 20 percent;
and testing/integration — 20 percent.

• In the course of the software development, between 16,000
and 17,000 instructions of code were written. In addition ,
15 ,000 words were written for the data base consisting of
constants , flags , work spaces and tables. These data
types were used in the loadable data base file , site data
overlay files and the paged data files. The coding rate
(including desi gn , coding, debugging ,  and doc umentation )
was between 10 and 11 instructions per day , per person.
This is a conservative calculation, since all six members
of the team were not on the program from beginning to end.

5 • 7 LESSONS LEARNED FROI~1 STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING APPLICATION

There was no doubt that utilizing the top-down structured pro-
gramming approach to software design resulted in an orderly,
highly visible design process. Software program objectives
and intermediate milestones were met in a timely fashion because
the very nature of structured programming techniques dictated
that they be highly definitized. The integration phase went
smoothly and On-time because the time was spent in integrating -

not in debugging the various modules. Field tests progressed
without tie—ups due to software problems because these problems ,
when they did infrequently occur, were solved quickly by the
chief programmer. The Chief Programmer Te am (CPT ) concept
assured that one person had overall know ledge of the complete
software effort.

The Digital ATEC software is written in machine language and is
there fore restricted to the 316 computer. it  should be pointed
out  though , that  because of the hi ghly visible documentat ion pro-
vided through the u~~’ of st r uctured programmi ng techniques , it
would be a fa i r ly  easy job to convert the software to a higher
order language . R a L h e r  than havinu to study l is t ings and flow
diagrams (which ~rc the normal output of so—called traditional
software development prograras) to try to understand what the
software was doing and then convert to hi gher language; the
prograrnme r~i would simp ly take the various modules which have
already been ~;tr’:ctured into manageable functional blockE and ,
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us ing the self-explanatory HIPO diagrams and supporting play-
scripts, accomplish the conversion task.

Despite all the positive things resulting from applying struc-
tured programming, there were several areas where , if things had
been done slightly di f f e rently ,  the results would have been even
more impressive. These are summarized below :

a. The librarian should insist upon complete documentation
consistency . Although everybody on the CPT knew the
format requirements , there were occasional slips. The
librarian is in the best position to enfore consistency.

b .  The librarian should perform the edit ing f unction . It was
found that an efficient way to handle program changes was
to have the individual programmer red—line his listing with
the desired changes and let the l ibrarian handle the re-
visions completely from that point and place the revised
listing into the library.

c. Walkthroughs should be conducted between the programmer
and the chief programmer only—— not the entire team.
This results in a f aster review and lets the rest of the
team free to carry their designs forward. As far as
familiarity with the other team members ’ modules is con-
cerned, it does not have to be obtained in this manner.
The visibility of the software in the top—down structured
programming method assures that any programmer can pick
up another team member ’s output and gain the fami l i a r i ty
on his own in a short period of time.

d. Playscripts are more accurate if generated conc urrent  wi th
the coding activity . The overall effort is accomplished
in a shorter time span also. The playscripts act as a road
map for the coding process; however, invariably as the
coding took place , numerous improvements and required
changes became evident. Changes to a previously completed
playscript then had to be processed and entered in the
library , which created additional effort for everyone
involved .

e. Module testing should be flexible and make use of bottom-up
as well as top—down test techn iques.  It was found early
in the software module test phase that many of the lower
tier modules could be checked out with relative ly little
input requirements from higher level modules . These
modules , once verified , were then available for test of
higher tier modules as opposed to additional software
activity created by the necessity of generating stubs for
testing purposes .
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5.8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO SOFTWARE
PROGRAM

The following paragraphs present the software related conclu-
sions and recommendations resulting from satisfactory completion
of the ATEC Digital Adaptation Study . The recommendations , most
of which arose as a result of the tield test phase of the study ,
are presented with the primary objective of improving the over-
all usefulness and effect iveness of the DATEC system.

5.8.1 Conclusions

The specific requirements for the adaptation of PAT E so f tware
for the digital ATEC Program were delineated in paragraph 1.3.1
of Attachment 2 to the revised S.O.W. for the ATEC Digital
Adaptation Study . This attachment further invoked upon the
software program the requirement that the software be developed
in accordance with Annex III to the revised S .O . W .  Among the
more important requirements of this Annex was that of employ-
ment of structured programming techniques during the software
development phase.

Upon completion of the ATEC Digital Adaptation Study through the
field test phase, it is concluded that the software program
accomplished all S.O.W. requirements and that all DATEC program
software related milestones were met in a timely manner. These
conclusions are evidenced by the successful operation of the
DATEC software, both during in—plant and field tests; by the
foregoing material presented in this section , and by software
related material presented in Section 6 which is an excerpt
from the Field Test and Evaluation Report.

Successful conclusion of the software program was due in large
part to the application of top-down structured programming
principles . This resulted in an accurate and orderly develop-
ment process with a corresponding output of highly visible
design documentation. The software development was accomplished

.4 in an e f f ic ien t  manner because the desi gn group was organi z ed
in a Chief Programmer Team concept. This assured that each
member of the team had explicit responsibilities .

5.8.2 Recommenda tions

The following recommendations , derived pri~ ari1y f rom ob~~c~~’~ .-
tions made during field tests and evaluations , et~ made ~
the thought of suggesting areas in which DATEC m~ cj~it be auip~ o~-’ca
as a nodal control element.

a. P rovide a5i immediate scan in t e r rup t  capabi l i ty . Th i s
wil l  allow the operato r to “ a m  immediate control wIthout
having to ~~~~ for an in—process measurement to be
comp leted .

b. St reaml ine  the scan sequence in order to shorten scon time .
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c. Update CRT display with a single computer output as
opposed to outputting display format and data separately .

d. Provide CRT paging within a single site to allow the
operator to access various site displays using Only a
single page number.

e. Provide automatic self-test which is incorporated
periodically as part of the scan sequence .

f. Make the following improvements to the Monitor Immediate
mode:

• Provide a constructable scan sequence wherein the
nodal controller selects the number and order of
scanned monitor points .

• Add argument to Monitor Immediate command word to
designate the display page which is desired to be
observed.

• Add alarm scanner and T1WB1 FER commands .

g. Provide indication on CRT when Monitor Immediate mode is
in progress; also an identification of what baseband, A
or B, is being monitored by the BEM.

h. Show highest level system alarm as part of major alarm
warning indicator.

i. Add alarm thresholds and flags to the key trend analysis
parameters .

j. Add remote alarm status of the Tl-4000 and T1WB 1 multi-
plexers to the list of monitor points .

k .  Provide an operator command to ini t ia l ize  the EPUT S to
zero.

1. Add fault isolation routines to software .
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